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The most wonderful night of the 
year: Christmas on Campus.
                    Photo by Jed Gerlach ’15
Tap  
to see more 
Christmas on 
Campus photos 
on Facebook. 
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COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
The power of possibility
I remember feeling at home the moment I walked onto campus. 
As the familiar strains of the hymn, We are Called, filled the chapel at the opening day Mass of my presidency, 
I felt so welcomed by the Marianists, students, faculty, staff and alumni. I felt so inspired by the University’s 
powerful heritage and sense of mission.
As a community, I knew we were poised to do great things together — to make a bold leap forward. In the 
Marianist tradition, we would build upon our core values, read the signs of the times and embrace the power 
of possibility.
Today, 12 years later, I feel the same way. This is my home. 
And the University of Dayton is fulfilling that promise of 
greatness.
That’s why this is the ideal time to look for a new leader to take 
our university forward. In December, I announced that I would 
step down as president in June 2016 after a 14-year tenure. The 
board of trustees has initiated a national search for my successor.
Two years ago, a reporter looked at the growth of the 
University’s physical size and academic prestige and noted, “The 
pace of change has been among the most rapid and substantial 
seen at any American university.”
When I became president in 2002, I inherited a university on 
the move from longtime president Brother Ray Fitz, S.M., and 
discovered a community willing to ask the big questions and seek 
out answers together. I have been humbled and privileged to be 
the steward of such a remarkable legacy and to be able to continue 
our historic upward momentum.
When other universities stepped back and froze faculty positions during the recession, we stepped forward 
and hired some of the brightest minds in the country. 
We didn’t turn away from the brownfield and vacant corporate headquarters on our border, but instead em-
braced the potential. We felt confident community and government partners would help us secure the funding to 
bring new life to that land. Today, that land is the canvas for the future and will benefit generations of students.
This fall, we welcomed our largest, most academically prepared first-year class. Faculty, staff and students 
gathered in the Central Mall as George and Amanda Hanley, through their Chicago foundation, committed 
$12.5 million — the largest gift in school history — to support curricular innovations in sustainability. We 
honored Brother Ray by renaming the College Park Center as Raymond L. Fitz Hall, and community and state 
leaders helped us break ground on Emerson Climate Technologies’ $35 million global innovation center at the 
corner of Main and Stewart streets. 
As I reflect on my presidency, I am most proud of the cumulative successes of our students, alumni, faculty 
and staff. You have spread the University of Dayton’s excellence and reputation around the world.
Our work together isn’t finished. 
I will continue to advocate for social justice and sustainability, which stem from our religious mission to 
stand with the poor and promote the common good. With the help of alumni and friends, we will raise funds to 
renovate Chaminade Hall as a home for the Human Rights Center and the Hanley Sustainability Institute. 
In 2016, I will take a sabbatical, then return to the students and classrooms I love and continue to build the 
University’s international relationships, particularly in China. 
The Blessed William Joseph Chaminade, founder of the Society of Mary, inspires us to be visionaries — to 
create our moment in history, to act upon this university’s strong foundation of educational innovation and 
deep faith. 
That’s our calling.  
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also the problem of recruiting players, 
many of whom are not academically 
qualified. It is almost impossible to car-
ry a full load of academic classes and be 
a football player. Most of these recruits 
never graduate, even at distinguished 
universities such as UC Berkeley.
Though some big-time universities 
make money on football, most do not, but 
yet they expend large amounts of money 
to support all their teams. Should this 
not be examined? In most other coun-
tries, schools do not field highly competi-
tive sport teams. They do not talk about 
the oxymoron “student-athlete.”
But in the USA, sports are a part of our 
culture. Students and alumni would be 
unhappy to lose their football teams. UD 
is justifiably proud of having football for 
over 100 years. Friday night high school 
football is almost sacred in some parts of 
the country. Saturday college football has 
the same mystique. There are many good 
points about highly competitive sports: 
builds camaraderie and school spirit, 
teaches discipline, provides opportunity 
for strenuous exercise, entertains spec-
tators. Perhaps the inherently violent 
sports should be eliminated from school; 
the others, retained.
ERNEST A. AVELLAR ’49
HAYWARD, CALIFORNIA
Editor’s note: The Flyer football team has an 
NCAA Graduation Success Rate of 94, meaning 
94 percent of the team graduated within six years. 
UC Berkeley’s GSR is 51. All numbers are as report-
ed in 2014 at web1.ncaa.org/GSRSearch.
WORTH ANOTHER READ
I read this story [“On Her Own,” Au-
tumn 2014] in the alumni magazine, 
which prompted me to buy the book. 
I finished it in one sitting. It’s an in-
credibly moving story. Erika [Rybeck]’s 
DAYTONMagazine
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RUGBY FANS
Great article [“Blood, Sweat and 
Fears,” Autumn 2014], even to a non-rugby 
guy like me. I am glad my fantastic grand-
son Cameron Grim found the sport and all 
the great friends he has made because of 
it. Go Dayton rugby!
TOM THOMAS
POSTED TO UDQUICKLY
Very nicely written. I always consid-
ered myself a football mom until my son 
found rugby at a boarding school he at-
tended. I had never heard of rugby but 
now love watching him play. I was able to 
attend the first Flyer game this season and 
knew these guys were one strong team. I 
enjoyed seeing the brotherhood and not 
being able to tell the new guys from the 
old. I am a proud mom of a Flyer Rugger.
KASSIE PEPPER
POSTED TO UDQUICKLY
SPEAKING OF SPORTS
Your article [“Blood, Sweat and Fears,” 
Autumn 2014] about rugby brings up the 
question of sports at the university level, 
especially those that are potentially inju-
rious to the participants such as rugby or 
football. Violence in sports has come to the 
fore recently with so many football players 
having lifelong injuries. Nearly 45 percent 
of high-school football players have brain 
injuries, and the rate of concussion is 78 
percent higher than at the professional 
level. Some die, like the 16-year-old in 
Missouri (Time, Sept. 29, 2014).
The NFL estimates that one-third of 
former players will develop dementia. At 
the professional level, players enter the 
list knowing the potential risk. More and 
more people are saying that contact foot-
ball should not be allowed on any school 
campus. At the university level there is 
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Erika [Rybeck]’s parents 
were such brave souls.  
... Thank you, Erika,  
for telling the world  
your story. —Jennifer Palombo
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 parents were such brave souls. Truly touched 
by her story. Thank you, Erika, for telling the 
world your story.
JENNIFER PALOMBO ’03
POSTED TO UDQUICKLY
AGE APPROPRIATE
“90 Years Young” [Autumn 2014] is an 
ageist insult. “Old” is not a four-letter word. 
MARY STEELE MORGAN ’54
YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO
WHAT’S IN A NAME
As a January 1962 UD grad, just a few 
words regarding Kennedy Union [“From Sad-
ness, Solidarity,” Winter 2013-14]. Who cares 
whether JFK was ever on campus? The ’60s 
were turbulent times. Had his term as presi-
dent not been cut short, he may have become 
our greatest president. His personal life was 
no worse, that is from what we read, than 
the lives of many of our politicians, includ-
ing presidents. 
And how about the reluctance by some to 
renaming the center after Tom Blackburn? 
I can’t tell anymore where high school, col-
lege and pro teams are playing because of 
outrageous corporate sponsorships. UD was 
put on the map so to speak due to the Flyers 
success under the leadership of coach Black-
burn. I had the privilege of playing for Coach 
from ’58 through ’61. The fact that he was 
not a Catholic should not matter in the least 
when considering his name. 
It is a fact of life, fortunately or unfor-
tunately, that college and universities often 
draw students based upon successes in ath-
letics. The exceptions prove the rule. The 
current success of our team 
being in the Sweet 16 is a case 
in point. Millions of people 
across the country would not 
be talking about the successes 
of our students or exposing 
UD on national television if 
we were in a less popular tour-
nament or no tournament at 
all. Coach’s foundation was 
continued quite well by coach 
[Don] Donoher for a good 
number of years as well. I was disappointed 
when the Arena was not named “Blackburn 
Arena at the University of Dayton” because of 
what he did for UD. Too soon the past is for-
gotten by those who did not live through it. 
PAT ALLEN ’62 
MIDDLETOWN, OHIO
OUR INTERDEPENDENCE
In the spirit of the Hanleys [“Big Gift, 
Global Good,” UDQuickly, Sept. 19, 2014] is the 
“Declaration of Interdependence” that I wrote 
in 2001. Here is an excerpt: 
We begin anew with the recognition that 
we of this World are indeed human beings liv-
ing in coexistence with other living beings. It 
concedes that our higher intellectual capaci-
ties are both the problem and the solution. 
Perhaps as we embrace one 
another with dignity and respect, 
and bring to a close our histori-
cal methods of intolerance and 
greed, we will find a “Union of the 
Heart” where minds have failed, 
and bring to humankind the re-
alities of Faith and Love without 
discrimination and conflict over 
religious doctrine. It is with this 
hope that this is written. 
So let us declare loud and 
clear, that our Worldly Mission is to find 
our rightful and peaceful interdependence. 
And, perhaps this means we need to revisit 
and redefine the tenets of independence and 
freedom. It has been written that there is no 
freedom without responsibility, and no inde-
pendence without freedom. We must learn 
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Dayton, OH 45469-1303
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Have thoughts about what you read this issue?
that these two great cornerstones of modern 
civilization, freedom and independence, de-
pend entirely on how we treat one another. 
Upon this the future depends.
NELSON NOGGLE ’67
CHANDLER, ARIZONA
GREAT INSPIRATION 
I had the great privilege of teach-
ing with Father Vieson [“Remember-
ing Father Paul Vieson,” UDQuickly, 
Aug. 8, 2014] when I was simultane-
ously an adjunct and a law student. 
We became great friends and re-
mained so until his sudden death. He 
was a great inspiration and taught 
me a great deal about how to teach 
and inspire the students. He always 
had a hearty AVE when I saw him 
in the morning. His love for all 
things Monarchical was contagious. 
Requiescat in Pace.
PETER DE TROLIO
POSTED TO UDQUICKLY
Editor’s note: Read more remembrances of Father 
Vieson, and leave your own, here: bit.ly/UD_Vieson.
MARYCREST MEMORIES
I was reading coverage of moving into 
Marycrest [“Move-in on up,” Autumn 2014], 
and it brought back wonderful memories.
August of 1963, my class was the second 
freshmen women to live in Marycrest. All 
freshmen had triple rooms and mine was 743. 
I sat on the windowsill watching students, in 
November 1963, streaming to the chapel once 
the news spread of the killing of JFK. 
My second year at Marycrest was spent in 
the then-brand new center section front, once 
again the seventh floor, two rooms over from 
the front dorm doors. Fun to sit on the win-
dowsill and watch couples say good night. 
I still have friends from those years with 
whom I am in touch. Thanks, UD!
LINDA SEIWELL ABILDSO ’67
BOWIE, MARYLAND
 
From Twitter
@daymag
Always a happy 
day for a Flyer when 
the latest @daymag 
arrives in the mail! 
—@EMINKC
Tweet us your reactions 
to our stories.
STILL FLYING
As usual, the Summer 2014 edition 
was terrific — but your coverage of the 
Elite Eight run and flashback to 1984 
was superb. 
As far as time 
and space can 
take many of 
us from UD, 
the men's bas-
ketball team is 
one of the ties 
that binds and 
brings us all 
back home. 
What a run, 
what a team 
and what a 
great time for 
all of us — both on and off campus. 
Here’s a picture of our house as we 
rolled into the Sweet 16.
MARK SMUCKER ’85
GLEN ALLEN, VIRGINIA
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For our next issue, ask your ques-
tions of Brother Raymond 
L. Fitz, S.M. ’64, former 
University president 
(1979-2002) and current 
Father Ferree Professor 
of Social Justice. EMAIL YOUR 
QUESTIONS TO MAGAZINE@
UDAYTON.EDU.
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Read more answers from Father Norbert Burns, S.M. ’45, at bit.ly/UD_Burns.
With the passing of such great Ro-
man Catholic theologians as Yves 
Congar, Karl Rahner, Edward Schil-
lebeeckx and Pierre Teilhard de 
Chardin, to cite just a few from that 
same fertile period of the 1960s, who 
do you see replacing them today?
—BILL ANDERSON
LAC DU FLAMBEAU, WIS.
Bill, I have given considerable 
thought to your great question. 
Congar, Rahner, Schillebeeckx, 
de Chardin are still with us. 
Today I honor Elizabeth John-
son, Pope Francis, Dairmuid 
O’Murchu, Matt Malone.
In your five decades of teaching, 
did you observe any fundamental 
changes in students’ attitudes to-
ward relationships and marriage?
—TERRI KAYLOR ’80
KETTERING, OHIO
Terri, in the early years attitudes 
were much more fixed. Today 
finds a much greater openness 
and acceptance of challenging 
those fixed ideas.
What advice can you give to young 
adults about to enter the sacrament 
of marriage?
—DAN COVEY ’77
SPRINGBORO, OHIO
Dan, I have been sharing 
reflections on Six Keys 
to a Healthy Relation-
ship. They are: Vi-
sion/Sacramentality; 
Passion; Dynamism; 
Communing Ways; 
Openness; Accommo-
dating.
Why is it that so-called 
“good Christians” are so 
judgmental of others? If you do 
not live life their way, they feel 
you will not go to heaven. God 
loves us all. He welcomes us 
LOVE. MARRIAGE.
RELATIONSHIPS. GOD.  
... ASK A MARIANIST
all into his kingdom.
—MARY ALICE LOGAN
 QUESTION VIA FACEBOOK
Mary Alice, we are all God’s, 
Mary’s! We may be different, but 
we are all brothers and sisters 
embracing each other. Openness 
to the embrace is our call, our 
test.
How many students would you 
estimate you’ve taught during your 
career at UD?
—CHELSEY SOUDERS ’04
TWINSBURG, OHIO
Chelsey, they tell me over 27,000 
students met me in the class-
room, the largest number of any 
professor in UD’s history. What a 
gift I have been given.
How much, in your present retire-
ment, do you miss teaching?
 —BILL ROBERTS
DAYTON
Bill, I became a vowed Marianist 
to live my life for God through 
Mary. In my retirement I am 
concentrating on that goal. I also 
wanted to dedicate my life as you 
have to the service of the young. 
For me that meant the class-
room. I do miss it.
What has been the most reward-
ing thing about being a community 
member at UD?
—HEATHER POOLE HEWITT ’98
CINCINNATI
Heather, as a vowed Marianist 
I hoped to answer Chaminade’s 
vision by a belongingness, a 
relationship. The UD community 
was the answer for me, Chami-
nade’s Sodality in action.
What has kept you passionate and 
dedicated through your life as a 
Marianist?
—MICHELA BUCCINI ’08
NORWOOD, OHIO
Mary’s help! My whole life is in 
her honor and for her glory.
How does the present pope, 
Francis, compare to Pope 
John XXIII, who called the 
Second Vatican Coun-
cil into session in the 
1960s and revolutionized 
the church? He seems 
to do many wonder-
ful things, but what 
about “substantive” 
theological issues?
—BILL ANDERSON
LAC DU FLAMBEAU, WIS.
Bill, I love Francis and 
have great hopes for a 
1960s repeat. Answers 
must be found to theo-
logical thorns. Mary will lead 
him!
How would you advise a person 
who is having a crisis of faith, not 
because of the laws of God, but 
rather because of the rules of the 
local church?
—MAUREEN WILLITS ’69
KETTERING, OHIO
Maureen, we are grateful for the 
guidance of our Church. We are 
cognizant of the humanity of 
those making and interpreting 
the laws and the importance of 
conscience.
Why do you have such a devotion 
to Mary?
Who influenced you the most grow-
ing up?
Why the Marianists and not a differ-
ent Catholic order?
What was your favorite subject in 
high school and college?
What do you believe is your legacy 
at the University of Dayton? 
—ANITA AND JAMES BROTHERS
DAYTON
a. a gift from my saintly mother;
b. without a doubt, my mother 
and with her weekly devotion to 
the Miraculous Medal Novena at 
St. Ignatius Church in Cleveland;
c. because I attended Cathedral 
Latin High School, Cleveland; 
d. discerning the purpose of life;
e. that the primary message of 
life, of Scripture, is relationship.
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“It’s our gift to the community.” 
 —SHARON GRATTO, CHAIR, DEPARTMENT  
OF MUSIC, ON FREE ARTS PERFORMANCES 
OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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“We woke up at 5:30 a.m. and didn’t stop until 9:30 p.m.” 
—JUNIOR CHRIS BENDEL, PART OF THE UD2NYC FALL BREAK TRIP, WHICH 
INCLUDED STOPS AT 11 NYC-BASED ORGANIZATIONS, A NETWORKING EVENT,  
A MUSEUM AND A MUSICAL — ALL IN TWO DAYS
“I was just looking to understand God’s creations  
in a new way.”
 —SENIOR ALEX GASKINS ABOUT HIS FALL BREAK SERVICE TRIP, 
APPALACHIA IMMERSION
“[T]his is home. There might be different faces, and the place is always grow-
ing, but the feeling never changes.”
—SAM MACKAY ’13, QUOTED IN THE DAYTON DAILY NEWS ABOUT VISITING UD BEFORE SHE 
HEADED BACK TO HUNGARY TO PLAY PROFESSIONAL BASKETBALL
For Mary
IN ANY LANGUAGE
Father Bert Buby, S.M. ’55, opened the newest 
version of his book Mary of Galilee — Volume I: 
Mary in the New Testament and didn’t recognize 
much beyond his photo and the bibliography. 
That’s because it is printed in Chinese, a 
translation requested by diocesan priest Father 
John Lai in Taiwan so he could share it with 
his congregation. The priest learned of Buby’s 
book from his sister, Maria Worthy, who is a 
member of Buby’s Bible study group for Chinese 
UD students and alumni. The book examines 
the earliest texts the church has used to develop 
its Mary tradition. “I look at it as a little gift 
from God during my anniversary year,” said Buby, who in November celebrated his 
Jubilee for 50 years as a priest in the Society of Mary. 
‘We’ve come a long way’
BIT.LY/UD _MLKSPEECH
On the snowy night of Nov. 29, 1964, the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. spoke to a 
crowd of more than 6,200 in UD’s Fieldhouse. “I’m convinced, my friends, that we’ve 
come a long, long way,” he said to those gathered for Dayton’s Freedom Forum. “And 
I am absolutely convinced that the system of segregation is on its deathbed today, 
and the only thing uncertain about it is how costly the segregationists will make the 
funeral.” His speech survives on a reel-to-reel tape (listen at link above). Campus is 
commemorating his talk with lectures and discussions on the themes King raised 
50 years ago, still relevant today: race relations, nonviolence and the power of 
unconditional love.
Artful diagnosis
VAR490 
Ditch the anatomy textbook and grab 
a charcoal pencil instead, at least for a 
semester. In Anatomy Drawing, premed 
students can study the human body 
beyond the chemical and molecular 
levels — through drawing. The class, 
now in its third semester, increases 
students’ visual awareness and empathy 
for the human form, often by working 
from live models, adjunct professor Tim 
Langenderfer said. Though many students 
have no previous artistic experience, they 
follow demonstrations and 
create their own anatomical 
studies. Said sophomore Cori 
Young, “I am getting a new 
perspective on the body as a 
whole that I can apply to my 
other science classes.” 
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Tap  
to watch students 
at their easels in 
Anatomy Drawing 
class. 
Tap  
to listen to King’s 
speech given at 
UD’s Fieldhouse 
Nov. 29, 1964.
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“When you’re younger, you internalize what you’re being taught, 
but then you realize there’s a whole other world out there,  
and you want to explore it.” 
—PAUL MORMAN, FORMER DEAN OF ARTS AND SCIENCES,  
WHO PARTICIPATED IN A PANEL FOR BANNED BOOKS WEEK
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  
CONVERSATION PIECES
“Having multiple perspectives coming from different 
historical educational paradigms is important.” 
—PROFESSOR SCOTT SCHNEIDER ’96, ABOUT STUDENT 
DIVERSITY IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY INCLUDING A 
NINTH COHORT FROM SHANGHAI NORMAL UNIVERSITY
Gift of music
REMEMBERING PATRICK GILVARY
On three new Steinway pianos, students are playing the sweet sounds 
of a life well lived. James Dicke II donated the pianos in memory of 
his uncle, Patrick Gilvary ’50, whom Dicke described as a wonderful 
human being with a classic sense of humor. Gilvary’s life included 
47 years teaching at UD, where in 1970 he became the first chair of 
the Performing and Visual Arts Department. Its descendant, the 
Department of Music, now has 19 upright and 19 grand pianos on which 
students and faculty practice and perform. Said Dicke, “Just the idea 
that they are serving students every day would give Uncle Pat and Aunt 
Dorothy — who is still alive — great pleasure.” 
Good Luck
WWW.JOHNBRAGG.COM
“I want to be a Sports Illustrated photographer.” That’s 
what John Bragg ’93 wrote when professor Sean 
Wilkinson asked his students about their futures. 
Indianapolis-based Bragg now specializes in stylized 
portraiture, 
which is 
exactly what SI 
wanted for its 
Sept. 3 cover of 
Indianapolis 
Colts 
quarterback 
Andrew Luck. 
“I like him as 
a person, how 
he represents 
the city,” 
said Bragg, 
who created a 
serious, iconic 
image of Luck. 
The shoot 
included the two discussing local chefs — “Stop, 
you’re making me hungry,” Luck said — and Bragg 
pulling “an audible,” grabbing a backup camera with 
a ring flash that gave Luck a twinkle in his eye in the 
photo that made the cover. “It’s an affirmation that 
your instincts were right,” said Bragg, who got to be 
an SI photographer, “if only just once.”
M enall a r piedo
     DESIGN COMPETITION SOARS
The newest airplanes are taking off from Kettering Labs — without ever leaving the ground. Last spring, three UD 
students won awards in the It Flies! aircraft design contest where test pilots flew their creations as programmed 
into UD’s Merlin flight simulator. The students then took their designs to a summer competition in England, 
where senior Kyle Koester won Best Technical Information Prize for his crop duster. “We have the ability to take 
our paper-created designs and turn them into working flying models to see them come to life,” he said. They can 
also breathe life into old creations. This semester, Koester and seniors Garrett Gleason and Brandon Osysko are 
programming the Merlin to fly the “Brown Bird,” modeled after the Wright brothers’ 1911 biplane.
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . 
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Campus and beyond
FLIGHT DECK
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Common knowledge
Warning: This site could be a time-suck (but in a good way).
From the 1905 St. Mary’s Institute 
yearbook to student research presented 
at last year’s Stander Symposium, content 
produced by the UD community now has 
a permanent home online. 
ECommons (ecommons.udayton.edu) 
is an electronic publishing and institution-
al repository platform that showcases the 
scholarly and creative output of the Uni-
versity of Dayton community. Launched in 
October 2013, eCommons contains 7,103 
documents that have been downloaded 
more than 50,000 times.
Looking for University documents, publica-
tions (including UD Magazine) and student- 
produced media? It’s there, too.
“One goal of the library is to collect, or-
ganize and provide perpetual access to the 
intellectual output of UD,” said Nichole Rus-
tad, digital projects manager for University 
Libraries. 
Current projects include archiving past 
issues of Flyer News and Alumnus (a UD 
Magazine predecessor) as well as University 
news releases back to 1955. Symposia also 
have a home here, including materials from the recent 
Catholic Education Summit and Metal and Cultural 
Impact Conference.
Rustad said eCommons will help maximize the 
distribution of research, for which authors maintain 
copyright. The site is optimized to ensure 
high visibility in Google and Google Schol-
ar. The repository also increases networking 
opportunities between universities linked 
through the Digital Commons Network. 
Faculty using eCommons within the 
University community have been pleased 
with the platform.
“The ultimate raison d’être for 
academic research is the creation 
and dissemination of knowledge,” 
said Christian Kiewitz, associate pro-
fessor of management and market-
ing. “ECommons is a great resource 
to facilitate that process. And while 
one still needs an Internet connection 
for access, I would hope that this con-
stitutes less of a barrier than increas-
ingly expensive database or journal 
subscriptions.”
—Audrey Starr
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Daniel J. Curran, the first lay 
president in University of Dayton 
history, plans to step down in June 
2016 after presiding over an era of 
unprecedented growth.
Known as a bold, forward-
thinking leader, 
Curran strategi-
cally positioned 
UD nationally and 
globally, enrolled 
some of the larg-
est, most academi-
cally talented class-
es in school history 
and dramatically 
expanded the Uni-
versity’s footprint 
from the Great Mi-
ami River to China 
during the last 12 
years. 
A sociologist 
by training, Curran will take a 
one-year sabbatical, then join the 
faculty as a professor. As president 
emeritus, he will teach and con-
duct research on campus and serve 
as executive-in-residence for Asian 
affairs in the University of Dayton 
China Institute in Suzhou, China. 
The University of Dayton’s board 
of trustees will conduct a national 
search for his successor.
By every measure — from se-
lectivity and research dollars to 
rankings and endowed faculty 
— the University of Dayton has 
grown in stature during Curran’s 
presidency. 
The University has nearly 
doubled its footprint with two 
major acquisitions from NCR 
Corp. while changing its enroll-
ment strategy to become a more 
selective university that attracts 
most of its students from outside 
Ohio — and many from around 
the world. 
The University’s endowment, 
Curran to step down
as president June 2016
first-year applications, number 
of endowed faculty positions and 
the value of its land and buildings 
have doubled. 
Student retention and enter-
ing test scores stand at all-time 
highs. He’s awarded diplo-
mas to nearly a third of all 
living alumni.
Dayton Flyer student-
athletes continue to boast 
graduation rates consis-
tently among the high-
est in the country, and the 
overall winning percent-
age in all sports is better 
than any other time in 
history.
“If I used just one word to de-
scribe Dan, it would be transfor-
mational,” says Steve Cobb, chair-
man of Henny Penny and a 1986 
alumnus who serves as chair of 
the board of trustees. “The higher 
education field and our prospec-
tive students and their families 
are indicating the University of 
Dayton is really a hot brand.”
Curran, 64, is the first presi-
dent who’s not a Marianist priest 
or brother, and “I don’t think we 
could have gotten a better person,” 
said Father Martin Solma, S.M., 
vice chair of the board of trustees 
and provincial for the Marianist 
Province of the United States.
“His respect and regard for 
the Marianist tradition and spirit 
at the University have been ex-
emplary,” he said. 
“For the Marian-
ists, community 
is about building 
relationships and 
Dan has done this 
very well.  He has 
strengthened the 
University of Day-
ton as a regional 
and global leader in 
Catholic education. 
We’re very grateful 
for his leadership.”
Approachable 
and unpretentious, 
Curran enjoys a 
warm relationship 
with students, who 
call him “Dr. Dan.” 
In the Dayton region, 
he’s widely respected 
as a catalyst for the 
renaissance of the 
southern edge of the 
city. And faculty say 
they appreciate the 
way he’s boosted the 
faculty ranks by nearly 20 percent 
and increased the University’s 
national stature in research.
During the next 18 months, 
Curran said he wants to work with 
the faculty on academic initia-
tives, visit alumni communities 
and raise funds to renovate Cham-
inade Hall as a home for the Hu-
man Rights Center and the Hanley 
Sustainability Institute.
“I’ve been humbled and privi-
leged to lead the University of Day-
ton during such a transformative 
time in our history,” he says.
—Teri Rizvi
Innovative spirit,  
extraordinary growth
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
To learn more: 
‘A Tremendous Run’ press release
bit.ly/UD_Curran_announcement
What others are saying about  
Curran’s presidency
bit.ly/UD_Curran_quotes
Curran talks with the Flyer News
udquickly.udayton.edu/scribblings/ 
2014/12/the-secret-to-success/
2002
$254,752,000
$770,769,000
7,496
84.3%
24.7
45%
42
10,125
85.5%
449
15
212
$47.5 million
2014
$518,164,000
$1,465,389,000
16,921
59.1%  
26.8
64%
1,807 
11,368 
90.8%
526 
  
31
  
388
$86.4 million   
Endowment
Total Assets
 
Undergraduate Applications
 
Acceptance Rate
 
ACT of Entering Class
 
Out-of-State Enrollment

ƂTUV[GCTENCUU
International Enrollment
(undergraduate and graduatG
Total Enrollment
Retention
Full-time Faculty
 
Endowed Faculty
Acreage
Sponsored Research
Tap  
to watch a video 
on UD’s progress 
under Curran’s 
leadership.
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Joyful noise
After a few practices, music professor Donna Cox has her singers clapping and swaying as 
one to a rhythmic melody as they lift their hands and voices in praise. 
No one can sit still for the Ebony Heritage Singers, celebrating its 25th anniversary of what 
began as the University of Dayton Gospel Chorus. Originally a student-run organization, the 
University supported its incorporation as an opportunity to earn academic credit. UD hired 
Cox as a full-time conductor in 1990. 
“Ebony Heritage Singers has been a valuable experience on campus,” Cox says. “The ensem-
ble has been much more than an academic course; it’s been a place for transformation. White 
students who had little to no experience with African-Americans came together with black 
students to learn black sacred music and religious practices and emerged with deeper under-
standing and broader perspectives. African-American students discovered a rich heritage they 
may not have known about.” 
In addition to UD performances, the ensemble regularly tours the Midwest, singing at 
music education conferences, among other events. Singers have also traveled and performed 
with Cox in Ireland, France, Hawaii, Ghana and Jamaica. 
Membership is always open to students without an audition; all that’s needed is a desire 
to share the good news through song.
—Shannon Shelton Miller
“Why don’t we have this?” 
Last year, a student asked 
that question of Student Govern-
ment Association and Campus 
Recreation about an outdoor 
basketball court. 
SGA looked into it and found 
a court would cost $22,500. “The 
senate decided that we were go-
ing to pay half of it and look for 
other fundraising opportunities,” 
said SGA President Sarah Dickson. “That’s when the administration came back and said they like 
the courts and would rather SGA focus their funds on students and student organizations.”
In August, it opened beside RecPlex and the sand volleyball court on Evanston Avenue as the 
neighborhood’s newest meeting spot to shoot the breeze — and baskets. 
t%CTQNKPG/E%QTOCEMo
UD Research Institute is working on
$21.5 million
worth of projects for the Air Force Research 
Laboratory on advanced behavior and life 
prediction of aerospace materials, part of a 
$42 million ceiling contract.
The U.S. Embassy in Beijing has awarded a
$97,647
two-year grant to the University of Dayton 
China Institute in Suzhou Industrial Park to 
establish the American Cultural Center.
Entrepreneurship and marketing major 
Jessica Kerr won the
$1,500
top prize for her pitch for Shake-N-Bait, 
CPGNGEVTQCEVKXGƂUJKPINWTGVJCVKOKVCVGUC
YTKIINKPIƂUJKPVJG7&$WUKPGUU2NCP
Competition elevator speech contest. 
Emerson Climate Technologies broke 
ground Oct. 17 on a
$35 million
innovation center dubbed The Helix to be 
built on the University of Dayton campus.
By the numbers
Star reader
Francesca Chaba reads because of her grand-
mother. It’s fitting Chaba writes about her, too. 
“I have no problem with contributing any-
thing to my class that I feel confident about,” 
Chaba, a communication major, wrote in her 
winning essay. “[T]hat’s the kind of person my 
grandmother taught me to be, and I can say in 
my loudest, most confident 19-year-old voice that 
learning to read at a young age had its low points 
but ultimately shaped me into the person that I 
am today.”
That person now has a publication credit 
to her name. Chaba won $200 and inclusion of 
her essay “Read for the Stars” in the first edition 
of Line by Line, UD’s digital literary journal for 
beginning student writers. Professors nominate 
their students’ work, and one essay receives 
a cash prize. The second edition will be pub- 
lished this winter. All finalists can be read at 
ecommons.udayton.edu/lxl/. 
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Courting
community
Ebony Heritage Singers celebrate 25 years of good news through song.
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Heavy hitters
“It isn’t just about a bunch of hairy guys in 
Spandex.”
That was the message associate professor of 
English Bryan Bardine wanted to promote at the Uni-
versity’s first Metal and Cultural Impact Conference, 
Nov. 6-8, which concluded with a heavy metal concert 
featuring Alex Skolnick of the band Testament.
While there are expectations and stereotypes 
surrounding metal music — hairy guys, stage 
makeup, tight pants, head banging, loud guitars — 
Bardine said the conference highlighted the culture 
and scholarship behind the metal scene.
Events explored the interdisciplinary aspect of 
metal music, incorporating history, sociology and 
musicology from around the world. A documentary 
shared the heavy metal community in Botswana, 
Africa, and an art exhibition displayed masks, face 
paint and head coverings used in metal music.
“Some may think people who like metal music are 
all loners and do our own thing, but the Dayton metal 
community is very tight,” Bardine said. “People are 
already asking about next year’s event.”
—Erin Callahan ’15
From little to big
From a little start, something big has grown.
Four years ago, about 15 UD students were active 
volunteers for Big 
Brothers Big Sisters 
of the Greater Mi-
ami Valley. Today, 
more than 90 UD 
“Bigs” are matched 
with Dayton-area 
“Littles,” mentoring 
them one-on-one 
each week to help 
them develop con-
ƂFGPEGKORTQXGCECFGOKECNN[CPFDWKNFDGVVGTHWVWTGU
“More and more kids are asking when they can 
get a ‘Big.’ They hear from their peers how much they 
enjoy it,” said Paige Morrison, head of the University 
club’s school mentoring programs and a sophomore 
biology major.
When sophomore marketing major Katy Hoeper 
met Dylan, he was quiet and reserved. “Now, he has so 
OWEJOQTGEQPƂFGPEG;QWECPLWUVUGGKV#PFJGKU
really interested in his classes now,” Hoeper said.
The connection between the organizations goes 
back more than 30 years. Said Joe Radelet, CEO of 
Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Greater Miami Valley, 
“It just goes to show the commitment of the University 
of Dayton and its students in getting our ‘Littles’ on 
the path to lifelong success.” 
t%JGNUGC4CPFCNNo
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lalanne doesn’t just teach for the 
classroom, it teaches for life.
This postgraduate program is celebrat-
ing its 15th year of supporting beginning 
Catholic school educators. As a part of 
Lalanne, teachers make a two-year com-
mitment to teach in an under-resourced 
Catholic school, live together in a faith-
based community, and pursue profession-
al and personal development.
The anniversary was celebrated in 
June, when 30 Lalanne alumni returned 
to campus, including four members of the 
first cohort in 1999. 
“We invited our alumni back, not 
only to catch up, but to try to capture 
how they’ve carried on this Lalanne 
experience,” said Jacinta Mergler, 
director of the Lalanne program. 
“How are they living this Lalanne 
experience today?”
Paul Zlatic ’04, Alison Radelet 
Zlatic ’02, Kyle Nobbe ’06 and Aman-
da Blais Nobbe ’07 have dedicated 
their lives to this question.
The four met while in Lalanne, 
lived in community, and shared in 
personal and professional growth. 
But the commitment to their faith 
and vocation didn’t end after their 
two-year cohorts; it only grew stronger.
After Lalanne, the friends continued 
community living in Cincinnati and later 
married and started families. Paul and 
Kyle remain in Catholic education, while 
Amanda and Alison briefly taught before 
parenthood. They are now stay-at-home 
moms raising nine children between 
their two families.
The Zlatic (left) and Nobbe (right) families remain committed to Catholic educa-
tion, thanks to the Lalanne program.
The friends all emphasized how they 
see the world through a similar value 
system with Lalanne as a strong founda-
tion. They use their Marianist values and 
backgrounds in teaching to homeschool 
their children and offer their home for 
foster and adoptive care. The friends pro-
vide support for “any questionable feat,” 
Alison said.
The support of Lalanne — and each 
other — has driven Paul and Kyle’s pas-
sion for teaching as well.
“I want the experience from Lalanne 
to be the experience I have beyond Lal-
anne,” Kyle said. “I engage other teach-
ers in constructive conversation, and I am 
more aware of the 
whole development 
of my students.”
Paul recently 
moved into admin-
istration and said 
he maintains a 
“faith-filled vision 
to provide a qual-
ity education for 
students and fami-
lies.”
As a way of 
giving back for all 
they’ve received from their experience 
in Lalanne, the Nobbes recently donated 
to the program in hopes that it will only 
continue to grow, they said. 
“Lalanne was life-changing,” Aman-
da said. “It was such a great place to start. 
We will carry our Lalanne experience 
for the rest of our lives.”
—Erin Callahan ’15
Life lessons
LALANNE
15
years
153
graduates 
90%
remain in education 
90%
of those teaching 
remain in Catholic 
education
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The largest single gift 
in University history will establish 
the University of Dayton as a national leader 
for innovation in sustainability education. 
The George and Amanda Hanley Foundation made a  
$12.5 million gift to establish the Hanley Sustainability Institute.  
The University’s current sustainability programs will be extended  
campuswide to prepare students for the growing demand for  
sustainability skills in the workplace, as well as for civic leadership on  
sustainability issues.
The gift will fund grants for curriculum development and research,  
community-based partnerships, an innovation fund, and new endowed faculty 
dedicated to the institute’s work, among other initiatives, said Paul Benson, 
interim provost.
“Addressing the complex challenges of creating a more sustainable world 
calls for expertise from a variety of disciplines and a culture of collaboration 
and creativity,” Benson said. “Through the Hanley Sustainability Institute 
our students will be well prepared for careers and civic leadership 
roles now and in the future that demand broad, interdisciplinary 
understanding grounded in real-world experience.”
For more about the Hanley Sustainability  
Institute, see Page 60. 
  G
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Find your light
All the world’s a stage — and Michelle Hayford 
wants to be sure our students are ready for their 
cameos. 
Hayford, the new director of the theater pro-
gram, and her faculty are re-envisioning program 
curriculum with an eye toward innovation and 
meeting the “expectations of an increasingly per-
formative world,” she said. 
It could be actors on a stage, entrepreneurs 
delivering an elevator speech, citizens leading a 
community meeting or any of us integrating tech-
nology into our presentations. Even how students 
“sell” their expertise, skills or personalities on so-
cial media can benefit from training in the theater 
program, she said. 
Hayford will recommend a program name 
change to the College of Arts and Sciences dean 
and the academic approval bodies that encom-
passes dance and performance technology, build-
Fitz Hall dedicated 
to Brother Ray
“Today, I am very thankful and hum-
bled,” Brother Ray Fitz, S.M. ’64, told a 
standing-room-only crowd gathered under 
a tent in a 
light rain. 
On Oct. 
15, faculty, 
s tudents, 
community 
leaders, Mari-
anists, alumni 
and others 
gathered to 
celebrate the 
servant-lead-
ership of Fitz, the University’s longest-serving 
president, by renaming a building in his honor. 
Formerly known as College Park Center, 
Fitz Hall on Brown Street is one of the largest 
academic buildings on campus, housing pro-
grams that educate artists, engineers, musicians, 
teachers and physical therapists. 
Fitz said he is proud of how students 
use their education to serve others.
“My greatest joy,” he said, “has been 
to witness the growth of many of our stu-
dents and see what a difference they 
have made in all facets of society.” 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Hayford puts a spotlight on theater skills.
ing on campus interest in both areas. Faculty are 
working with other departments to develop new 
courses, such as Philosophy of Theatre/Dance, 
that extend the program’s competencies to 
more students outside the major. 
Currently, the department has eight to 10 
majors and the same number of minors, Hayford 
said; she expects a revamped program to attract 
additional students, including dual majors. 
Faculty members are already developing 
performance opportunities that integrate stu-
dents in new work creation. Fall semester, Hay-
ford began holding story circles for the creation 
of the devised play (ir)reconcilable: faith & 
reason, to be performed Jan. 30 – Feb. 7.
“We are on the vanguard of creating the-
ater that matters,” she said. “We want to create 
students who have skills in content creation. 
It’s not enough to be able to perform anymore; 
you have to create.”
Students will continue to learn from and 
perform with members of UD’s professional 
companies in residence, Dayton Contemporary 
Dance Co. and The Zoot Theatre Co., a new col-
laboration with the local puppet theater. 
Hayford will work this semester to get the pro-
gram’s new direction approved in hopes that next 
fall she’ll attract students with a new curriculum and 
tag line, “Find your light; develop your character.”
Tap  
to watch a video 
from the Fitz 
Hall dedication 
celebration.
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Talbott
The ‘A’ team — AmeriCorps members who help homeless 
Dayton youth
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Can you believe in God and little green 
men? Political science assistant professor 
Joshua Ambrosius says religion and space 
exploration are not mutually exclusive, but 
that your religious denomination says a lot 
about how likely you are to support space 
exploration. 
How does he know? We all told him so. 
Ambrosius used data from the General So-
cial Survey and three Pew surveys to com-
pare knowledge, interest and support for 
space exploration among Catholics, evan-
gelicals, mainline Protestants, Jews, people 
practicing Eastern religions and those with 
no religion.
He found evangelical Protestants are 
much more sure Jesus will return in the next 
40 years than that humans will make signifi-
cant strides in space exploration. Jews and 
members of Eastern traditions were most at-
tentive and supportive of space programs.
Catholics are among Christians most 
open to space exploration. Father José Gabriel 
Funes, S.J., director of the Vatican Observa-
tory, has said not believing aliens could ex-
ist would be “putting limits on the creative 
freedom of God.”
Clergy support for science exerts a signifi-
cant positive effect on support for space ex-
ploration. Evangelicals in particular are twice 
as likely to recognize the benefits of space 
exploration if their pastors speak positively 
about science, Ambrosius said. Faith and 
space can co-exist. 
 “The space community can have success 
with increased outreach to religious groups 
with the message that space exploration, for 
means of discovering life-bearing or sustain-
ing planets or otherwise, does not conflict 
with their faith and is in their — and the en-
tire human race’s — best interest.”
—Cameron Fullam
YESS is the answer to ques-
tions vulnerable youth are asking 
about their futures. 
This fall, UD partnered with 
three area homeless programs — 
Daybreak, St. Vincent de Paul and 
Homefull — to assist local youth 
experiencing homelessness to be-
come self-sufficient through the 
Youth Economic Self-Sufficiency 
AmeriCorps. 
“At the University of Dayton, 
we want to educate students to pur-
sue justice and the common good 
and to put community priorities 
first,” said Kelly Bohrer, director 
of community-engaged learning. 
“YESS is a community-engaged 
learning project in which we 
demonstrate the values of com-
6QP[ 6CNDQVV DGECOG KPXQNXGF KP VJG ƂIJV
CICKPUV JWOCP VTCHƂEMKPI YJKNG UGTXKPI KP VJG
U.S. Navy in the Philippines.
“There was a main strip outside of the base 
full of bars and prostitutes. This was normal. 
There was one bar called 
Sweet 16. The oldest girls 
working at the bar were only 
16,” Talbott said. “I didn’t 
know then that it was human 
VTCHƂEMKPIDWV +MPGY KVYCU
wrong.”
Talbott, acting human 
rights studies director and 
political science lecturer, 
will now work to educate a new generation of 
UVWFGPVU VQ JGNR GPF JWOCP VTCHƂEMKPI 6JG
0CVKQPCN'FWECVQTUVQ5VQR6TCHƂEMKPIUGNGEVGF
6CNDQVVVQJGNRKVRWVJWOCPVTCHƂEMKPIEWTTKEW-
lum in every school in America.
Talbott teaches a UD course on human traf-
ƂEMKPI CPF KU VJG HCEWNV[ CFXKUGT HQT VJG 0GY
#DQNKVKQPKUV /QXGOGPV CP CPVKVTCHƂEMKPI UVW-
dent organization. 
“I want to show students they should not 
just be passive observers, but they should try 
to make the change they want to see in the 
world. I want them to learn about the unfairness 
and lack of justice in the world. Then I can help 
them to see what they can do,” Talbott explains. 
“We have a chance to end modern-day slavery, 
if we act now.”
Separation of church and space
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Act now
munity and 
reciprocity.”
This fall, 
25 University 
of Dayton stu-
dents and sev-
en youth from 
Daybreak be-
came Ameri-
Corps mem-
bers. Through 
UD’s Fitz Cen-
ter for Leader-
ship in Com-
munity, they 
provide help 
with tutoring 
and GED completion, guidance in 
applying for and enrolling in col-
lege, skills related to employabil-
ity and job retention, personal fi-
nance, and self-care that supports 
health, wellness and positive 
social outcomes.
This is UD’s second Ameri-
Corps program. SWEAT Ameri-
Corps operated from 1994 to 
2001. 
Bohrer said that YESS pro-
vides AmeriCorps members with 
professional vocational and 
cross-cultural experiences. Most 
are undergraduate students who 
work 10 or more hours a week 
with local youth. The Corpora-
tion for National and Commu-
nity Service will invest $137,217 
in the first year to provide living 
allowances ranging from $1,200 
to $12,100 to AmeriCorps mem-
bers who will serve between 300 
hours and 1,700 hours during the 
year.  
UD’s newest AmeriCorps
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Paul Boeckman ’82, Ginny Clark 
Boeckman ’82, Megan Boeck-
man ’12 and Katie Boeckman ’16 
took their UD Magazine to the 
Neuschwanstein Castle in Bavaria, 
Germany     , this past summer.
Nikki Swidarski ’12 shows off her 
latest UD Magazine — which 
happens to feature her parents, Sue 
Skerkoski Swidarski ’80 and Tom 
Swidarski ’80, at one of the 2014 NCAA 
Division I men’s basketball tournament 
games. “I took this photo on a recent 
vacation in Cinque Terre, Italy    .”
Graham siblings (from left) 
Laura Graham ’11, John 
Mack Graham ’14 and Cait 
Graham ’09 write, “We have 
three UD Magazines in our 
family cottage in northern 
Michigan  . Our youngest 
sibling, Maren Graham, is a 
senior at Brebeuf Jesuit High 
School in Indianapolis and 
is seriously considering Dayton for next year. Even though we’re child-
ren of two Xavier grads, the Grahams now consider themselves a UD 
family. Go Flyers.”
Erica Patterson ’06 writes, “This picture 
was taken at the Colosseum in Rome      
during an 11-day European adventure to 
celebrate our 30th birthdays this year. 
Pictured are: Ryan McGreevy ’06, Christo-
pher Plush ’06, Andy Leibold ’04, Kathleen 
Shanks ’06, Lauren Touris ’06, Shawna 
Mikuluk ’06, Meghan Hlavin Leibold ’06 
and me. We have planned a year of cel-
ebrations for everyone turning 30, and this 
trip was a year in the making. We have 
such a great love for UD because it is 
where we all met and became friends 
for life. It goes to show you that UD love 
never graduates.”
Steve Sprauer ’91 writes, “I like to 
travel, and I finally took a UD Maga-
zine on a trip with me.” Sprauer — 
and his magazine — visited Iceland    
and Greenland    .
“My husband, Greg Bruening ’88, and I met 
at UD 29 years ago and will be married 
25 years this October. To celebrate, we went on 
an Alaskan cruise    ,” writes Coleen Harter 
Bruening ’90. “We had to take along the Summer 
2014 UD Magazine since we didn’t have time 
to get through all the great articles before we 
left.”
Steve Bosway ’79 and MaryJo Tye 
Bosway ’79 write, “We recently visited 
our son and daughter-in-law in Tokyo  
and brought the UD Magazine along. 
We went for an early morning visit to 
the Tsukiji Fish Market to watch the 
tuna auction.”
“This past July, I went on a three-
week trek through Australia, visit-
ing friends and exploring the great 
land down under. I had this picture 
taken of me reading the latest edi-
tion of the UD Magazine during 
sunset at Uluru    ,” writes Meredith 
Curran ’01. 
Frank Kohler ’69 and his sons, Greg 
Kohler ’94 and Jon Kohler ’95, en-
joyed their UD Magazine while 
playing The Old Course at St. An-
drews while visiting Scotland      this 
summer. Greg writes, “We went to 
celebrate Dad’s 70th birthday and 
had a fantastic time. For the avid 
golfer, words cannot truly express how wonderful this place is.”
Mike Biondi ’01 and Amy Sofia 
Biondi ’01 write, “We traveled to 
Calgary for a wedding and brought 
our UD Magazine — and our daugh-
ter, Brooke — to Lake Louise    in 
the Canadian Rockies. We were 
there during the first snowfall of 
the season.”
“My husband, Steve Barsi, and 
I recently returned from vaca-
tion, a safari on the Serengeti in 
Tanzania  ,” writes Christie 
Pastor-Barsi ’05. “This shows 
us at our tented camp about to 
head out for another game drive 
in Serengeti National Park. We also got to 
experience a day in the life of a Maasai 
village, visited the Shanga River House (a 
cooperative that employs physically chal-
lenged Tanzanians) and visited a local 
primary school supported by the Grand 
Circle Foundation.”
Bringing UD to Guingan, Guinea  , in 
West Africa is Peace Corps public health vol-
unteer Amanda Newlove ’13. See Page 63.
Where are you reading University of Dayton Magazine? Send us a photograph — at home or abroad — to magazine@udayton.edu.  
View more photos on Facebook at facebook.udayton.edu.
?
WHERE ARE YOU READING
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Priceless gifts
It was his birthday, but UD got the presents. 
On Nov. 9, the University celebrated both the closing of the 
Imprints and Impressions exhibition and the birthday of rare book collector 
Stuart Rose, whose books were on display. Rose then gave the surprise 
announcement that he was donating two rare books to the University 
of Dayton: a rare version 
of the 1611 King James 
Bible and Alice’s Adventures 
in Wonderland by Lewis 
Carroll, featuring illus-
trations by Salvador Dali.
“The University of 
Dayton is a special uni-
versity that’s special to 
this town,” Rose said. 
“Never in more than 20 
years of book collecting 
have I ever seen a univer-
sity work so well togeth-
er to put on an exhibition 
that will hopefully inspire students to have great accomplishments in 
their lives.”
More than 8,000 visitors attended the exhibit at Roesch Library. 
In the news
Q CNN.com published terrorism and human rights 
expert Mark Ensalaco’s op-ed “The Problem with U.S. 
Priorities in Syria.” In it, Ensalaco writes that if there’s a 
lesson to be learned from long-term U.S. involvement in 
Iraq, “it should be that blunt U.S. military power cannot 
stabilize the region, never mind secure peace. Humanitar-
ian assistance on a much larger scale, in contrast, could 
help ease the suffering of millions who are caught in 
the vortex of this sectarian conflict.”
Q  Cartoons like Tom and Jerry exhibit racial and 
ethnic prejudices that “reflect a part of our history that 
cannot and should not be ignored,” sociology chair Leslie 
Picca told the Christian Science Monitor for its story 
about racism in cartoons and Amazon.com warnings to 
customers. WLW-AM host Mike McConnell also inter-
viewed Picca about racism in cartoons.
Q  In its Sept. 22 issue, America critiqued 
Divided Friends, a book by William Portier, 
Mary Ann Spearin Chair of Catholic Theology, 
that examines the lives of four prominent Catholic 
intellectuals. Reviewer Jay Dolan called it a “splen-
did study” that “rediscovered an important 
chapter in American Catholic intellectual life.” 
Q  Pete Frac and Andrew Brackmann, fi-
nance and economics students, appeared live 
Sept. 16 on CNBC Today to discuss the markets and investments in the 
University of Dayton student-run Kudla Dynamic Allocation Fund.
Q  The Associated Press quoted Joe Valenzano III, an assistant 
communication professor, in a late October story about 
Ohio Democrats facing defeat in many Ohio elections. 
The story ran in more than 400 outlets, including Yahoo! 
News, The Huffington Post and ABCNews.com. He also 
joined WLW-AM host Marc Amazon in early October to 
discuss Election 2014.
Q  Law professors Tom Hagel, Thaddeus Hoffmeis-
ter and Lori Shaw gave interviews about the officer-
involved shooting death of John Crawford III at a Bea-
vercreek, Ohio, Walmart. More than 400 outlets in 
the U.S., Canada and Taiwan picked up an Associ-
ated Press story quoting Shaw, including The Wall Street 
Journal, Huffington Post, Fox News, U.S. News & World 
Report, FindLaw and Al Jazeera America. An Associated 
Press story also quoted Hoffmeister; The New York Times 
and ABCNews.com were among the more 
than 250 outlets that picked up the story. 
Q  The Associated Press picked up a 
Dayton Daily News story about researchers 
in the UD Research Institute working with Fam-
ily Services of Dayton on a “mobile application 
that will allow local victims of crime to access 
support resources with the touch of a finger.” 
At least 100 outlets in at least 19 states ran 
the story. 
Q  The Houston Chronicle quoted education law expert Charles 
Russo in a story about whether a school district should pay private 
school tuition for a special needs child.  
Kathleen Webb, dean of University 
Libraries, displays the 1611 King James 
Bible donated by Stuart Rose (right). 
This king has traveled a long way:  
The Bible says he brought gifts from 
the East to celebrate Christ’s birth, 
but the clay figure also hopped 
in a packing crate and made 
the trip from a French work-
shop to the United States. It 
is one of 150 clay santons 
in a new crèche display 
of a French Provençal 
village, part of the 
At the Manger: And 
Now the World ex-
hibit at Roesch Library. 
More than 200 crèches 
from the Marian Library 
are on display through  
Jan. 25. Details at udayton.edu/
libraries/manger/. 
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Seeing stars
1 Know when to be in or out. Klco structured his classes around three different scenarios based on cloud coverage. “If there was complete cloud cover-
age, we would be learning in the classroom about the night 
sky and constellations,” Massimilian recalled. “If there was 
partial visibility, we would be in the classroom for part of the 
time and then work with a telescope. On the nights where 
there was no cloud coverage, we would go to a farm about 
40 minutes away and view parts of the solar system, 
like Jupiter and Mars.”
2 6CMGCƂGNFVTKR The best way to view stars is away from the “Dayton bubble,” Klco says; the campus and city give off 
too much ambient light, preventing many 
UVCTU HTQO DGKPI UGGP 6TWG UVCTIC\GTU ƂPF C
dark area away from any lights like the farm where 
Klco takes his class. There are also other ways to view 
UVCTUCTQWPF&C[VQPp9GVQQMCƂGNFVTKRVQVJG$QQPUJQHV
Museum of Discovery’s planetarium and got a private tour 
of the gigantic telescope there that is open to the public on 
Friday nights,” Massimilian said. 
3 Know the constellations of the season. The constel-lations change from season to season based on the orbit of the Earth. “Most people know that in summer 
you see the Little Dipper and Big Dipper, but where are they 
in the winter?” Massimilian said. You can visit websites, like 
stardate.org, to look up what constellations can be found in 
each time of year. 
4 Do not mistake your stars. The gospels of Luke and Matthew tell the story of the Nativity of Jesus. An im-portant element of the story is the Star of Bethlehem, 
or Christmas Star, which guides the three Magi from the 
East to Jesus. They bless him with gifts and re-
ceive a divine warning to not return to Herod. 
It is not uncommon to hear people confuse 
the Star of Bethlehem with the North Star, 
which many people also associate with 
guiding slaves to freedom during the 
Civil War era. Since it is unlikely Jesus was 
born Dec. 25, it is hard to know what in the 
sky was the brightest the night he was born, 
she said.
5 Apps are your friends. Klco provided his students with several websites and apps for them to resource throughout the semester, like Star Chart and Night 
5M[.KVG6JG[DGPGƂVWUGTUD[JGNRKPIVJGORKPRQKPVEQP-
stellations in the sky. “If you open the app on your phone 
and point the camera at the sky, the app will outline the 
constellations and identify them for you,” Massimilian said.
—Emma Jensen ’16
As children, we’re taught 
to sing about twinkling 
little stars and wonder 
how they are; we learn to 
wish upon them; we hope 
to catch those that fall and 
put them in our pockets. 
But what doesn’t often get 
included in these lessons is 
how to find the stars and 
their constellations. One 
University of Dayton class 
seeks to change that. 
Andrea Massimilian ’14 
took the stargazing class, 
taught by Brother Dan 
Klco, S.M. ’92, during her 
senior year.  Today she is a 
first-year fellow in the Orr 
Entrepreneurial Fellowship 
program. 
For those of us outside the 
classroom, here’s your own 
ticket to stardom.
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By Doug Harris ’79
F
ormer University of Dayton 
basketball great Johnny Davis 
’79 has seldom been back to 
UD since he last starred for the 
Flyers in 1976, mostly because 
he’s either been playing or 
coaching in the NBA for almost 
all of his post–college years.
But he made sure he returned for an event 
to honor his old coach, Don “Mick” Donoher 
’54 (front row center, in red sweater), Oct. 
4, wanting to recognize the man who had a 
lasting influence on his life.
“This is an awesome night,” Davis said 
amid an impressive turnout of former Dono-
her players at the Courtyard by Marriott across 
from UD Arena. “Coach Donoher, in addition 
to being a wonderful coach, is a wonderful and 
decent person. All of us are better off for our 
association with him. 
“He’s a guy that, when I first met him, I 
Together again
was so impressed with him I wanted to play for 
him. When I heard they were having this re-
union for him, and I knew I had an opportunity 
to come, I said, ‘There’s no way I’ll miss it,’” 
Davis said.
Donoher, who led the Flyers from 1964 to 
1989, comes from a tradition of tough, no-non-
sense coaches from an earlier era (much like his 
coach during his Flyer days, Tom Blackburn). 
And while his players may not have had warm 
and fuzzy feelings toward him while at UD, 
their appreciation for him has swelled with 
each passing year.
“He was a very disciplined coach and very 
demanding in how he wanted things done, 
and that’s what made him successful,” said 
Davis, who played 10 years in the NBA, win-
ning a championship with Bill Walton and 
the Portland Trail Blazers as a rookie starter in 
1977. “You couldn’t have thin skin. But, boy, 
he made you want to play for him.”
The event, organized by former players Rex 
Gardecki ’72, George Janky ’71 and Steve Hess 
’73 and former assistant Jim Larkin ’72, marked 
the 50th anniversary of Donoher’s first season 
as coach. Among the 66 players to return in ad-
dition to Davis were All-Americans Henry Fin-
kel ’66, Don May ’68 and Jim Paxson ’79 — all of 
whom had extended NBA careers. 
Fourteen of the 19 living UD Hall of Fam-
ers who played under Donoher were in atten-
dance, including Janky, Bobby Joe Hooper ’68, 
Mike Sylvester ’74, Jack Zimmerman ’80 and 
Ed Young ’87.
“It couldn’t have gone any better,” Lar-
kin said of the event. “It was a who’s-who of 
Dayton basketball.”
Anthony Grant ’87, the current Univer-
sity of Alabama head coach, talked about how 
Donoher offered him constant support just af-
ter he left UD while the Miami, Florida, prod-
uct was going through the death of his mother. 
Davis echoed those sentiments, saying to 
the group that he always could count on his 
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Fifty years after Don Donoher’s first season, 
he and his players reunite
Tap  
to put names with 
faces in this photo 
of Donoher’s 
players.
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Senior Haley Keller hoists the A-10 championship trophy. 
I’ve got to say,” Finkel said. “When I got to 
Dayton, my dad had just passed away. Tom 
Blackburn was sick, so Donoher went out of 
his way to look after me personally. He was a 
great coach, too.”
May was the pivotal player when the 
Flyers reached the ’67 NCAA title game be-
fore losing to UCLA and Lew Alcindor. The 
6-4 forward set a 
national-semifinal 
record with 16 field 
goals (including 13 in 
a row) against North 
Carolina, a mark he 
now shares with bas-
ketball legend Larry 
Bird. 
But as a highly re-
cruited player, May, 
a homegrown prod-
uct who grew up a Flyer fan, found out 
quickly he wouldn’t be getting preferential 
treatment from Donoher.
“He kept us straightened out,” May said. 
“When he was recruiting me, he was a lot of 
fun. He was only 14 years older than I was. 
He was like an older brother almost, very 
 nice and friendly. 
“I can still remember the thrill of the 
first practice as a freshman. I went out on 
the floor — this was a lifetime dream — and, 
of course, the varsity was out on the main 
court, and the freshmen were on the side 
court. We’re lined up getting ready to do a 
layup line. Somehow my line drifted out on 
the main court. I’m standing maybe a foot on 
former coach being in his corner no mat-
ter what life threw at him. Those heartfelt 
comments had the normally stoic Donoher 
welling up in tears.
But there were also laughs galore.
During a rousing 45-minute talk, Dono-
her lauded Finkel for spurning the riches of 
the NBA after his sophomore year in 1964 and 
then leading the Flyers to an NCAA Sweet 16 
appearance as a junior. Coming to UD as a 
transfer student, Finkel was eligible for the 
draft because his high school class had grad-
uated, but he wanted to honor a promise to 
his mother to finish his degree.
Donoher had just become the surprise 
pick, an untested assistant taking over the 
program after Blackburn died of cancer.
“They talk about one-and-done players 
in the NBA. Finkel was four-and-more,” 
Donoher noted. “If he didn’t come back, I 
would have been one-and-done.”
Finkel said “no” to the pros again one 
year later and led the Flyers to another 
Sweet 16 trip in ’66.
“I just gave it my best shot,” the 7-foot 
New Jersey native said. “I happened to be a 
good shooter. I could never jump. I couldn’t 
block shots and couldn’t rebound. They used 
to say, on my best jump, they could slip 
a Sunday newspaper under my feet. But I 
was a good shooter. Donoher knew that and 
worked some plays to get me the ball, and 
the rest is history.”
Donoher’s relationship with Finkel has 
evolved into a tight friendship.
“He’s a perfect gentleman, that’s all 
the main court. All of a sudden, I hear this 
yelling and screaming. We were all looking 
around wondering what was going on. 
“Hooper looks at me and says, ‘He’s 
yelling at you. Get off the court.’ I looked up 
and said, ‘Mick, it’s me, your buddy.’ Ten 
seconds into my career, he’s getting on my 
case, yelling and screaming.”
But May added: 
“I want to say we’re 
all here because of 
Don Donoher — the 
example he’s been 
in our lives and how 
much we respect and 
appreciate him.”
Donoher, a To-
ledo, Ohio, native 
and UD player from 
1950 to 1954, guid-
ed the Flyers to an NIT title during May’s 
senior year in 1968 (when that tournament 
was still held in high regard) and had a 
437-275 career record with nine NCAA tour-
ney appearances.
“I’m just like all the players. We’re all 
part of the same fraternity, and I’m just 
thankful to God to be a part of it,” Donoher 
said. “I’m so grateful I came down here to be 
a Flyer and become one of Tom Blackburn’s 
boys. It’s been my whole life.”
Doug Harris, a former Flyer basketball play-
er, worked as a sports writer for nearly 30 years 
before retiring from the Dayton Daily News in 
December 2013.
‘I want to say we’re all here 
because of Don Donoher 
— the example he’s been 
in our lives and how much 
we respect and appreciate 
him.’ Don May ’68
Soccer champs, again
The Dayton women’s soccer team won its ninth A-10 championship 
with an upset, 2-1 win over top-seeded La Salle before 1,238 fans at 
Baujan Field Nov. 9. It had been four years since the last Flyer win over 
La Salle.
Sophomore Erin O’Malley was named most outstanding player of the 
championship. Joining her on the all-championship team were fresh-
man Alexis Kiehl, redshirt junior Heather Betancourt, junior Ashley 
Campbell and junior Nicole Waters.
For the season, Waters was named A-10 midfielder of the year and 
all-conference first team. Joining her on the first team was Campbell. 
Named to the second team were O’Malley and Kiehl, who was also on 
the all-rookie team with freshman Nicolette Griesinger.
Junior Megan Herr, with a 4.0 GPA, was named to the A-10 all- 
academic team.
The Flyers lost in the NCAA tournament to Virginia Tech to finish 
with an overall record of 12-9-2.
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Sports shorts
Jack Dempsey has had men’s basketball 
tickets for decades. Ask him who Dayton’s all-
time leading scorer in basketball is, and he’ll 
immediately know the answer.
The answer, however, is not a men’s player. 
It is Ann Meyers ’80, who was also, Dempsey 
will tell you, UD’s only two-sport All-American 
(basketball and volleyball).
Dempsey and his wife, Susan Straub 
Dempsey ’64, have become part of a passion-
ate and growing group — season ticketholders 
for Flyer women’s basketball. This season they 
are in the vanguard — fans who contributed to 
the women’s basketball premium seating pro-
gram. It allows season ticketholders to have 
reserved seats behind the home team’s bench 
or across the floor in the press row or the front 
row as well as admission to the pregame chalk 
talks.
The Dempseys had a distinct preference for 
seats behind the bench. They like the closeness 
to the players.
Roberta Weaver and Fran Landers, for-
mer education faculty members and business 
partners in B&F Educational Consultants, pre-
fer sitting on the other side of the court. “We 
didn’t want to sit behind the bench,” Landers 
said. “The players are so tall.”
Dale Hogenkamp ’58 and Linda Hogenkamp 
chose to sit behind the bench but, Dale ex-
plained, “high enough to see over the players.”
Where fans sit seems to be quite personal. 
Even without reserved seating, Dale observed, 
“people tend to sit in the same seats. It’s like 
church.”
No matter where they sit, fans — who aver-
aged 2,500 per game last year — like being close 
to the players. Sitting near the players’ parents 
during the game, talking to the players after, 
going to events like the awards banquet — all 
make Flyer women’s basketball “up close and 
personal,” Linda Hogenkamp said.
“You sit next to Linda,” her husband said, 
“you get to know her and she gets to know 
you.” 
At one event, they sat next to forward Brit-
tany Wilson ’12 (who also played as a gradu-
ate student the year after she finished her 
undergrad degree). Linda learned that Brit-
tany was going to the Kentucky Derby. “Do you 
have a hat?” asked Linda, aware of the Derby 
Day custom of women’s headwear. Brittany 
didn’t. Linda loaned her one.
“You get to know them,” Weaver said of 
the players. “You see how life holds more for 
them than basketball.”
Or as Sue Dempsey said, “They’re like my 
granddaughters.”
And there is the quality of their play. With 
five consecutive NCAA postseason appearanc-
es, coach Jim Jabir’s Flyers have become a pe-
rennial power. Fans are impressed by Jabir and 
the women he recruits.
“He is humble, down-to-earth,” Jack 
Dempsey said. “The girls he recruits are nice 
young women. They genuinely care for each 
other; they are a team.”
Landers recalled her days as an athlete. “I 
enjoyed playing and the camaraderie that came 
with being on a team. We played on the field 
behind the field behind the horse barn. Now, 
with Title IX, women can use their skills to aid 
their education. They care about their prepara-
tion and conditioning, and so does the school.
“I love seeing the difference.”
—Thomas M. Columbus
These fans are close — to the team 
and the floor
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Volleyball wins record championship
The top-seeded volleyball Flyers won a league-
record ninth Atlantic 10 Conference volleyball 
championship, defeating second-seeded George 
Washington Nov. 23 at home in Frericks Center. 
With the tournament win, the Flyers earned an 
automatic berth in the 2014 NCAA tournament. 
George Washington was the only A-10 team to 
beat the Flyers this year. Heading into the NCAA 
tournament, Dayton’s record stood at 29-5.
Kacsor sets rushing record
Senior Connor Kacsor set the all-time career rush-
ing record at Dayton. He gained 1,547 yards this 
season, ending his career with 2,967 yards,  pass-
ing Sylvester Monroe’s 1978 mark of 2,940 yards. 
6JGHQQVDCNN(N[GTUƂPKUJGFVJGUGCUQPYKVJ
an 8-3 record overall and 6-2 in the conference.
Where there’s a Will Will, there’s 
a way
Redshirt sophomore kicker William 
Will (above, center) became an 
overnight sensation — literally. On Oct. 11, in the 
football team’s game against Marist, he kicked 
off after a Dayton touchdown and his extra point. 
The ball was fumbled. Will picked it up and ran. 
He ran until he scored a touchdown. As he kicked 
the extra point, he accomplished the rare feat of 
scoring on three consecutive plays. Video of his 
touchdown, posted on the DaytonFlyers YouTube 
channel, went viral. Within two days, the video 
received 1.5 million views.
NCAA keeps First Four in Dayton
The NCAA men’s basketball tournament has 
opened in Dayton since 2001. The NCAA  
Division I men’s basketball committee announced 
Nov. 17 that the tournament will continue to open 
in the University of Dayton Arena through 2018. 
The UD Arena has hosted more NCAA Men’s Divi-
sion I basketball tournament games — 105 — than 
any other venue in the nation.
Among the vanguard are (rear) Fran Landers, Roberta Weaver, Linda and Dale Hogenkamp and 
(front) Sue and Jack Dempsey.
Tap  
to watch William 
Will run a 
fumble in for a 
touchdown. 
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[“Little by little”]
Locals use the phrase to describe the pace of life along  
Lake Malawi, Africa — how what needs to be done, will be 
done. UD students are using this measured approach to human 
rights, collaborating with the people to find hope while testing 
the waters for a UD human rights research base.
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 Little Alinafe Kachenje, who after 
school foraged in the forest to feed her hun-
gry siblings, had received top honors in her 
class. But Grandmother could not afford the 
fees for secondary school. The girl, she said, 
must marry.
Kachenje refused. “I asked one of my 
teachers, ‘Where can I find hope?’”
Hope is hard to come by in her village of 
Sangilo, Malawi, in southern Africa, which 
is one reason University of Dayton stu-
dents are going there to learn about human 
rights. Among the world’s least developed 
and most densely populated countries, Ma-
lawi has many children like Kachenje: or-
phaned by AIDS, malnourished, without ac-
cess to clean water, and forced from school 
into work or marriage to survive. 
In decades past, the way to “solve” the 
problem would have been for international 
organizations to swoop in and hand out 
money, dig wells and build roads — if a vil-
“Your life is over.”
A tired grandmother 
with a crooked back 
told her orphaned 
granddaughter to give 
up — at age 14.
Story by
Michelle Tedford
Photographs by
Jed Gerlach ’15
lage was so lucky. Change could be temporary 
and was often based on the donor’s wishes, 
not the people’s desires. 
UD is doing it differently. In the summer 
of 2014, five students continued the Universi-
ty’s work within a new framework for human 
rights: collaborate with the residents to de-
fine goals based on strengths and needs, then 
develop and implement plans using local and 
donor resources to improve the quality of life. 
It’s a way of applying the Marianist model of 
working in community to learning in human 
rights, politics, economics, education, engi-
neering and more. Their results will not only 
make a difference in Sangilo; they will in-
fluence the way human rights work is done, 
with UD students and faculty at the forefront 
of finding hope. 
QQQ
Five UD students look out of their home-
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fired brick rooms and onto one of the world’s 
largest and deepest freshwater lakes: Lake 
Malawi. Every day they pull back mosquito 
nets and rise with the sun, greeted by the 
pinks and oranges that warm to bright blue 
skies as they scatter throughout the Karonga 
district in northern Malawi to talk with the 
people about what matters to them most: the 
education and safety of their children; access 
to clean water; how to survive the drought. 
This was their life last summer as mem-
bers of the second cohort of UD’s Malawi 
Research Practicum on Rights and Develop-
ment. During the eight-week collaborative 
summer research experience, students of 
many majors conceive independent research 
projects from half a world away, travel to talk 
with the people of Malawi and then return 
to report on their findings. 
This is not ecotourism or sightseeing, 
though they do see beautiful sights. It is not 
study abroad, but it is research abroad, where 
students see not a problem but a people.
“It drives my head, and it drives my 
heart, too,” said Meredith Pacenta, a senior 
political science and human rights major 
who researched the moral development of 
Malawian schoolchildren. “It’s about being 
open to what God has in store for me to learn.
“The point of the research is to change 
the conversations.”
These traits — dedication and adapt-
ability — are what professors like Rick 
Ghere look for when choosing from among 
the applicants for this selective practicum. 
The University covers all expenses except 
medical precautions, a signal of the practi-
cum’s importance to the University’s edu-
cational strategies. In return, the Univer-
sity expects students to share their research 
with the local communities and with others 
through conference presentations. 
Before students leave for Malawi, 
Ghere conducts a semester of workshops 
— including talks with students from past 
cohorts — to help them refine their topic and 
prepare for life in another culture. He also 
shares with them his experience of visiting 
Malawi in 2013. 
“Collecting data from the people across 
the street is hard — ‘this is who I am, this is 
why I am here,’” the political science profes-
sor told them. “It’s even tougher when you’re 
U.S. citizens and you’re showing up at their 
houses asking questions.”
The seeds for the practicum started in 
2010 with a few students and their individual 
drives to explore human rights in a nation 
known for its kind people and extreme pov-
erty. Through those experiences, said Jason 
Pierce, interim dean of the College of Arts and 
Sciences, “we learned how a place like Malawi 
provides a learning opportunity for students 
from across the University.” 
So in summer 2013, the political science 
department initiated the practicum — open 
to students from any major — with a research 
base at Maji Zuwa, a social entrepreneurship 
lodge in Sangilo Village. 
They picked Malawi and Maji Zuwa in part 
because of an alumnus who pledged his heart 
to the nation. Matt Maroon ’06 volunteered 
with the Marianists in Malawi for what was 
supposed to be a year, a temporary detour be-
tween undergraduate studies and law school. 
He found both a need and an opportunity, and 
one year has become nine and counting. He 
Kaseye
2014 – ETHOS potable water
Chisansu
2014 – ETHOS potable water
Karonga
Chaminade Secondary School (Marianists)
MIRACLE (Marianists)
Sangilo Village, Chilumba
2013, 2014 – Malawi Research Practicum on 
Rights and Development
2013 – ETHOS nursery school, water pump, 
GHƂEKGPVUVQXG
2013 – Elizabeth Wetzel ’13 (BIO) - newborn 
HIV transmission
2012 – ETHOS high school, potable water, 
irrigation
2012 – Stephen Crum ’14 (EPT) - disabilities 
in developing world
2012 – Mike Minnis ’13 (INB, MKT) - 
business climate
2011 – Hillary Cook ’13 (POL, CMM) - 
community development
s'6*15QTRJCPECTGEGPVGTGHƂEKGPV
stoves
2011, 2012 – Justin Jennewine ’13  
(FIN, ECB) - microcredit
2011, 2012, 2013 – Allison Varricchio 
’13 (POL, HR) - community-based 
development, gender mainstreaming, 
education assessment
2010 – Caryl Nunez ’11 (POL) - women’s 
empowerment
Nkhata Bay
Nkhata Bay Secondary School  
(Marianist-founded)
Mzuzu
Mzuzu Technical School (Marianist-
founded)
Lilongwe (capital)
2014 – ETHOS renewable technology
MALAWI
ZAMBIA
TANZANIA
MOZAMBIQUE
MALAWI
UD, Marianist projects
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founded the Maji Zuwa lodge and the nongov-
ernmental organization Determined to Develop. 
He also is the practicum’s site coordinator, pro-
viding direction, contacts and translators for the 
students. 
Said Pierce, “He’s just a terrific illustration 
of the Marianist charism in action and a terrific 
mentor for our human rights students.”
It’s a lot to expect a young adult to live in a 
developing country, conduct research and in-
fluence local conversations about topics critical 
to life. But UD is providing the opportunity in 
part because students are demanding it, Pierce 
said. As UD’s human rights studies program 
has grown, students want hands-on experience, 
what in academic lingo is called experiential 
learning and intercultural competency. 
The students translate it in different ways: 
holding close an AIDS orphan; watching a 
woman collect water from a contaminated well; 
listening to a boy whose father beats him if he 
does not fish at night.
Their research is both quantitative — such as 
counting and mapping wells — and qualitative, 
relying on the time and stories of local people to 
paint a picture of the community’s challenges 
and assets. 
And it has the potential to turn into a Uni-
versity of Dayton sub-Saharan human rights 
research base where successive years of stu-
dents can build on others’ research to effect real 
change. After only two cohorts, students can al-
ready point to projects on which their research 
is being applied. 
QQQ
Unless you work in human rights, you may 
not know of Malawi. It lies below the equator 
on the eastern portion of the continent, a long, 
landlocked country with a mostly rural popula-
tion. It has a short wet season and a long dry sea-
son that is becoming longer and drier, a burden 
for a country that derives 90 percent of its gross 
domestic product from farming. 
The former British protectorate is not rich in 
natural resources and therefore, Maroon said, 
did not receive infrastructure development like 
other African nations under colonial rule. Travel 
outside the capital and larger cities is difficult; 
it takes seven hours to drive 230 miles from the 
capital, Lilongwe, to Maji Zuwa at a cost of $10 
a gallon for fuel. 
Its challenges are many, including a high HIV 
infection rate resulting in more than 700,000 
Continued on Page 27
The 2014 practicum cohort is (center, from left), Andrew Lightner,  
Daniela Porcelli, Jason Hayes, Meredith Pacenta and Jed Gerlach. 
Malawians discussed with the UD students issues important to their lives.
Top, Lightner interviews Red Cross volunteers about a goat  
microfinance program.
Bottom, Pacenta talks with a student whose education is funded  
through Determined to Develop. 
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Research: Child labor 
in tili lamp fishing, 
northern Malawi
By Jed Gerlach ’15 MALAWI is a 
nation of two-thirds 
land and one-third 
lake. Lake Malawi is 
360 miles long, 47 miles wide and, at 2,316 feet, one of the deepest in the world. Fishing is embedded in the 
EWNVWTG9JGP+VCNMGFVQEJKNFTGPKPPQTVJGTP/CNCYKVJG[VQNFOGVJG[QHVGPUVCTVCPFGPFVJGKTFC[UƂUJKPIYKVJ
VJGKTHCOKNKGU#HVGTUEJQQNVJG[ƂUJD[VJGOUGNXGUQTYKVJHTKGPFU6JG[URGPFVJGTGUVQHVJGKTVKOGUYKOOKPI
FAMILIES FISH TO 
FEED THEMSELVES. 
Fathers teach their 
boys. Women 
traditionally do not 
RCTVKEKRCVGKPƂUJKPI
#U+YCNMGFƂXGFC[U
up the shore talking 
to local people, 
I found that the 
village of Tilivumbo 
had no such cultural 
reservations. As in 
this photo, the girls 
ƂUJGFCNQPIYKVJ
the boys. The most 
EQOOQPƂUJKPIHTQOVJGUJQTGKUYKVJIKNNPGVU(COKNKGURWVVJGOKPVJGYCVGTKPVJGOQTPKPI
anchoring them with rocks. In the afternoon, they return and pull them in together. 
WHILE FISHING IS A FAMILY ACTIVITY, there is a problem with child labor in 
VJGƂUJKPIKPFWUVT[#TQWPFCIGDQ[UDGIKPVQLQKPVJGOGPKPFWIQWVECPQGU
paddling hours through the dark night on the deep lake. Their knees are bloodied by 
VJGTQWIJECPQGGFIGU6JGKTJCPFUCTGVQTPKPVJGƂUJKPIPGVU6JG[CTGDGCVGPYKVJ
QCTU6JG[ECPFTQYP$Q[UYJQƂUJGXGT[PKIJVCTGQHVGPQTRJCPUYJQOWUVUWRRQTV
VJGOUGNXGUCPFVJGKTHCOKNKGUQTVJG[CTGTGSWKTGFVQƂUJD[VJGKTHCVJGTU
NIGHT FISHING is done with tili lamps, fueled 
D[RCTCHƂP#TQWPFFCTMCPGZRGTKGPEGF
ƂUJGTOCPECNNGFCsanginara paddles his canoe 
out into the deep, his lamp attracting usipa, a 
UCTFKPGUK\GFƂUJVJCVUYKOUKPUEJQQNU6YQ
more canoes will join him, with men and boys 
FTCIIKPICNCTIGPGVVQECRVWTGVJGƂUJCPF
JCWNVJGOKPVQVJGDQCV6JG[YKNNƂUJWPVKN 
6 a.m., when they return to shore to sell their 
catch to fellow villagers and sometimes the 
wider market.
M
O
R
E
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DURING MY EIGHT WEEKS IN MALAWI, I relied on Frackson Mhango 
CUCVTCPUNCVQTCPFCPGZRGTVCUCEJKNFJGƂUJGF.CMG/CNCYK/JCPIQ
is now studying human rights at the University of Livingstonia, funded by 
Matt Maroon ’06 and Determined to Develop. We conducted research 
at 15 schools, interviewing headmasters, teachers and children. The boys 
VQNFWUJQYVJG[oFIQUVTCKIJVHTQOƂUJKPIVQUEJQQNQHVGPYKVJPQUNGGR
and no food. Child labor has a major impact on their education. They fall 
CUNGGRKPENCUUQTVJG[FGEKFGVJCVƂUJKPItCPFOCMKPIOQPG[MYCEJC 
tKUOQTGKORQTVCPVVJCPGFWECVKQP/QUVDQ[UPGGFVQƂUJVQCHHQTF
school fees, uniforms and books. Schools recognize the problem. Boys 
YJQIQƂUJKPIKPUVGCFQHIQKPIVQUEJQQNOC[TGEGKXGCYJKRRKPIYKVJC
thin stick or be given school chores like cleaning out a latrine. 
IN NKHATA BAY, the Ripple Africa 
organization is working with village 
NGCFGTUVQFKUEQWTCIGƂUJKPIRTCEVKEGU
VJCVJCTOEJKNFTGPUWEJCUƂUJKPI
VJCVKPVGTHGTGUYKVJUEJQQNQTpƂUJHQT
sex,” where girls trade their bodies 
for food. When rules are broken, it is 
the adults who are punished, not the 
children. Getting villages to adopt 
such laws is part of Ripple Africa’s 
RNCPVQGPEQWTCIGUWUVCKPCDNGƂUJKPI
communities. The organization told 
me it plans to share its model with 
villages outside of Nkhata Bay for 
wider impact. 
FISHERMEN TELL STORIES of 
large catches pulled in less than a 
decade ago. Today, they are lucky to 
bring in a full catch, or even any of 
VJGOQUVRTK\GFNCTIGƂUJEJCODQ
1XGTƂUJKPIJCUOCP[ECWUGU
including the effectiveness of tili 
NCORU
OGPWUGFVQƂUJYKVJDQPƂTGU
on their wooden canoes). While child 
labor is bad, what is worse is that 
they are all training for a job that won’t be around by the time they are my age. There 
YQPoVDGCP[ƂUJCPFVJG[YQPoVJCXGCPGFWECVKQP+VCNMGFYKVJNQECNNGCFGTUCPF
they say these boys will likely grow to have only crime and despair. 
POVERTY 
is the root 
cause 
of child 
labor in 
VJGƂUJKPI
industry. 
Night 
ƂUJKPIKUCP
epidemic 
that few are addressing, so I hope my research will help ignite 
conversation. I will present my research on campus at the Roesch Social 
Science Symposium and the Stander Symposium. I hope my research 
will be a resource for Malawian communities and Matt Maroon to 
DGVVGTWPFGTUVCPFEJKNFNCDQTKPVKNKNCORƂUJKPICPFVQCFFTGUUVJG
issue as a community. International organizations and NGOs working  
in Malawi will be able to use my work to conduct more research or 
build a project that addresses the issue. 
PHOTOJOURNALISM 
AS A CAREER is a dream 
I have had since my 
freshman year. I began 
taking photographs 
when I studied abroad 
in Morocco in the fall 
of 2013, and I still have 
so much to learn. This 
year, I am a student 
photographer for the 
QHƂEGVJCVRTQFWEGUVJGUniversity of Dayton Magazine. I am selling prints of 
my Malawi photos at etsy.com/shop/jedgerlachphoto to support the NGO 
Determined to Develop, and I hope to use photojournalism to tell the stories 
of people in situations in which their basic human rights are being abused.
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AIDS orphans, according to UNICEF. Nearly half 
of the country’s population is under age 14. 
But if you do know one thing about Malawi, 
it might be the friendliness of its people. It is 
known as the “warm heart of Africa.” 
“They not only accept you but even call you 
their own,” Pacenta said. “If I was visiting their 
school, I was part of the school for the day. Or at 
Maji Zuwa, I was part of Maji Zuwa. Those little 
boys [orphans living at the lodge] were my little 
brothers for eight weeks.”
That warmth is just one of the reasons why 
Malawi makes a good research base for UD. 
Another is the Society of Mary. 
The Marianists have been in Malawi since 
1960 when they accepted an invitation from 
the local bishop, first opening Nkhata Bay Sec-
ondary School and then operating Chaminade 
Secondary School in Karonga. The brothers also 
founded Mzuzu Technical School to teach trades 
to children. In the early 1970s, Brother George 
Dury, S.M. ’30, started a reforestation initiative 
and oversaw the planting of a half million trees 
over three decades. Fifteen years ago, the Mari-
anists founded MIRACLE, a model of vocational 
learning for AIDS orphans and microfinance for 
AIDS widows. That was where Maroon did his 
service. 
Brother Thomas Njari, S.M., director of 
MIRACLE, said the Marianists are educating for 
intellect, morality and spirituality. He can see 
the impact of the brothers beyond his school. 
“Everywhere in the country, you are going to 
find our students,” he said. 
Ghere said there are other reasons to choose 
Malawi as a research base. Its political system 
works, with democratic rule and peaceful tran-
sition of power among elected officials from 
throughout the nation’s three regions. Ethnic 
and religious groups — predominantly Chris-
tian with a significant Muslim population 
— get along. The climate is good during Day-
ton’s summer (Malawi’s winter), with tempera-
tures in the low 80s. 
It’s a nation that relies on others, with 36 
percent of government revenue coming from 
donor support. With so many NGOs in the coun-
try, there are already a lot of college students 
boarding planes for Malawi. That includes UD 
students, who since 2011 have worked in Malawi 
through ETHOS to provide appropriate technol-
ogy solutions to supply drinking water, energy, 
irrigation systems and more. 
And there’s Maroon. “Students benefit from 
the capital Matt has earned over the years,” 
Ghere said. Maroon was on faculty at the local 
University of Livingstonia for four years, and he 
arranges for Malawian students to work with 
UD students as translators. He even knows the 
U.S. ambassador, whom he hosted for Thanks-
giving along with 100 of the children whose 
schooling his NGO supports. 
His connections get 
students interviews with 
everyone from school-
teachers to government 
officials. This summer, 
he connected junior An-
drew Lightner with Vic-
tor Mwalwimba, the local 
government agriculture 
extension worker, who 
also provided translation. 
“I got one more interview 
every day than I had ex-
pected,” said Lightner, 
a political science major 
and economics minor. 
On the way to each in-
terview, Mwalwimba of-
fered background on cot-
ton farming, livestock or 
the topic of the day. This 
allowed Lightner to jump 
right into the conversa-
tion. “That was a huge 
advantage for me,” he said. “Any of my success-
es really stem from that.”
Maroon has cultivated his relationship with 
UD, too, where students operate a chapter of 
Determined to Develop, educating their class-
mates about the country and organizing fund-
raising events. Last year they raised $10,000 to 
build a new school near Sangilo Village on land 
the local leaders gave to Maroon. 
QQQ
During his interviews with local people, 
Lightner didn’t want to talk about the weather. 
In the States, it can be a euphemism for po-
lite talk on an inconsequential topic. But for the 
farmers in Malawi, weather was the most im-
portant thing. 
“Six months of prep work, and you think 
you know things,” said Lightner of the research 
he conducted before leaving for Malawi. “But 
you learn really quickly that you know nothing. 
I knew nothing.”
He read that currency devaluation had been 
devastating for the economy. He wanted to ask 
farmers about it to understand the local impact 
Continued from Page 24 of macroeconomic policies. “They are in a five-
year drought, with every year getting worse,” he 
said. “When I talked about 2012, when the cur-
rency was close to worthless, they only talked 
about the drought of 2012.”
He listened and adapted, and he switched 
his research to what was important to them: 
how to survive the economic stresses caused by 
drought. 
Lightner talked with Jean, a local farm 
leader, next to a tree outside her home as a large 
pig snored nearby. She showed her visitors the 
compost system she teaches to other farmers, 
using leaves and manure to keep moisture in 
the parched soil. 
From other farmers he learned that goats of-
ten give birth to twins twice a year. Farmers say 
they keep goats as insurance against a bad win-
ter harvest. In practice, they are more likely to 
go hungry in winter and sell their goats in Au-
gust to pay for their children’s schooling. “They 
are incentivizing investment in the future, but 
they then are suffering the negative effects of 
malnutrition,” he said. 
Lightner, whose international travel experi-
ence previously extended only to Toronto, said 
the economic lessons in Malawi were also les-
sons about living in the United States. “You re-
alize how much we don’t have to worry about,” 
he said. “You might say, ‘I don’t like Wall Street, 
I don’t like banks,’ until you can’t get a loan 
for less than 200 percent interest. ... Instead 
of chasing loans, “We get to go out and worry 
Andrew Lightner, a UD soccer defender, played daily with the children 
of Maji Zuwa: “Being in a country where everybody loves my sport was 
completely awesome.”
Tap  
to read about 
Andrew Lightner’s 
research on how 
families survive 
economic stress. 
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about doing our job right or having 
a good family life.”
His change in research direction 
happened thanks to Maroon offer-
ing insight and resources and his 
fellow cohort members being open 
every day to discussing what they 
learned and what they didn’t know. 
Pacenta also changed direc-
tions, pairing her interest in faith 
formation with exploring the moral 
and spiritual development of chil-
dren. She visited 11 schools and 
asked the children if they believed 
in God. But why did they believe 
in God? To the teachers and head-
masters, she’d ask what made one 
church-sponsored school different 
from another. Often, it was only 
the text of the morning prayer. 
“My mentality wasn’t honed in 
on finding a problem,” she said. “It 
was really what’s going on, what’s 
happening here, what role is Chris-
tianity playing in the schools and 
what role is it playing in their com-
munity. Is that supporting the de-
velopment of children and what 
are the morals and values that they 
have?”
Daniela Porcelli ’14 also inter-
viewed students at schools, build-
ing on previous research on gender 
identity and asking whether vio-
lence plays a role in a girl’s decision 
to drop out of school. She described 
an interview with a 15-year-old who 
was hanging laundry outside her 
home, a baby fastened to her back 
with a green and gold patterned 
cloth. The girl had been accepted 
into secondary school, but her step-
mother’s physical and verbal abuse 
and refusal to pay for school fees 
forced her to marry at 13. 
“Two years later, with a baby 
and an unemployed husband, she 
wished she had endured the abuse for a while 
longer,” said Porcelli, who graduated in May 
with degrees in English and human rights. “I 
discovered forms of verbal, physical and sexual 
violence add to the discontinuation of school, 
while poverty is the overarching reason.”
When people are poor, they lack basic re-
sources. International organizations can step 
in to help. Jason Hayes, a senior human rights 
major, saw evidence of that literally written all 
over northern Malawi. He mapped drinking 
water locations and saw the names of donors 
scratched in the concrete around wells and wa-
ter boreholes. Too often, he found them broken 
and contaminated. Sometimes, communities 
were not provided training on how to maintain 
the pump. In others, they could not raise the 
funds to cover repairs. 
“In order to do what’s really needed, what’s 
really necessary for the community, you need 
that information,” he said. 
“You need to know what the 
community needs, wants, is fea-
sible, so research is incredibly 
important. ... It’s an experience 
that’s not afforded to very many 
undergraduate students.”
He found that villages with 
active borehole committees were 
in better shape to repair their sys-
tems. The best-functioning system 
was one where an NGO built the 
water supply, then compelled citi-
zens to pay a small amount each 
month into a community repair 
fund. This system, though, also 
took from the citizens self-deter-
mination and local autonomy, also 
human rights, Hayes noted. 
QQQ
Now back in the States, the 
most recent cohort is writing up its 
results. Most students will create a 
report and present it at a campus 
conference. 
But it won’t just be paper sit-
ting on a shelf. 
Each student will also share 
the results back with the people 
who spent so much time with 
them, the farmers, teachers and 
officials who shared themselves 
and their struggles with these 
foreign students. It’s one way to 
address a common complaint in 
human rights, that the people af-
fected never see the results of the 
studies in which they participate. 
It’s also a way for the people to 
take the findings and develop their 
own solutions.
That’s what Maroon thinks will 
happen with the schools visited by 
Pacenta. The local Catholic bishop, 
Martin Mtumbuka, is interested in 
how her research could help inform changes in 
curriculum to distinguish a Catholic education 
from that of other schools. Pacenta hopes her 
research contributes in the spirit of a popular 
local phrase, pachoko pachoko, which in Chitum-
buka means “little by little.”
During his research on child labor and 
night fishing, senior human rights major Jed 
Gerlach uncovered best practices from sur-
rounding villages that could be used by local 
‘My mentality wasn’t honed in on finding 
a problem. It was really what’s going 
on, what’s happening here, what role is 
Christianity playing in the schools and what 
role is it playing in their community.’
Tap  
to see the water 
supply map 
charted by Jason 
Hayes. 
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By Daniela Porcelli ’14
“You’re from Maji Zuwa?” the bike taxi 
driver asked as he picked up speed. He was 
about 17 and, although thin, he was all 
muscle and hardly broke a sweat as he pushed 
forward. 
 “I’m sorry?” I asked, distract-
ed. I was attempting to keep my 
balance while sitting sidesaddle 
on the back of his bike. We were 
gliding dangerously near the edge 
of the paved road between the oc-
casional car and a 10-foot drop into 
trees. “Oh, yes, I’m staying with 
Matt.” An 18-wheeler whizzed 
past. I gripped onto the metal 
seat, momentarily forgetting my 
skirt’s regulation length. 
My companion smiled. “Ah, 
Maroony! He pays my school fees.” 
Unexpected encounters with 
people who knew UD alumnus 
Matt Maroon ’06 were common 
during my two-month stay in Ma-
lawi. Four current UD students 
and I lived with Matt at his lodge 
as a part of the political science department’s 
Research Practicum on Rights and Develop-
ment. The research projects we conducted 
focused on prominent local issues, some of 
which Matt is currently working to address 
with his nonprofit Determined to Develop. 
Malawians are accustomed to foreign visi-
tors. As one of the poorest countries in the 
world, they receive an influx of volunteers 
who flit in and out of the country to teach, 
research or administer aid. Ultimately, these 
visitors leave and much of their work remains 
unfinished. Not Matt. His decision to live in 
Malawi is altering an entire community. Matt 
has put a strong emphasis on working with 
the people to develop, as a result gaining re-
spect and acceptance. As I conducted my re-
search, people would discover my association 
with Matt. Their responses were identical to 
that of the bike taxi driver: “Maroony! He is 
a Malawian.”
There is something genuine about Mala-
wians. Whatever they do, however they act, 
they do so with all their heart. I have seen 
them express gratitude toward Matt in a sin-
gle handshake. On a visit to the secondary 
school Khwawa, the deputy head teacher took 
Matt’s hand in both of his and thanked him 
for a recent donation to the school. He then 
turned to the practicum, emphasizing  we 
were “most welcome.” 
On a rare occasion, the people of Matt’s 
community have thanked him 
in more elaborate ways. Maji 
Zuwa hosts a ceremony each year 
honoring traditional dances. I 
watched this past June as women 
moved and sang; I would occa-
sionally hear “Maroony” with-
in their chants. Matt remains 
humble — gracious for the com-
munity’s acceptance, but eager 
to continue his work. 
Matt is full of joy, and he 
brings joy and encouragement 
wherever he goes. A large as-
pect of Determined to Develop 
is sending men and women to 
school. A few of these boys live 
with Matt. They have big dreams 
and work extremely hard, but 
occasionally they can be found 
sitting and laughing with Matt, 
talking or playing board games. He is their 
big brother as much as their mentor.
UD’s partnership with Matt adds to his 
current and future projects. Our research 
brings new information and ideas to further 
Determined to Develop’s work. It gives stu-
dents an opportunity to practice what we 
learn in our human rights courses. The ex-
perience offers a valuable perspective and a 
unique opportunity to facilitate change in a 
loving community. 
Maroony
See Malawi, Page 40
leaders to address their child health, safety and 
educational concerns. 
Maroon has plans, too. Education research 
by Porcelli will help Maroon as he develops a 
new national high school that also serves local 
needs identified through research done by pre-
vious UD students. And this fall he developed a 
goat-based microfinance program for female-
headed households. It’s an application of Light-
ner’s findings: livestock can help the women 
weather economic stresses, and the women will 
share the wealth by passing kid goats to other 
women. 
And then there’s water. One of the officials 
Hayes interviewed was Titus Mtegha, CEO of 
Malawi’s Northern Region Water Board. He is 
implementing a $150 million foreign aid grant 
that will give tens of thousands of villagers the 
opportunity to have reliable, clean water at 
their homes for the first time. Maroon asked 
Mtegha why he chose the construction area to 
include Sangilo Village. His answer: “[Hayes 
is] here, Maroon is here, we’ve got our friends 
here, so why not?”
Clearly, Maroon sees benefit in the part-
nership between UD and Determined to De-
velop. And so does UD. It has already selected 
the students who will travel there in summer 
Said Matt Maroon ’06 about Malawi, “It is home now.”
2015. Pierce said that the program’s success will 
grow the possibilities, with plans to strengthen 
ties with additional Malawian universities and 
with NGOs that could employ UD students as re-
searchers or use their findings to build develop-
ment programs. 
“I’m excited about the opportunity for the 
University and how the partnership with some-
one like Matt can facilitate learning in a deep, 
deep way,” Pierce said. 
Ghere also sees possibilities for growth. 
Practicum students could partner with UD’s 
Tap  
to read more 
about research by 
Daniela Porcelli 
on girls, violence 
and education.
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River beneath campus
TRUTH
Humble, rounded ponds dot a land-
scape of rolling grass fields. They freeze in 
the winter for children to skate on; they 
thaw in the summer for children to swim 
in — including those children who once at-
tended St. Mary’s School for Boys.
In an earlier time, this landscape com-
posed the University of Dayton campus; 
bubbling springs fed a quiet stream run-
ning through campus, known as the Rubi-
con River. Now paved, developed and sod-
ded, the remnants of the Rubicon River are 
buried below ground.
In the early 1920s, a section of the Ru-
bicon was redirected into an underground 
pipe to develop the land that is now Baujan 
Field, and mischievous kids like current 
faculty member Bob Wolff ’58 used the 
pipes to sneak into football games.
Today, a manhole that rises from the 
ground between Marianist Hall and Rec-
Plex descends into a 42 feet by 108 feet 
water storage vault directly beneath Rec-
Plex. This land once existed as a wet-
land area fed by the Rubicon, where rain 
could re-enter the groundwater supply. 
After the area was dug out and filled 
with clay in 2004, the massive vault was 
put in place to prepare the land for the 
development of the RecPlex and redirect 
the Rubicon River to the Great Miami 
River.
While it is no longer visible on campus 
above ground, Brother Don Geiger, S.M. 
’55, professor emeritus of biology and a 
native Daytonian, has studied the ecology 
of the area and says that the transition of 
the Rubicon underground was more than 
just an aesthetic change. Just because the 
river is gone doesn’t mean the need for a 
river is gone.
—Caroline Glynn ’15
Hooch in the graveyard
MAYBE
Somewhere in the Marianist graveyard 
beside Marycrest may be buried a treasure 
trove of Prohibition-era contraband, bran-
dished in old glass bottles.
In the 1920s and early ’30s, the only way 
to get consumable alcohol was through boot-
leggers and underground breweries, all the 
while praying you didn’t get caught.
Away from UD, the bootleggers would 
knock at the back screen door in the dead of 
night to deliver their product. Meanwhile on 
campus, anyone who managed to get ahold 
of liquor hid it from the Marianist brothers 
however they could.
Legend has it, that’s where the cemetery 
came in, says Barbara Macklin Faga ’64.
“My uncle (Frank Macklin ’32) often told 
us how he buried several bottles of ‘hooch’ 
in the Marianist grave area,” Faga says. “I 
believe it. ... All bottles are probably gone, 
disintegrated by now, but I wouldn’t be sur-
prised (if he did).”
Michael Wicks, a School of Engineer-
ing Ohio Research Scholar and radar expert, 
says Macklin’s bottles could be found with 
ground-penetrating radar.
“It’s certainly possible,” Wicks says. “It’s 
a function of the condition of the materials … 
and where they’re buried.”
It’s easier to identify objects in dry 
ground, for example, than in damp or wet 
areas, he says.
“Radar has been used in graveyards for 
years, but mostly for calibration purposes,” 
Wicks says. “If you use a frequency equivalent 
to that your cell phone produces (1 GHz), you 
could actually find the bottles.”
From a historical perspective, the story 
of the bottles represents just a snapshot of 
America’s 13-year dry spell. The economic fall-
out of the 18th Amendment was widespread, 
but a lot of damage came at the local level.
In Dayton, the ban led to the closure of 
five breweries. Pre-prohibition advertise-
ments in UD’s Exponent magazine promoted 
the “Superba Beer,” but by November 1920 
those ads were for root beer, which no one 
saw need to hide.
—Mickey Shuey ’14
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          Stories     have   
long been told at UD, some 
to preserve history and 
others to simply scare the 
freshmen.
and sent our reporters out 
to dig deep — literally, with 
one student writer walking 
underneath campus —  
to uncover the answers  
for you. 
Illustrations by
Daryll Collins
We asked 
readers 
for their 
favorite 
rumors
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Oil under the chapel
TALE
An April Fool’s edition of Flyer News from 
1971 suggested there was a large dome of 
oil discovered underneath the Immaculate 
Conception Chapel’s altar during that era’s 
chapel renovations. However, as renova-
tion construction continues this year, don’t 
expect similar rumors.
Allen McGrew, associate professor of 
geology, revealed that we have a far better 
chance of finding water (or maybe holy wa-
ter?) than oil under the chapel. “I’m afraid 
it truly would take a miracle, or at least 
some very fervent prayers, to hit oil under 
UD’s chapel,” McGrew said. 
To McGrew’s knowledge, there has nev-
er been a productive oil well drilled in Mont-
gomery County. The most likely “oil play,” 
or prospective oil field, beneath UD would 
be in a layer known as the Point Pleasant-
Utica interval, which is being drilled for 
oil and gas farther east. However, in west-
ern Ohio, its organic content is probably 
too low, and it was probably never buried 
deep enough to heat up to the temperatures 
necessary to form oil, McGrew said. 
With the current chapel renovation, the 
University will be thinking of energy but in 
a different way. The renovations will rely 
largely on local materials, suppliers and 
talent to design and fabricate its stained 
glass windows, as well as other features 
such as energy-efficient lighting and HVAC 
systems, according to Kurt Hoffmann, UD’s 
environmental sustainability manager. 
The goal is for the chapel to achieve LEED 
certification upon completion. 
—Natalie Kimmel ’13
Body farm in the CPC
TALE  
A room on the second floor of Fitz Hall 
— previously known as College Park Center 
— looks like it should belong in your favorite 
criminal drama. Bodies encased in cheese-
cloth line two long rows of tables while the 
smell of pungent chemicals — and flesh 
— wafts through the air. But Kimberly Rit-
terhoff, a lecturer for the health and sport 
science department, said there is no CSI 
happening in the former CPC. 
“Body farms are associated more with 
forensic programs and are used to under-
stand how body tissues break down in 
different conditions,” she said. The most 
famous body farm, where decomposition 
happens outdoors, is at the University of 
Tennessee Knoxville. 
On the other hand, UD’s anatomy lab 
helps health and sport science undergradu-
ates and graduate students in physical ther-
apy and physician assistant programs expe-
rience human anatomy. They learn about 
anatomical relationships, or the structure 
location relative to other structures in the 
body, and how the body can change due to 
disease or surgery, she said.
It is a rare opportunity for undergradu-
ate students to work in an anatomy lab, giv-
ing UD students an advantage when they 
take dissection courses in graduate school, 
Ritterhoff said. 
The course also allows students to get 
over the initial fear of dissection.
“I understand it can be alarming,” she 
said. “I leave the door open so people can 
come and go as they please. A lot of peo-
ple linger in the hall, but by the end of it, 
they’re touching [the cadavers].”
Jacob Lubbe, a senior pre-physical ther-
apy major, described his first experience in 
the lab as “amazing.”
“It was so interesting, how you keep a 
body preserved for so long and how you are 
able to differentiate between the structures 
of the human body,” he remarked.
Case closed.
—Sarah Devine ’14
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Rumor has it ...
that only one of the rumors below is true. 
Can you guess which? See Page 35 for the 
answers. 
Jon Gruden ’86, Super Bowl-winning head 
coach and current /QPFC[0KIJV(QQVDCNN 
commentator, came to UD on a tennis 
scholarship. 
When a 1964 alumnus discovered his old 
house was to be torn down, he bought the 
property, had it taken apart piece by piece, 
and then reassembled it on his farm in  
Missouri. 
The name of the title character in the TV 
series /QPM was inspired by the Monk’s Inn 
— the old coffeehouse in the Liberty Hall 
basement — as the show’s head writer was a 
1969 UD graduate. 
For 20 years after the school was founded 
in 1850, the brothers bottled and sold wine 
from the property’s vineyards. One bottle is 
known to exist and is held in a private  
collection in Winnetka, Illinois. 
The swashbuckling actor Tyrone Power — 
who swung through the air with a sword in 
hand as both Zorro and pirate Henry Morgan 
— was also a Flyer. He later appeared on a 
Hollywood set with the Flyer football team. 
$GHQTGVJG7PKXGTUKV[YCUQHƂEKCNN[PCOGF
the University of Dayton in 1920, trustees 
considered naming the school Patterson 
University, after then-president of nearby 
NCR John H. Patterson, for all he did  
for UD. 
When St. Mary’s Hall was built in 1870, it was 
only three stories high. Fourth 
CPFƂHVJUVQTKGUYGTGCFFGF
12 years later to accommo-
date a growing enrollment 
spurred by immigration 
from Europe.  
1
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First electric lights
TALE
Lights have long shown from campus, 
thanks to Brother Ulrich Rappel, S.M., who 
graduated in 1902. But St. Mary’s Institute, 
that beacon of education on the hill overlook-
ing Dayton, was not the first in the area to 
receive electric lighting. 
According to a history written by Brother 
Louis Rose, S.M. ’23, the second chair of the 
electrical engineering department, the elec-
tric lamp was introduced in Dayton in 1882. 
The Dayton City Council soon authorized the 
erection of six towers “to hold arc lights.” 
Those lights preceded electricity on cam-
pus, but there were many synergies between 
the rise of electric power and the training 
of electrical engineers at UD. For example, 
Dayton’s current electricity provider, Day-
ton Power and Light, was founded in 1911, 
coinciding with the founding of the electri-
cal engineering department.  
In 1898, the University opened the Pow-
erhouse, which supplied electricity to build-
ings including Immaculate Conception Cha-
pel in 1899. The electricity was direct current, 
as opposed to the alternating current that 
we plug into today. When it became neces-
sary to supplement campus with power from 
the utility company, Rappel devised a daily 
switching regime: homemade DC during 
the day and imported AC at night, leaving 
many a forgetful student with a smoking 
radio come morning. 
Rappel had been mesmerized by elec-
tricity at the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair. He 
brought a kinetic energy to every electri-
cal assignment, whether as professor or 
resident electrician. Rappel recalled that he 
conducted “one of the first, if not the first” 
floodlighting jobs in the country Dec. 8, 
1904, when he mounted an acetylene auto-
mobile headlight on a tripod and illuminat-
ed the dedication of the Immaculate Concep-
tion Statue. And while UD wasn’t the first 
with electricity, the campus did brighten 
its neighbors; Rappel mounted Cahill 
Projector lamps on high poles over the 
football stadium, lighting half of the South 
Park neighborhood on game nights.
—Michelle Tedford
Haunted halls
POSSIBLY
Nestled between St. Joseph Hall and 
Immaculate Conception Chapel stands Lib-
erty Hall, a seemingly harmless building 
that appears simple amongst the architec-
ture surrounding it but has more popularity 
than the rest of UD combined. And that’s 
because it’s haunted. 
“I haven’t seen a ghost, but back before 
the renovation, I heard a ghost when I was 
down in the Monk’s Inn by myself,” said 
Nick Cardilino ’89, who works with Cam-
pus Ministry in the building. Monk’s Inn 
was a basement coffeehouse before renova-
tions in the 1990s.
Cardilino isn’t the only member of the 
Liberty Hall staff who feels the presence of 
someone from beyond the grave. 
“When I was in graduate school at UD, I 
saw a foot and a pants leg out of the corner 
of my eye on the second floor, but I was the 
only one in the building,” said Mary Niebler 
’98, who now works in Liberty Hall. 
Ghosts also have been reported to make 
noise on the fourth floor of St. Joseph Hall 
and to give the air a supernatural chill in the 
attic of St. Mary’s Hall. The ghost in Liberty 
Hall, though, may be the most probable if 
you follow popular ghost-making legends. 
A recent ghost-hunting guidebook states 
that the ghostly leg likely belongs to an 
elderly man who died in Liberty Hall 
when the building held the infirmary. 
First known as “The Home,” Liberty Hall 
was built in 1866 to house faculty and nov-
ices, though it was soon used for other pur-
poses including an infirmary. No medical 
records — including possible deaths of men 
wearing pants — have survived. Ghostly ru-
mors, though, never die.  
—Megan Garrison ’14
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Tunnels under campus
TRUTH
Just like Batman has his cave, UD has 
its own underground passages. Ours do 
not hide the Batmobile, and they do not 
provide a shortcut to class safe from the 
rain and snow. They do give us a view of 
the seldom-seen underground that keeps 
campus humming and hissing.
The UD tunnels, first dug in 1898, were 
constructed to connect heat and electric 
lines to the earliest buildings on cam-
pus: St. Joseph Hall, St. Mary’s Hall and 
Immaculate Conception Chapel. As the 
campus grew over the years, so did the 
tunnels.
On a tour of the UD underground, Jerry 
Duncan, assistant director of plumbing 
and steam systems facilities, pointed at 
a dark, clearly manmade arch channel of 
brick and dirt. “There’s the old tunnel,” 
Duncan said. “While it may be old, the 
tunnel is still a working part of campus.”
It’s no place for visitors. Pipes are ex-
tremely hot, and the space is claustropho-
bically small. Duncan said it takes their 
knowledgeable staff to do the job safely 
and accurately.
By contrast, the new cement tunnels 
are well lit and resemble the inside of a 
power plant. Pipes and boilers are labeled 
with their corresponding buildings.
Duncan works to make the UD campus 
a safe and warm place for both employees 
and students. He described what each and 
every pipe leads to, the cycle the water 
goes through, and the six 400-horsepower 
boilers that require 24-hour watch.
Once the temperature drops below 
55 degrees, the tunnels — new and old 
— provide heat and hot water to our 
classrooms so we can take off our coats 
and get comfortable after a cold walk to 
class. Keeping UD a safe and warm place 
— now that’s heroic.
—Caroline McCormack ’16
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Rumor has it ...
What do you want to know? 
Send your myths and rumors to 
magazine@udayton.edu, and 
we’ll search high and low for 
the answers. 
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Original Rudy M.I.A.
TALE
The origin story of Rudy Flyer is more 
colorful than the mascot’s basketball jer-
sey. Matt Lampke ’94 shared a rumor from 
his school days that claims Rudy Flyer 
was named after a missing student of the 
same first name. As he heard it, the stu-
dent was one of UD athletics’ biggest fans; 
he disappeared one day and was never 
found. The rumor continues that years 
later, an unidentified body was discovered 
in an old Theta Phi Alpha house crawl 
space.
Tale, indeed. The sorority says that 
there is no connection, and public safety 
has no record of a student named Rudy 
who went missing. 
But UD’s mascot does have a colorful 
— and shape-shifting — past. A 1925 edi-
tion of the Daytonian shows UD’s mascot 
as a mule sporting a blue and red saddle 
blanket. A 1956 issue of Flyer News goes on 
to mention a few more attempts at nail-
ing down a mascot, including “Floyd” the 
model airplane and “Pedro” the donkey. 
Then, a barnstorming pilot inspired by 
the Wright brothers was born Dec. 3, 1980, 
during a basketball home game against 
San Francisco.
His name was a product of the UD com-
munity through a “Name That Mascot” 
contest in 1981, according to a January 
1981 issue of Flyer News. An entry form was 
printed in the student paper for people 
to fill out and send to UD Arena. Out 
of 311 entries, “Rudy” was the winner, 
and he continues to cheer Flyers on to 
victory. 
—CC Hutten ’15
Royal misspelling
LIKELY
Chaminade. Kennedy. Bombeck. 
Kettering. Many places on UD’s campus 
are easily recognized for whom they are 
named. One particular name, however, 
has confused students for years: Who is 
Stewart Street named after?
Another spelling, “Stuart,” is well 
known because of the first-year residence 
hall and recreation field by the same 
name. The namesake, John Stuart, sold 
his family farm to the Marianists in 1850. 
As the story goes, Stuart handed over the 
land in exchange for nothing more than 
a promise. The Marianists vowed to pay 
the $12,000 balance over 12 years and gave 
Stuart a medal of St. Joseph as a sign of 
good faith. On Stuart’s land, the brothers 
grew the school that became UD.
According to the local history room at 
the Dayton Metro Library, Stewart Street 
was named for the neighborhood that 
it ran through: Stewart Hill. Is there a 
connection between Stewart Hill and the 
Stuart family, or is it a coincidence?
The librarians believe that both names 
could refer to the same person, John Stu-
art, thanks to the royals across the pond. 
The popular spelling of that surname 
was “Stewart” in the 14th century for the 
house of Robert II, king of Scotland. By the 
16th century and Mary Queen of Scots, the 
royal name changed to the French spelling 
of “Stuart.” With the variation of spelling, 
it is plausible that both names refer to one 
family, yet it is unknown if the Stewart 
Hill neighborhood or Stewart Street were 
ever known by the alternative spelling of 
“Stuart.” 
John Stuart put the University on 
the path to where it is today; now Stew-
art Street serves as a path to navigate to 
its campus. No matter how you spell it, 
both names have their rightful place in 
UD history. 
—Tom Corcoran ’13
False. He played Flyer 
football as the backup 
quarterback. 
False. But wouldn’t that be 
cool?
False, and the paint peeling 
from the coffehouse’s stone 
walls would have given the 
ƂEVK QPCN /QPMƂVU
False, though St. Mary’s 
School for Boys was a 
working farm, with orchards, 
pastureland and vegetable 
ƂGN FU
True. See Page 61 for more 
on one of our famous 
students. 
False. Actually, Patterson 
would have been right 
to name NCR for the 
Marianists, as the brothers 
bought Patterson family 
N CPFVQJGN RƂPCPEGVJG
nascent cash register 
business. 
False. When St. Mary’s was 
DWK N VK VUƂXGUVQTK GUOCFG
it the tallest building in 
Dayton. Locals thought it 
was ridiculous, leading them 
to call it “Zehler’s Folly” 
after then-president Brother 
Maximin Zehler, S.M.
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The irrevocable sentence
Reflections of a governor after deciding on 
numerous requests for clemency
BY BOB TAFT
When I ran for governor in 1998, I did not give a lot of 
thought to the heavy responsibility I would be assuming for 
deciding on requests for clemency in death penalty cases. 
I suspect I was similar to other candidates for 
governor in this respect.
The first case came to me for decision just two 
months into my first term. It would be the first 
Ohio execution in 36 years. Ohio’s death penalty 
statute had twice been declared unconstitution-
al and had been reinstated in 1981. It took many 
years for cases to make their way through the 
court system to a final determination.
Wilford Berry was described as a “volun-
teer”; he stated he was ready to die for his crime 
and had waived his appeal rights. There was no 
apparent question about his guilt and no ba-
sis for granting clemency. That didn’t make the 
matter any easier. The lights of TV vans out-
side the governor’s residence in Columbus were 
shining through the windows of the room 
where I sat before a telephone that was 
connected to the prison in Lucasville. I had to be 
immediately available in the event the “volun-
teer” changed his mind and decided to pursue his 
rights of appeal. In that case the execution would be stayed.
Wilford Berry’s execution went forward as scheduled. And 
as I sat with two aides in the dining room of the residence that 
evening, it suddenly struck me: The State of Ohio had termi-
nated the life of a human being; the executive branch carried 
out the death sentence, and I was the chief executive. It was 
pursuant to law and due process; it was obviously not murder, 
but I felt somehow complicit in a dire and irrevocable act. 
During my two terms as governor, I decided on requests 
for clemency in 26 cases. Clemency might involve a pardon 
or commutation of the death sentence to a lesser one. Any 
governor will tell you that making these decisions is one of 
the hardest and loneliest parts of the job. I spent many hours 
poring over case records to make sure no error in law or fact 
had occurred that would jus-
tify clemency. Death is an 
irrevocable sentence; there 
is no going back. I was never 
really comfortable with this 
responsibility.
At the same time, I was 
aware that the people of 
Ohio, through their elected 
legislators, had enacted 
the death penalty statute. 
The death sentence could 
be imposed only for certain 
heinous crimes by a jury of 
citizens who first considered 
guilt or innocence and then, 
if a guilty verdict was ren-
dered, weighed aggravating 
and mitigating factors. Ap-
peals in such cases were in-
terminable, moving through 
layers of state and federal courts, assuring a high level of scru-
tiny over what had happened at the trial court level. 
Although there is properly a focus on the rights of the ac-
cused in death penalty cases, the horrible fates of the victims 
and their families must also be borne in mind. As I read the 
Death is the ultimate penalty, but are its days numbered?
No going back
Death is the ultimate penalty, but are its days numbered?
Ohio’s electric chair, used to 
execute 312 men and three women 
between 1897 and 1963
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Bob Taft, governor of Ohio, 1999-2007
‘… it suddenly struck me: The State of Ohio 
had terminated the life of a human being; the 
executive branch carried out the death sentence, 
and I was the chief executive.’
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Still life
Art is an expression of our individual 
and collective conscience. So are the 
laws that we make. What happens 
when the two collide?
BY ERIN CALLAHAN ’15
The lights go up, only enough to illu-
minate the scene of two teenagers parked 
near a secluded lake at night. Two shadows 
emerge from the dark corners of the stage 
and attack. Rape, murder, then a quick 
scene cut to nuns singing hymns with 
children. No more than 10 minutes have 
passed, and the audience sits in shock. 
But, that’s the point.
Among those in 
the audience this 
February will be 
first-year students 
from the Universi-
ty of Dayton. They 
will travel to the 
Schuster Perform-
ing Arts Center in 
downtown Dayton 
to witness scenes of 
the opera Dead Man 
Walking. But this shock factor is part of 
something bigger; it fits into a curricu-
lum to encourage students — as schol-
ars, citizens and humans — to combine 
faith and reason, to analyze issues like 
the death penalty, make decisions about 
where they stand, and reflect on how those 
decisions affect them both now and in the 
future. 
The opera follows Louisiana nun Sister 
Helen Prejean on her journey as a spiritual 
adviser to the convicted man as he prepares 
for the death penalty. She first recorded 
her experience in 1993 when she wrote the 
nonfiction book Dead Man Walking: An Eye-
witness Account of the Death Penalty.
In 2000, composer 
Jake Heggie adapted it 
for the stage with libret-
tist Terrence McNally. 
The opera was inspired 
by the tough questions 
Prejean’s story poses to 
society, Heggie said: “Are 
we for vengeance or forgiveness? For hate 
or compassion? In today’s age, is our 
best response to killing still to kill in 
return?”
When the time came for Richard Che-
noweth, Graul Chair in Arts and Languag-
es, to choose a performance for UD’s  “Rites. 
Rights. Writes.” series, he wanted a piece 
that would have a profound impact on stu-
dents. The opera has had more than 40 in-
ternational productions and has reached 
a broad audience, but Chenoweth said it 
cases presented to me, I learned about disabled 
and helpless victims murdered senselessly and 
perpetrators such as Jeffrey Lundgren who ex-
ecuted five innocent people, including three 
children, in cult murders in northern Ohio.
I felt that clemency should be an extraordi-
nary remedy, to be granted only when there is 
a clear question about the guilt of the accused 
or the unfairness of procedures followed by the 
legal system. I commuted a death sentence to 
life imprisonment in only one case and grant-
ed several reprieves in another case. In the 
case of Jerome Campbell, DNA evidence came 
to light after the trial which I concluded might 
have influenced how the jury viewed the case, 
resulting in a different verdict.
Considering the cases that came to me 
and developments after I left office in 2007, I 
believe the days of the death penalty may be 
numbered, in Ohio and across the country. 
The U.S. Constitution bars “cruel and unusual 
punishment.” In one of the last executions 
during my term in office, since the convicted 
person had been a drug user, it was extremely 
difficult to find a vein in which to insert the 
lethal injection. The execution took an agoniz-
ing 40 minutes. Federal courts have declared 
moratoriums on the death penalty in Ohio due 
to complications such as this one.
Questions have been raised about whether 
the death penalty can be administered con-
sistently and without discrimination across 
Ohio’s 88 counties. Moreover, death penalty 
cases drag on through one appellate level af-
ter another, putting years, even decades, be-
tween the date of the crime and the date of 
punishment; the death sentence is certainly 
not swift punishment. The death penalty is 
very costly to administer; lengthy trial and 
appellate procedures put a burden on county 
and state governments to pay for lawyers, 
judges and jails. 
Ohio prosecutors have been seeking the 
death penalty less frequently since the life-
without-parole option was created by the 
legislature in 1996 as an alternative sentenc-
ing option. In 2013, Ohio prosecutors filed 
only nine death penalty cases, the fewest 
since capital punishment was reinstated in 
1981; and in the last decade, death penalty 
cases are down by more than 40 percent com-
pared to the previous decade. It may be time 
to ask the question whether the death penalty 
in Ohio is a “dead man walking.” 
Bob Taft, a distinguished research associate at the 
University of Dayton, was governor of Ohio, 1999-2007.
Last suppers
The inmate is not identified by name, 
but by food: Kentucky Fried Chicken. 
The exhibit The Last Supper: 550 Plates Il-
lustrating Final Meals of U.S. Death Row Inmates 
depicts the last suppers of death row in-
mates as painted on plates. 
“We all have food in common,” said the 
artist, Julie Green, a professor at Oregon 
State University. “Working on The Last Sup-
per provides time to meditate on final meals 
and our system of capital punishment.”
The exhibit is part of an examination of 
the death penalty through the interdisci-
plinary curriculum “Rites. Rights. Writes.”
Prejean
Heggie
UD
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is of special significance for UD students. 
“We’re trying to create a yearly arts immer-
sion experience for all of our students that 
not only communicates the importance of 
the arts in their lives, but also shows them 
how the arts communicate important so-
cial issues in ways they haven’t thought 
of,” he said.
These efforts have been implemented 
through the Common Academic Program, 
a learning experience that is shared in 
common among all undergraduate 
students. CAP introduces and cul-
tivates different modes of learn-
ing and important topics across 
academic disciplines. One of the ways 
first-year students begin their interdisci-
plinary study is through the arts immer-
sion experience.
Caroline Merithew, associate professor 
of history who coordinates first-year stu-
dents’ humanities experiences, said Dead 
Man Walking introduces students to com-
munity, experiential learning and issues of 
social justice.
“This opera is based on something that 
is so much a part of our [human] condition,” 
she said.
The opera demonstrates different per-
spectives on capital punishment. It dis-
cusses the political aspect — the denial 
of pardon and the announcement of the 
death sentence. It challenges the meaning 
of humanity — mourn-
ing parents confront-
ing those who speak on 
the murderer’s behalf. It 
explores Catholic teach-
ing — forgiveness of sins. 
Meanwhile, the question 
remains for the audi-
ence to consider: What’s 
right and what’s wrong? 
For students, the exer-
cise of critical-thinking 
skills about a controver-
sial subject fosters the po-
tential for deeper exploration of 
the CAP. 
Merithew will participate in interdis-
ciplinary collaboration about the subject 
matter explored by Dead Man Walking, in-
cluding faculty development colloquia and 
seminars.
“The four departments involved in hu-
manities — history, philosophy, religious 
studies and English — have been described 
as the front lines for teaching hard top-
ics,” she said. “We can’t pick up a piece of 
great literature or talk about the history 
of humanity without talking about rape, 
violence, killing and injustice. If students 
experience these themes more viscer-
ally [through the opera], it will stimulate 
different parts of their intellect.”
A last meal request humanizes death 
row in a way that can stimulate thoughtful 
discussion, said Judith Huacuja, chair of 
the Department of Art and Design. 
“This is an ironic moment because it 
pairs humanity with the fact that society 
kills people,” she said.  
The exhibit, on display at the Dayton 
Art Institute Feb. 21 – April 12, is a partner-
ship between UD and the institute. 
Art major Kenzie Barron ’15 said the ac-
cessibility of the meals and the simplicity 
of their presentation can start conversations 
that go beyond the death penalty. The exhib-
it, she said, “makes us evaluate the way we 
as society value life in general.” 
Several members of the music depart-
ment faculty will perform in the opera 
at the Schuster Center. Minnita Daniel-
Cox, assistant professor of voice playing 
the role of Sister Rose, a close compan-
ion to Prejean, said connecting with the 
characters is the easy part. The challenge 
is deciding what to do with one’s own 
self-discovery. As a musician, she said 
she stretches herself for every role she 
performs.
 “The role of Sister Rose is no different 
in that I am challenged to see a perspec-
tive that is different 
from my own and, 
as a result, I grow,” 
Daniel-Cox said. 
“Our life experiences 
can change us. This 
opera will change ev-
eryone involved from 
the audience to the 
performers.”
The opera is 
personally intimate, 
Heggie said, taking 
us to places that only 
get intensified with music. Characters of-
fer emotional authenticity, he said, rather 
than a soapbox approach pushing a politi-
cal agenda.
“Our goal was to tell the story honestly 
and without any preaching — to go with 
Sister Helen on her journey to that diffi-
cult place and to let people make up their 
own minds,” he said.
Chenoweth agreed the personal ap-
proach is sometimes the most effective; 
he can speak from personal experience. 
Earlier this year, he attended Dead Man 
Walking at the Central City opera house in 
Colorado. He said he felt the music vividly 
portrayed each side of the question, and 
he found himself thinking, “This is the
only way you can tell the story. It’s
‘Our goal was to tell 
the story honestly and 
without any preaching 
— to go with Sister 
Helen on her journey 
to that difficult place 
and to let people make 
up their own minds.’
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Continued conversations
Rites. Rights. Writes. Events
1RGPVQVJGRWDNKE(TGGWPNGUUQVJGTYKUGPQVGF
QLecture, RecPlex
7 p.m. Feb. 26: UD Speaker Series presents Sister Helen Prejean
QFilm screenings and discussions, ArtStreet
5 p.m. Feb. 20: &GCF/CP9CNMKPI
3 p.m. Feb. 27: /CPFGNC
7 p.m. March 14: (QNNQY/G&QYP2QTVTCKVUQH.QWKUKCPC2TKUQP 
/WUKEKCPU
7 p.m. March 20: Carandiru
QDiscussions, Sears Recital Hall
1 p.m. Jan 28, Wednesday at One Convocation with  
Jake Heggie
10 a.m. Jan. 30, with composer Jake Heggie
7 p.m. Feb. 4, roundtable on capital punishment
2 p.m. Feb. 9, school-to-prison pipeline
QArts events
8 p.m. Jan. 29, Sears Recital Hall concert: An Evening with Jake Heggie 
and Selected Soloists. Purchase tickets: 937-229-2545.
Feb. 21 - April 12, Dayton Art Institute exhibit: 6JG.CUV5WRRGT  
Admission. Call 937-223-4278.
Feb. 25, 27, March 1, Schuster Center: Dayton Opera presents Dead 
/CP9CNMKPI. Purchase tickets: 937-228-3630.
QFor details, visit go.udayton.edu/rrw. 
expressive, and wrenching.”
Chenoweth acknowledged it can be hard to find the 
truth. However, he said that’s what makes this particu-
lar opera so moving.
“It doesn’t make any conclusions,” he said. “It sim-
ply presents what happened, and leaves it for the audi-
ence to decide how they feel. I always hope for a clear 
understanding of the facts, the law, the ethics and the 
morality. I think that’s what we’re trying to do at the 
University, teach the whole person, teach people to be 
contemplative about these important events.”
In the weeks leading up to the opera performance, 
the UD community will have the opportunity to interact 
and learn from Heggie during his residency. Heggie will 
attend a convocation with music students and faculty 
to discuss the inspiration behind the music in Dead Man 
Walking. The following days will include a musical per-
formance by Heggie and UD faculty, further discussion 
about the opera, and question and answer sessions. A 
selection of music students will also perform for Heggie 
and receive feedback during a master class.
“The opera is rife with possibilities for dialogue,” 
Heggie said. “Audiences at universities have al-
ways been so awake and eager for these opportuni-
ties. I have information and experience I can offer 
based on my music and people I’ve worked with, but I 
also look forward to learning from students. I coach, 
work and teach, but many times I learn more than any-
one else in the room.”
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ETHOS engineers, as one practi-
cum student did in 2013. Students 
could also spend more than eight 
weeks in Malawi. Ghere said more 
time would allow students to visit 
the capital and better understand 
the center of power for both the na-
tional government and NGOs. 
In the meantime, Maroon is 
continuing to spread his message 
about what appropriate, collabora-
tive development can accomplish. 
This fall, he brought to campus 
three of the children his organiza-
tion sponsors. They stood before 
UD students and explained the re-
alities of their lives and the power 
of human rights development. 
Now age 18, Alinafe Kachenje is 
barely 5 feet tall with a determina-
tion that doubled her stature at the 
podium. “Where can I find hope?” 
The answer: Through organiza-
tions like Maroon’s, which paid for 
her schooling. 
But human rights development 
— chitukuko (pronounced chee-too-
ku-ko) in the local vernacular — is 
more than handing out school fees. 
It’s the energy that students like 
those from UD bring to her com-
munity. It’s good to know other 
people care, she said. It’s another 
reason for hope. And their research 
helps create projects on which she 
can contribute. Kachenje is learn-
ing about the goat microfinance 
program, working with women 
to spread the wealth while await-
ing results from the national exam 
that will determine if she can at-
tend college.
And this hope? It’s all UD’s 
fault, Maroon said. The seed of ser-
vant-leadership was planted deep, 
and it flowered in Malawi. Refer-
ring to Maji Zuwa, he said, “It per-
meates our campus as well.” 
“We’re able to give our UD stu-
dents a really practical, hands-on 
research experience that is meant 
to complement that classroom ex-
perience,” he said. “It’s exciting be-
cause we’re doing a better job at it 
each year. As it started out, it was 
this experiment to see whether this 
could work. We’re at a point now 
where yes, it does. It has. It will. 
“We get to start thinking about 
the bigger questions of how this 
can impact not just our small area 
but the greater northern region of 
Malawi, Malawi as a country, and 
Africa and the developing world as 
a whole.” 
QQQ
Michelle Tedford is editor of the 
University of Dayton Magazine.
Malawi, from Page 29
Determined to Develop
http://determinedtodevelop.org
Maji Zuwa
http://www.majizuwatravel.com
NGO Leadership and Human Rights
by Richard Ghere, Kumarian Press, 2013
Department of Political Science
https://www.udayton.edu/artssciences/ 
politicalscience
UD
UD
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CLASS NOTES
Job well done
FLOYD “DUDE” NORMAN ’50 
Golden Flyers
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REUNION WEEKEND
June 12-14, 2015
reunion.udayton.edu
A career educator, Floyd “Dude” Norman loves to share stories 
about the students he taught and coached during his 26 years in the 
classroom.
As track coach at the now-shuttered Roosevelt High School in 
Dayton, Norman — nicknamed “Dude” by a younger brother’s child-
hood mispronunciation — led a team to the 1961 state championship 
and coached his 2-mile relay team to a national record in 1962. 
“I got to meet so many great kids,” Norman said. “Not only good 
athletes, but kids who wanted to succeed academically.”
In recent years, Norman, 92, has started talking more about 
himself, thanks to the urging of family members proud of his service 
to his country. 
Norman entered the U.S. Navy in 1942 and survived a harrowing 
week in the Pacific theater in October 1944 that began with his plane 
crash landing into the ocean amidst heavy gunfire. 
During the next two days, Norman shot down a Japanese Zero 
plane and was part of an American fleet that sustained massive 
shelling. Norman’s crew dropped a torpedo that sent Japanese 
troops on a battleship scrambling; he still remembers the array of 
colors that emitted from the explosion. 
After returning to Dayton, Norman graduated from UD and 
earned a master’s degree from Miami University in 1953. He credits 
sports — both on the coaching and the participatory levels — for 
helping his re-integration to civilian life.
With members of the World War II gen-
eration passing into history, Norman is 
keeping their memories alive by telling 
his story, and theirs. In October 2014, he 
flew to Washington, D.C., as part of the 
Honor Flight program, which transports 
veterans to the nation’s capital to visit 
their national memorials. 
“There was fear enveloped in every 
one of us, but you know you have a job to 
do,” Norman said about serving 
his country. “We did the very 
best we could.” 
—Shannon Shelton 
Miller
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aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
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omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
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magniae reptatiost vel modit 
peratem quatque et ipsum hil iur 
res aut et dolo dolumquia quam con 
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quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
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voluptat exeribusanto blaccum 
volupti sum aut eatiam, to blab 
into volorum re cuptat eos eium 
cumet quam, asperum aut quas 
dolorepudae niscien istores ciendit 
pelendit, iunt ad magnihil
Ga. Et aliqui ipsamet peliquid quid 
mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam 
endae iumque es alia si arum il 
ipsum as exerat rerum evel eum et 
Janet Leff  just marked half a century offering outreach and aid 
around the world — 50 years of what she simply calls “old-fashioned 
social work.”
She had spent several years as a hospital social worker and made 
more than a dozen humanitarian trips abroad. After attending a 1999 
conference and listening to Dr. Bernie Siegel’s talk, “Love, Medicine 
and Miracles,” Leff felt a particular pull to work in Bosnia. 
“After the talk, I turned to my friend and said, ‘I think I’m sup-
posed to sell my house and use the money to go to Bosnia to work,’” 
she said. 
Then she did, arriving in Medjugorje, Bosnia, in March 2001 and 
remaining there for 10 years. In a country still devastated by the Bos-
nian War, Leff oversaw medical social work programs and a range 
of children’s projects, including providing educational materials, 
computers, dental treatment, wood for the winter and playgrounds.
She still checks in and is pleased by what she’s seen. One 
woman, who previously lived with her injured children in a shack by 
the river, is now living happily in a one-room apartment.
Leff has since returned to Ohio, a place she says was always 
home — in more ways than one. 
“As a student in Dayton, I was surrounded by so many people 
with belief and action at UD,” she recalled. “When students saw a 
problem, they didn’t sit around and wait. We took 
action. We are doers. It’s inspiring” — de-
spite what curveballs life may send.
Diagnosed with breast cancer 
while serving in Bosnia, Leff completed 
two rounds of treatment in 2001 and 
2005. After coming back to the States, 
she learned her cancer had returned. 
Still, Leff believes in the power of 
community and faith. “I used it as 
a sign from God to help others, 
whether that is verifying needs, 
finding support or making sure 
donations are used appropri-
ately. It’s God using the worst to 
give us the best,” she said.
 “The bottom line is trusting 
God. See where He leads you.” 
—Caroline McCormack ’16 
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IN MEMORIAM
Prayer intentions are collected through the Marianist Mission at http://bit.ly/Marianist_Mission.
ALUMNI
1940
Anthony Rush — July 22, 2014
Walter Winkeljohn — June 9, 2014
1942
Martha Schad — June 12, 2014
1943
Kenneth Israel — July 31, 2014
1945
Theodore Griffin — April 12, 2014
1948
Catherine “Katie” Raso Mackey — 
July 11, 2014
1949
William “Bill” Gallagher — Aug. 
11, 2014
Tressler Hardin — June 23, 2014
1950
Charlotte Shearer Harris — 
  July 11, 2014
Thomas Holloran — June 7, 2014
Jerome “Jed” Muth — June 24, 2014
Samuel Rosta — June 20, 2014
Richard Thome — July 10, 2014
1951
John Gephart — May 19, 2014
Lorenzo Harris Sr. — Aug. 23, 2014
1952
Cletus Miller — Aug. 9, 2014
1953
Donald Holsapple — June 10, 2014
Chuck Noll — June 13, 2014
1954
Marlowe Hawkins — June 24, 2014
Irene Meyer Spreng — Aug. 18, 
2014
1955
Donald Barnhart Sr. — Aug. 30, 
2014
Stephen Driscoll — June 26, 2014
Father Leonard Kistler, C.PP.S. — 
June 9, 2014
L. Walter Leary — June 25, 2014
1956
Frank Jarvis — June 22, 2014
William Monahan — Aug. 19, 2014
1957
Robert Berry — July 13, 2014
Jerome “Jerry” Mestemaker — 
June 13, 2014
1958
Mary Byard Ferguson — June 5, 
2014
Harold Koerner — July 16, 2014
Wayne Woodward — July 16, 2014
1959
Edwin Candler — Aug. 3, 2014
Olive Ryan — July 9, 2014
1960
Richard Danielwicz — July 30, 2014
Sister Evelyn Monnin, C.PP.S. — 
Aug. 6, 2014
1961
Michael McCamley — May 20, 
2014
1962
Sister Virginia Moht, O.P. —  
July 9, 2014
Father Paul Vieson, S.M. — Aug. 8, 
2014 
1963
James Gill — July 14, 2014
Robert Gothie — Aug. 1, 2014
Lawrence Horvath — Aug. 25, 2014
Karen Fleming O’Connor — Aug. 
11, 2014
Glenn Wilson — Aug. 21, 2014
1964
James “Jim Boz” Bozdech — 
June 28, 2014
Robert Ireton Sr. — Aug. 16, 2014
Robert McCloskey — Aug. 2, 2014
Albert Muldrow — June 5, 2014
1965
Lois Honerlaw Adduci — June 26, 
2014
1966
Anthony Angelo — Aug. 3, 2014
Kathy Koogler — July 11, 2014
John Sargent — June 12, 2014
1967
Joseph Bouman — Aug. 21, 2014
Leo Knight Jr. — July 28, 2014
Gene Sargent — July 31, 2014
1968
Michael Johnston — July 20, 2014
Michael Ludvik — Sept. 2, 2014
Judith Olsen McSorley — June 25, 
2014
Michael Rourke — July 29, 2014
1969
Mary Vogler Cordon — April 10, 
2012
Richard Hale — June 28, 2014
Regina Mengis Hobaugh —  
July 6, 2014
Father Paul Marshall, S.M. —  
July 17, 2014
Carole Hochwalt Matsko —  
July 26, 2014
Audrey Pumilia Takacs — June 14, 
2014
1970
Daniel Dircksen — July 16, 2014
James Nuckols — June 10, 2014
Adele Buckland Perry — Aug. 13, 
2014
1971
R. Anita Cochran — July 3, 2014
1972
Ronald McLeod — April 17, 2014
William “Bill” Wade — June 21, 
2014
1973
Genevieve Schaffer — April 18, 
2013
1975
A. Paul Dilonno — Aug. 22, 2014
William “Bill” Knoepfle — July 23, 
2014
Donald Vance — July 6, 2014
1976
Anthony DeFrances — July 31, 2014
Elizabeth “Betty” Moy Leigh — 
June 26, 2014
1978
Phillip Colegrove — June 17, 2014
Ronald Li — July 19, 2014
1979
Gary Mioli — Sept. 11, 2014
1980
Frank Munoz — March 20, 2014
1982
Olivia Drawn Lewis — July 18, 2014
Jackie Robinson Sr. — July 26, 2014
1983
Gayle McCarty — March 26, 2014
Robert “Bob” Puccio — Aug. 18, 
2014
1985
Stephen Ohl — July 1, 2014
1986
Patricia Holmes Garrett — June 8, 
2014
1991
Virginia Larger Rhoads — July 10, 
2014
1992
Martha Langhirt — April 4, 2014
1993
Jerry Snyder — May 24, 2014
1994
Frances Vachon — Aug. 31, 2014
1995
Clyde Brown — June 11, 2014
1996
Robert Adams — April 27, 2014
Shannon O’Malia Hall — July 27, 
2014
1997
Curtis Jackowski — July 20, 2014
1999
Candace “Kandi” Moore —  
Aug. 11, 2014
Larry Whipkey — July 14, 2014
2001
Richard Neal — June 8, 2014
2007
Helen Czekalski Minogue —  
Sept. 9, 2014
2011
Keith “Junior” Thompson —  
Aug. 17, 2014
FRIENDS
Howard Benson — July 3, 2014;  
survived by son Paul Benson, 
interim provost. 
Terrence Blair — June 26, 2014; 
survived by daughter Tiffany Blair 
von Clausburg ’92.
Mildred Chadwick — Aug. 4, 2014; 
survived by sons Gerry Chad-
wick ’77 and Mark Chadwick ’80, 
daughter Dori Chadwick Gabriel 
’81 and granddaughter Brianna 
Gabriel ’05.
Anna Marie Chavez — Sept. 9, 
2014; survived by daughters 
Joan Chavez Slonaker ’68, Peggy 
Chavez ’73, Annette Chavez ’81 
and Michele Chavez Brown ’86 
and son Simon “Bud” Chavez ’77.
Mark Ecklund — June 28, 2014; 
survived by sister Nancy Ecklund 
Poeschl ’03, health and sport sci-
ence faculty.
Clara Garza — Aug. 8, 2014; sur-
vived by husband Steven Semple 
’89.
Nelson Harper — Sept. 6, 2014; 
former director of choral music.
Linda Sue Hayes — April 15, 2014; 
survived by husband James Hayes 
’71.
Alan Heck — July 7, 2014; graduate 
student.
Betty Mae Hill — Aug. 17, 2014; 
former secretary, office of the 
comptroller.
John Krietzer — Aug. 5, 2014; for-
mer professor of mechanical and 
aerospace engineering.
Edythe Lewis — June 5, 2014; 
University benefactor.
Thomas Marshall — Oct. 10, 2014; 
undergraduate student.
Mildred Neumann — Aug. 27, 
2014; survived by daughter Joan 
Neumann Finan ’56 and son-in-law 
Richard Finan ’54.
William Ricks — May 6, 2014; sur-
vived by wife Janet Gariano Ricks 
’73 and stepdaughter Catherine 
Thaman Lewis ’02.
Roy Serruto Sr. — June 18, 2014; 
survived by son Roy Serruto Jr. ’09.
Robert Weiland — July 15, 2014; 
survived by wife Carol Farno Wei-
land ’68 and son Joshua Weiland 
’00.
Margaret Zehrung — Sept. 4, 2014; 
University benefactor.
Tommy Ziarko — June 12, 2014; 
survived by daughter Stacy Ziarko 
’03.
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ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent 
mi, qui de nonse volor reius es 
doloratus imusam diamust, et 
inctem adigent maximagnimin esti 
officimus, simintotam, sundunt quis 
minverum quis elestiae dipsuntiat 
eostiat fugit etus earum ius dolenis 
dellabo. Milisciis expel maio. 
Imus exped que lacea doluptassi 
restionsequo ipsam quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati 
conempo resequiassum il imusam 
que sum rerum resciunto excearum 
verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae porerio. 
Olorio tem faces a nossimo luptaqui 
del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit 
peratem quatque et ipsum hil iur 
res aut et dolo dolumquia quam con 
rerferibusam alictibeaqui ut rerit, 
quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
volluptur sum nonecae. Itaspel 
igendel loriati de a quam laut volora 
voluptat exeribusanto blaccum 
volupti sum aut eatiam, to blab into 
volorum re cuptat eos eium cumet 
quam, asperum aut quas dolorepudae 
ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE ’69
In college, Suzanne Dowling ’69 could often be found sharing tunes in the folk music coffeehouse. Today, she’s still keeping the beat with a 
life dedicated to helping others. What’s on the pages of your life story? Tell us in a class note today. Email classnotes@udayton.edu.
Dowling’s counseling career was 
inspired by a stint in her high school’s 
attendance office, where she surmised 
that students with excessive absences 
needed help, not discipline. “I have 
so enjoyed 
working with 
college stu-
dents — they 
have so much 
hope,” Dowl-
ing, who has 
been honored 
with several 
counseling 
awards and 
distinctions, 
said. “It is so encouraging when you 
see students work through issues that 
have prevented them from fulfilling 
themselves or finding their voices. 
I’ve seen some students through their 
graduate programs.”
Dowling serves as a volunteer mental health 
crisis worker for the American Red Cross and 
reviews requests for funding grant proposals 
for the Connecticut Department of Health. In 
the days after 9/11, she joined a group of Fly-
ers in New York City — her hometown — to 
serve food to rescue 
workers. Currently, she 
is completing a faculty/
staff Safe Space Ally 
manual. “I so believe 
it is each individual’s 
birthright to be treated 
with dignity and 
respect,” she said. “My 
model is not of toler-
ance, but one of celebration of diversity.”
“I don’t have a favorite song, but some of my 
favorite musicians include John Prine, Christy 
Moore, Sonny Terry and 
Brownie McGee, 
several of whom I 
began listening to 
when I was a UD 
student.  When I 
work out on the 
treadmill, I listen to 
Buckwheat Zydeco. 
I had the opportunity to 
hear Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee per-
form live a number of times. When they sang, 
‘The sun gonna shine in my back door some 
day,’ you truly believed it would.”
“At UD in the late 1960s, I so 
enjoyed working at Pleasant 
Street, a folk music coffeehouse 
a group of students and I 
organized,” Dowling recalled. “The 
late Bernard Plogman ’44, chair of the 
fine arts department, was, hands down, my 
favorite professor. When I graduated, he asked me if I would teach 
an art class. He believed in me before I believed in myself.”
—Audrey Starr
SUZANNE DOWLING ’69 (EDS) lives 
in Mansfield Center, Conn. She writes, “In 
the words of the great Louis Armstrong, 
‘Musicians don’t retire; they stop when 
there’s no more music in them.’ Even though 
I am not a stellar musician, metaphorically 
speaking, I still have lots of music left in 
me. I am retiring after passionately serving 
as a psychologist and counseling director 
in university counseling centers, including 
Miami, Temple, Drew, Richard Stockton State 
College and Eastern Connecticut State. In 
my outreach and community activities, I have 
been dedicated to facilitating the empow-
erment of people of color and LGBT folk. 
I have also served as a consultant for the 
Connecticut Department of Health, working 
with people and agencies serving children 
and families affected by HIV. For fun, I travel, 
write, paint, participate in a folk music 
group and enjoy spending time with friends, 
including Jan Weber Plumb ’69.” She wel-
comes hearing from UD friends at suzmed@
yahoo.com.
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volluptur sum nonecae. Itaspel 
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quid mo quunt et magnistisque 
reptas raepeditia nempori onseque 
nimet dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. Imus exped que 
lacea doluptassi restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati 
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. Imus exped que 
lacea doluptassi restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
A golden opportunity
THOMAS MULVANEY ’70
Few people have the chance to turn a longtime hobby into a 
lifetime career. After Thomas Mulvaney entered the broadcasting 
industry, he put his hobby of coin collecting on the back burner. A 
decade later, he found himself face-to-face with the National Numis-
matic Collection of rare coins at the Smithsonian Institution.
Mulvaney says he began collecting coins around age 8, starting 
with a coin-collecting book and gradually accumulating rarer and 
rarer coins. After working at WVUD, UD’s radio station, during his 
junior and senior years, Mulvaney briefly joined the broadcasting 
industry — but after three years, it left him unfulfilled. When he was 
offered a job photographing coins and writing advertising copy at 
Paramount International Coin Corp. in Englewood, Ohio, he seized 
the opportunity.
“It’s funny how a career can take a certain path,” he said. “I 
never intended to go into the coin business, but when I had an op-
portunity to get into a hobby-type job — when they wanted someone 
who could write and who loved coins — it was the perfect marriage 
for a career.”
Mulvaney stayed with the company until it closed its doors 10 
years later. But new doors opened for Mulvaney: From 1996 to 1999, 
he assisted David W. Akers with the sale of the John Jay Pittman 
Collection, allowing him to photograph the collection and serve as 
a licensed auctioneer during its sale, which grossed over $31 mil-
lion. More recently, Mulvaney was selected by Jeff Garrett and Ron 
Guth, authors of the Encyclopedia of U.S. Gold 
Coins: 1795–1933, to photograph the major-
ity of the coins, kept in the Smithsonian’s 
rare coin collection, featured in the book.
As a semi-retiree, Mulvaney con-
tinues his consulting work in the coin 
business.
“Once you get a reputation for doing 
this, people find you,” he said. “I get a lot 
of calls for coin photography. Not a lot 
of people do this for a living. I’ve 
been doing it for 40 years. But 
I’m 66 now so it’s time to slow 
down.”
—Caroline Glynn ’15 
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et quas et earcita
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del il mag
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dolumquia quam con rerferibusam 
alictibeaqui ut rerit, quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
volluptur sum nonecae. Itaspel 
igendel loriati de a quam laut volora 
voluptat exer
ibusanto blaccum volupti sum aut 
eatiam, to blab into volorum re cuptat 
eos eium cumet quam, asperum aut 
quas dolorepudae niscien istores 
ciendit pelendit, iunt ad magnihil
Ga. Et aliqui ipsamet peliquid quid 
mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet 
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adit, alicid es se 
nulluptatia ne 
nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex 
etureri santem 
quibusc ilique 
nonet ipsae 
nobitat iisque 
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volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. 
Imus exped que lacea 
doluptassi restionsequo 
ipsam quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa 
num et odit fugia vendae 
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doloratem ut qui consequodi od qui 
incipis magnimolor ra pa solorec 
uptat.
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tque et ipsum hil iur res aut et dolo 
dolumquia quam con rerferibusam 
alictibeaqui ut rerit, quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
volluptur sum nonecae. Itaspel 
igendel loriati de 
a quam laut volora voluptat 
exeribusanto blaccum volupti sum aut 
eatiam, to blab into volorum re cuptat 
eos eium cumet quam, asperum aut 
quas dolorepudae niscien istores 
ciendit pelendit, iunt ad magnihilGa. 
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raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quae
ctet rem es mos se alit laut ea 
cus consequas adit, alicid es se 
nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam
 ex etureri santem quibusc ilique 
nonet ipsae nobitat iisque quatend 
ucipictes eicillaturit ea quatur 
alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
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No place like home
  BEVERLY THOMPSON JENKINS ’78
It’s great to be a Flyer faithful. 
After receiving her undergraduate degree in education, Beverly 
Thompson Jenkins worked at St. Joseph’s Home for Children, accepted 
a fellowship from Wright State University, earned her master’s degree 
and taught before she made her way back to the University of Dayton — 
a mere four years later. 
Today, Jenkins is associate director of the Office of Student Success 
and Parent Engagement, two groups she knows well. Her husband 
enrolled at UD in the early 1990s to earn a master’s degree in engineer-
ing, and her daughter, Jessica, is a Flyer from the Class of 2006.
A four-year resident of Marycrest, Jenkins felt a responsibility 
to her fellow students even then. “The University had just started to 
acquire houses in the student neighborhoods, so many of us lived in the 
residence halls all four years,” she recalled. “After my sophomore year, 
I really looked to set an example for my floor. I was the big sister to the 
younger students.” 
She continues to be a role model for students, referring to herself as 
a cheerleader who helps propel students toward graduation. 
“I make a point to attend commencement every year,” Jenkins said. 
“Seeing students graduate, especially those who may have had a hard 
time in school, gives me great satisfaction. I watched them grow during 
their time here.”
Her role model commitment goes beyond UD’s borders, where 
she uses her experience as a Marianist Edu-
cational Associate — a religious formation 
program meant to sustain and enrich the 
University’s Catholic and Marianist phi-
losophy — to serve Dayton.
“I believe I have a responsibility to 
live the Marianist charism throughout 
the Dayton community,” Jenkins said. 
“Whether it’s in my role on the associate 
board of the Dayton Art Institute, my 
work as a neighborhood advo-
cate through the Northwest 
Priority Board, or my service 
mentoring public school 
girls through my sorority, 
I believe in modeling 
servant leadership.”
—Emma Jensen ’16 
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mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam 
endae iumque es alia si arum il 
ipsum as exerat rerum evel eum et 
audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
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consequodi od qui incipis magnimolor 
ra pa solorec uptat.
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aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient fa
ccus, sintiati conempo resequiassum 
il imusam que sum rerum resciunto 
excearum verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur
? Iqui dolest que eossit dollaborepta 
verum, corendae porerio. Olorio tem 
faces a nossimo luptaqui del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptati
a nam quia vel imil eaquis magnima 
cumque dererspid magniae reptatiost 
vel modit peratem quatque et ipsum 
hil iur res aut et dolo dolumquia quam 
con rerferibusam alictibeaqui ut rerit, 
quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
volluptur sum nonecae. Itaspel 
igendel loriati de a quam laut volora 
voluptat exeribusa
nto blaccum volupti sum aut eatiam, 
to blab into volorum re cuptat eos 
eium cumet quam, asperum aut quas 
dolorepudae niscien istores ciendit 
pelendit, iunt ad magnihil
Ga. Et aliqui ipsamet peliquid quid 
mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
that truly made 120 Evanston a rock-star house. But first, there was the porch-sit strategy.
Housemates Linda Bowman Kelly ’78 and Kathy Moeder-Christensen ’78 met as cheerleaders for the 
junior varsity basketball team, while Debbie DeCurtins Townson ’78, Beth Perry Wright ’78 and Barb Haber 
Hawks ’79 were Flyerettes.
The five moved into 120 Evanston, found by Kelly, in 1976.
“I remember the upstairs consisted of two small bedrooms with bunk beds, one closet-size bedroom 
and one small bathroom,” Moeder-Christensen 
said. 
With only one bathroom to five girls, 
Moeder-Christensen said she still wonders how 
they managed it. Though 120 Evanston is now Uni-
versity-owned, she remembers it as one of the nic-
est landlord houses to live in off campus. Because 
of this, they were “particular” about it; so they 
made friends with the neighbors when it came to 
porch-sitting.
“We visited 460 Lowes — a.k.a. ‘The Upper 
Lowes Gang’ — to sit on their big porch,” she said. 
“It just so happened that they didn’t mind us visit-
ing. Now, that’s a house with some stories.”
One that Moeder-Christensen and Kelly will 
never forget is the Blizzard of ’78.  Students living 
on Evanston had to walk to class by maneuvering 
over a hill and crossing railroad tracks, which no 
longer exist but at the time were treacherous in 
ice storms.  
“We had so much snow that winter, and when 
the big storm hit, classes were cancelled and we 
spent the day making a huge snowman with our 
friends on Lowes,” she said. She recalls that 120 
Evanston was one of the only houses in the area 
that had heat, thanks to their landlord. 
“We were nice and toasty while everyone else was freezing,” she said. “[It’s] one of my fondest memo-
ries.”
Like many Flyers now in the student neighborhoods, the 120 Evanston women remember their house 
and neighbors affectionately, and wonder what the houses are like today.
“If walls could talk,” said Moeder-Christensen.
—CC Hutten ’15  
Take a tour at http://udquickly.udayton.edu. 
And suggest we take a tour of your old house. Email us at magazine@udayton.edu.  
120 EVANSTON
MY 
OLD HOUSE 1978
It was a midwinter snowstorm
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Ho-ho-helper
  DAVID DAVIS ’81 
By day, he’s a corporate businessman; by night, he’s a jolly old 
soul. 
Need a project manager? Need a Santa? No problem. Dave Da-
vis has you covered. After graduating from UD, Davis had a short stint 
as a math teacher before an AT&T district manager recruited him. He 
began training work, then became more involved in responsibilities 
like defining system analysis. 
“I grew into the position; it’s been a natural fit,” he said.
After a full day of work as a senior project manager in Sylvania, 
Ohio, Davis throws the big red suit on. His stint as Santa began 
during a two-week vacation in 2005 while visiting his sister, Judy. A 
patient at a cancer institute in Chicago, she endured friendly teases 
by the nurses about her brother looking a bit too much like Mr. Claus.
“After Judy passed away, I saw playing Santa Claus as a kind of 
calling, a mission, to portray this character as a way to carry on my 
sister’s spirit,” he said. 
Focusing almost exclusively on helping nonprofits, Davis’ most 
successful annual event is the Red Nose Sing-Along, a community 
Christmas program Davis started with members of his church. All 
proceeds go to local charities, such as Davis’ own, Judy’s Hugs, 
which provides fleece blankets for children whose parents are bat-
tling cancer.
“It’s a way for children to be reassured and know they are not 
alone,” Davis explained. 
The costume isn’t just for kids. Davis teamed up with Mobile 
Meals to deliver food, in full Santa garb, and 
has volunteered at battered women’s 
shelters and family services organization. 
He even gives a Santa presentation on 
“Values, Virtues and Vices” at manage-
ment conferences.
“I credit the University of Dayton for 
instilling in me a drive to give back,” 
Davis said. “Along with relationship-
building skills, I learned how to 
live my life with virtue.”
—Michelle Friman ’15 
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ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid es 
se nulluptatia ne nus et, 
simus, sumquam ex etureri 
santem quibusc ilique 
nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea quatur 
alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et quo 
quo dendusdam et rernamenem vitias 
arum alignim simaxima pe nobitate 
enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
ipsum as exerat rerum evel eum et 
audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se 
alit laut ea cus consequas adit, 
alicid es se nulluptatia ne nus et, 
simus, sumquam ex etureri santem 
quibusc ilique nonet ipsae nobitat 
iisque quatend ucipictes 
eicillaturit ea quatur 
alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit 
a que dolo et quo 
quo dendusdam et 
rernamenem vitias arum alignim 
simaxima pe nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. Imus exped que 
lacea doluptassi restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et odit 
fugia vendae eum doloratem ut qui 
consequodi od qui incipis magnimolor 
ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati conempo 
resequiassum il imusam que sum 
rerum resciunto excearum verum et 
quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae porerio. 
Olorio tem faces a nossimo luptaqui 
del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit peratem 
quatque et ipsum hil iur res aut et dolo 
dolumquia quam con rerferibusam 
alictibeaqui ut rerit, quaturi tiorehe
ndis que 
is eum 
aut quia 
core 
vollu 
ptur 
sum 
nonecae. Itaspel igendel loriati 
de a quam laut volora voluptat 
exeribusanto blaccum volupti sum aut 
eatiam, to blab into volorum re cuptat 
eos eium cumet quam, asperum aut 
quas dolorepudae niscien istores 
ciendit pelendit, iunt ad magnihil
Ga. Et aliqui ipsamet peliquid quid 
mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
Fueling the fire
  MONTANA MASTERS ’86
Milisciis expel maio. Imus exped que 
lacea doluptassi restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et odit 
fugia vendae eum doloratem ut qui 
consequodi od qui incipis magnimolor 
ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati conempo 
resequiassum il imusam que sum 
rerum resciunto excearum verum et 
quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae porerio. 
Olorio tem faces a nossimo luptaqui 
del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit peratem 
quatque et ipsum hil iur res aut et dolo 
dolumquia quam con rerferibusam 
alictibeaqui ut rerit, quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core volluptur 
sum nonecae. Itaspel igendel loriati 
de a quam laut volora voluptat 
exeribusanto blaccum volupti sum 
aut eatiam, to blab into volorum re 
cuptat eos eium cumet quam, asperum 
aut quas dolorepudae niscien istores 
ciendit pelendit, iunt ad magnihil
Ga. Et aliqui ipsamet peliquid quid 
mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis nobis 
sinus non 
ped quam 
estissit, 
sitas 
volorrorepre eaquiasi nonemquae reni 
aut vellabo rempore et experit alibus 
quam endae iumque es alia si arum 
il ipsum as exerat rerum evel eum et 
audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet 
ipsae nobitat 
iisque 
quatend 
ucipictes 
eicillaturit 
ea quatur 
alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que 
dolo et quo quo dendusdam et 
rernamenem vitias arum alignim 
simaxima pe nobitate enihiciis 
dollu
Montana Masters is an artist, in every sense of the word.
“In art, you’re trying to communicate something without words. 
As I pursued my art, it became a very spiritual place for me,” she 
said. “The greatest gift God gave us is to create.”
Masters spent the first 12 years post-graduation as an artist in 
Boston and New York City. When her father fell ill, she returned to 
Dayton to care for him. She needed a job, and at the time, the “com-
pletely unexpected opportunity” of firefighting presented itself. 
“I thought it would be an incredible experience,” she said. “Life 
is always presenting us with possibilities. It’s about whether or not 
you can say ‘yes’ to them.”
Firefighting, she said, was another way to express creative 
energy.
“Life is your greatest work of art,” she said. “Building relation-
ships and friendships is a very creative process. At the firehouse, we 
would bring broad conversations together. It was a secondary family 
in my life at that time. As a woman, I brought a new perspective to 
the table. It was not for everyone… but I had some incredible conver-
sations — about life, travel, spirit.”
Now, Masters describes herself as “truly a free agent.” Her cur-
rent projects include helping children create Christmas ornaments 
through the national parks to send to the White House and writing a 
book, Letters to the Dead, a series of letters to 
people she has loved and lost throughout 
her life.
“Death and grief are very complex,” 
she said. “The letters are what’s left 
unsaid. It’s intended to be an interactive 
journal, an invitation for readers to write 
for closure.”
Above all, Masters said she hopes 
to look back on a life that inspired a few 
people to live full, authentic lives.
“If I can contribute to a future that 
[children] can believe in and look 
forward to with enthusiasm and 
hope, then my life will have the 
qualities of a masterpiece,” she 
said. “I’m unsure what’s next, 
but I’ll keep being a ‘yes.’”
—CC Hutten ’15 
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ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis 
minverum quis elestiae dipsuntiat 
eostiat fugit etus earum 
ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. Imus 
exped que lacea doluptassi 
restionsequo ipsam quam 
venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati 
conempo resequiassum il imusam 
que sum rerum resciunto excearum 
verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae 
porerio. Olorio tem faces a nossimo 
luptaqui del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit 
peratem quatque et ipsum hil iur 
res aut et dolo dolumquia quam con 
rerferibusam alictibeaqui ut rerit, 
quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
volluptur sum nonecae. 
Itaspel igendel loriati 
de a quam laut volora 
voluptat exeribusanto 
blaccum volupti sum 
aut eatiam, to blab into 
volorum re cuptat eos 
eium cumet quam, asperum aut quas 
dolorepudae niscien istores ciendit 
pelendit, iunt ad mag
Ga. Et aliqui ipsamet peliquid quid 
mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut 
vellabo rempore et experit alibus 
quam endae iumque es alia si arum 
il ipsum as 
exerat rerum 
evel eum et 
audicil et pedit
 omnis et 
moleculpa 
cullores 
impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
Making the right call
KEN KOESTER ’94
verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae 
porerio. Olorio tem faces a nossimo 
luptaqui del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit 
peratem quatque et ipsum hil iur 
res aut et dolo dolumquia quam con 
rerferibusam alictibeaqui ut rerit, 
quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
volluptur sum nonecae. Itaspel 
igendel loriati de a quam laut volora 
voluptat exeribusanto blaccum 
volupti sum aut eatiam, to blab into 
volorum re cuptat eos eium cumet 
quam, asperum aut quas dolorepudae 
niscien istores ciendit pelendit, 
iunt ad magnihilGa. Et aliqui 
ipsamet peliquid quid mo quunt 
et magnistisque reptas raepeditia 
nempori onseque nimet dolupta nis 
cum hil modi odis nobissinus non 
There’s constant ridicule and he’s frequently berated by angry 
fans, but Ken Koester calls it the perfect job. 
The Milwaukee native, who graduated with a sports manage-
ment degree, has been officiating basketball and football games 
since he was a sophomore in high school.
“It’s the most challenging thing I’ve ever done in my life,” 
Koester said. “There’s not a greater feeling in the world than getting 
booed by the crowd, when deep down you know you nailed the call. 
There are few avocations where you are immediately expected to 
be perfect, and then get better from there. ” 
Koester also enjoys the camaraderie that comes with being an 
official. 
“It’s an incredible fraternity/sorority of people,” he said. “It’s like 
having a second family who is always there to help out in the tough 
times and celebrate the good times.”
For the past 11 years, he has worked in business development 
for the National Association of Sports Officials and their flagship 
publication, Referee Magazine. 
“NASO advocates, protects and educates officials at all levels 
and in all sports. I’m fortunate enough to be able to do that: advo-
cate, protect and educate every day for something I’m passionate 
about.”
Koester still officiates basketball and football at various levels, 
including Division II and III college basketball. This season for col-
lege football, he moved into the replay booth 
and works for the Big Ten, Mid-Ameri-
can and Missouri Valley conferences.
“Any time you get the chance to 
work in front of a packed house and 
thousands of people, you feel pretty 
fortunate,” he said. “My favorites are 
the high school sectional assign-
ments that determine who gets to the 
state championships. The smaller 
venues, standing-room-only crowds, 
emotionally charged atmosphere; 
it makes for the season’s most 
incredible games to work.”
—Tom Corcoran ’13
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quid mo quunt et 
magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori 
onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil 
modi odis nobissinus 
non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum 
voluptati 
qui 
conserent 
mi, qui 
de nonse 
volor reius 
es doloratus imusam diamust, et 
inctem adigent maximagnimin esti 
officimus, simintotam, sundunt quis 
minverum quis elestiae dipsuntiat 
eostiat fugit etus earum ius dolenis 
dellabo. Milisciis expel maio. 
Imus exped que lacea doluptassi 
restionsequo ipsam quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati 
conempo resequiassum il imusam 
que sum rerum resciunto excearum 
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ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. Imus exped que 
lacea doluptassi restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis aciis 
magnihitio odiaecatibus 
sum ipsandempora con 
eum ut quam, officid 
ucient faccus, sintiati 
conempo resequiassum il 
imusam que sum rerum 
resciunto excearum verum et quas et 
earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae 
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mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori 
onseque nimet dolupta 
nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas 
volorrorepre eaquiasi 
nonemquae reni aut vellabo rempore 
et experit alibus quam endae iumque 
es alia si arum il ipsum as exerat 
rerum evel eum et audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis 
minverum quis elestiae dipsuntiat 
eostiat fugit etus earum ius dolenis 
dellabo. Milisciis expel maio. 
Imus exped que lacea doluptassi 
restionsequo ipsam quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus 
sum ipsandempora con eum ut 
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ucient faccus, 
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 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae 
porerio. Olorio tem faces a nossimo 
luptaqui del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit 
peratem quatque et ipsum hil iur 
res aut et dolo dolumquia quam con 
rerferibusam alictibeaqui ut rerit, 
quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut quia core 
volluptur sum nonecae. Itaspel 
igendel loriati de a quam laut volora 
voluptat exeribusanto blaccum 
volupti sum 
aut eatiam, 
to blab into 
volorum re 
cuptat eos eium 
cumet quam, 
asperum 
aut quas dolorepudae niscien 
istores ciendit pelendit, iunt ad 
magnihilGa. Et aliqui ipsamet 
peliquid quid 
mo quunt et 
magnistisque 
reptas raepeditia 
nempori onseque 
nimet dolupta nis 
cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae 
reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit 
alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum 
il ipsum as exerat 
rerum evel eum et 
audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa 
cullores impelit iossitem quaectet rem 
es mos se alit laut ea cus consequas 
adit, alicid es se nulluptatia ne nus et, 
simus, sumquam ex etureri santem 
quibusc ilique nonet ipsae nobitat 
iisque quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et quo 
quo dendusdam et rernamenem vitias 
arum alignim simaxima pe nobitate 
enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. Imus exped que 
lacea doluptassi restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et odit 
fugia vendae eum doloratem ut qui 
consequodi od qui incipis magnimolor 
ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni 
aperum fuga. Is sum 
qui omnis unturis aciis 
magnihitio odiaecatibus 
sum ipsandempora con 
eum ut quam, officid ucient faccus, 
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imusam que sum rerum resciunto 
excearum verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae porerio. 
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raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
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ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis 
minverum quis elestiae dipsuntiat 
eostiat fugit etus earum ius dolenis 
dellabo. Milisciis expel maio. 
Imus exped que lacea doluptassi 
restionsequo ipsam quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia vendae eum doloratem 
ut qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati 
conempo resequiassum il imusam 
que sum rerum resciunto excearum 
verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae 
porerio. Olorio tem faces a nossimo 
luptaqui del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel 
imil eaquis magnima cumque 
dererspid magniae reptatiost vel 
modit peratem quatque et ipsum hil 
iur res aut et dolo dolumquia quam 
con rerferibusam 
alictibeaqui ut rerit, 
quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut 
quia core volluptur sum nonecae. 
Itaspel igendel loriati de a quam 
laut volora voluptat exeribusanto 
blaccum volupti sum aut eatiam, 
to blab into volorum re cuptat eos 
eium cumet quam, asperum aut 
quas dolorepudae niscien istores 
ciendit pelendit, iunt ad magnihil 
Ga. Et aliqui ipsamet peliquid quid 
mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil modi odis 
nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam 
endae iumque es alia si arum il 
ipsum as exerat rerum evel eum et 
audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
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ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
nobitate enihiciis dollu
ptatem faccum con nihicilla ipsam 
volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
imusam diamust, et inctem adigent 
maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis minverum 
quis elestiae dipsuntiat eostiat fugit 
etus earum ius dolenis dellabo. 
Milisciis expel maio. Imus exped que 
lacea doluptassi restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem ne pa num et 
odit fugia 
vendae eum 
doloratem ut 
qui consequodi 
od qui incipis 
magnimolor 
ra pa solorec uptat.
Ehendus. Consectas magni aperum 
fuga. Is sum qui omnis unturis 
aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, 
sintiati conempo 
resequiassum il 
imusam que sum 
rerum resciunto 
excearum verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae 
porerio. Olorio tem faces a nossimo 
luptaqui del il mag
nien dantiis voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit peratem 
quatque et ipsum hil 
iur res aut et dolo 
dolumquia quam 
con rerferibusam 
alictibeaqui ut rerit, 
quaturi tiorehe
ndis que is eum aut 
quia core volluptur sum nonecae. 
Itaspel igendel loriati de a quam laut 
volora voluptat exeribusanto blaccum 
volupti sum aut eatiam, to blab into 
volorum re cuptat eos eium cumet 
quam, asperum aut quas dolorepudae 
niscien istores ciendit pelendit, 
iunt ad magnihilGa. Et aliqui 
ipsamet peliquid quid mo quunt 
et magnistisque reptas raepeditia 
nempori onseque nimet dolupta nis 
cum hil modi odis nobissinus non 
ped quam estissit, sitas volorrorepre 
eaquiasi nonemquae reni aut vellabo 
rempore et experit alibus quam endae 
iumque es alia si arum il ipsum as 
exerat rerum evel eum et audicil et 
pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid es se 
nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, sumq 
uam ex 
etureri 
santem 
quibusc 
ilique 
nonet 
ipsae nobitat iisque quatend ucipictes 
eicillaturit ea quatur alibusandit 
occum debit q
rerum evel eum et audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
There and back
  ERIN MCINTYRE ’02
Erin McIntyre didn’t just take the Marianist mission she learned 
as a UD student to heart; after graduation, she took it all the way to 
El Salvador.
“A traditional classroom is four walls, but my classroom was the 
world,” she said of her time working in campus ministry at Cleve-
land’s Magnificat High School, where she encouraged students to 
experience faith and justice issues firsthand.
“I spent a summer in Appalachia with the UDSAP program,” 
she said. “It was the most transformative experience. I began to 
understand the importance of interior work within yourself, as well 
as exterior work by serving others. So I began organizing immersion 
experiences, along with other relationship-based opportunities, for 
students.”
She first visited El Salvador in 2004, returning five times with her 
students. During her travels, she established meaningful relation-
ships with people she met through International Partners in Mission.
“As I traveled to El Salvador each time, I was pulled into the 
people’s graciousness and joy among their pain and injustice,” she 
said. “I needed to immerse myself in that, be an active listener and 
get a better understanding of their reality and what my role is.”
She moved to Zaragoza, El Salvador, in 2010 to become interim 
director for IPM in its Latin America regional office. “It was a way 
to connect more with the people of El Salvador, to understand their 
history and their now,” she said.
McIntyre returned to Cleveland in 2011 and, she said, “sought 
out work where I could apply what I learned in El Salvador to help 
the greater Cleveland community.” Today she is a program officer 
with the Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland, a grant-making 
organization that addresses root causes of 
poverty in northeast Ohio.
“UD has prepared me for all 
of these experiences, personal 
and professional,” she said. “The 
Marianists’ commitment to com-
munity and their charge to develop 
compassionate hearts and critical 
minds to better our world — I’m 
grateful for that lesson.”
—Erin Callahan ’15 
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qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
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maximagnimin esti officimus, 
simintotam, sundunt quis 
minverum quis elestiae dipsuntiat 
eostiat fugit etus earum ius dolenis 
dellabo. Milisciis expel maio. 
Imus exped que lacea doluptassi 
restionsequo ipsam 
quam venimus.
Ruptatem autem 
ne pa num et odit 
fugia vendae eum doloratem ut 
qui consequodi od qui incipis 
magnimolor ra pa solorec uptat.
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aciis magnihitio odiaecatibus sum 
ipsandempora con eum ut quam, 
officid ucient faccus, sintiati 
conempo resequiassum il imusam 
que sum rerum resciunto excearum 
verum et quas et earcita
 tquuntibusam dunto delendi am, 
quametur? Iqui dolest que eossit 
dollaborepta verum, corendae 
porerio. Olorio tem faces a nossimo 
luptaqui del il mag
nien dantiis 
voluptatur ad quatur, 
omnis moluptatia 
nam quia vel imil 
eaquis magnima cumque dererspid 
magniae reptatiost vel modit 
peratem quatque et ipsum hil iur 
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mo quunt et magnistisque reptas 
raepeditia nempori onseque nimet 
dolupta nis cum hil 
modi odis nobissinus 
non 
ped quam estissit, sitas 
volorrorepre eaquiasi 
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audicil et pedit
 omnis et moleculpa cullores impelit 
iossitem quaectet rem es mos se alit 
laut ea cus consequas adit, alicid 
es se nulluptatia ne nus et, simus, 
sumquam ex etureri santem quibusc 
ilique nonet ipsae nobitat iisque 
quatend ucipictes eicillaturit ea 
quatur alibusandit occum debit q
ui culparum, temodit a que dolo et 
quo quo dendusdam et rernamenem 
vitias arum alignim simaxima pe 
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volorum voluptati qui conserent mi, 
qui de nonse volor reius es doloratus 
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igendel loriati de a quam laut volora 
voluptat exeribusanto blaccum 
volupti sum aut eatiam, to blab 
into volorum re cuptat eos eium 
cumet quam, asperum aut quas 
dolorepudae niscien istores ciendit 
pelendit, iunt ad magnihilGa. 
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moving in (or out) in fall of 1971 
from last issue’s UDentify. But 
we did receive belated letters 
about our summer UDen-
tify photo taken in a Marycrest 
room. Margaret Beck Long ’67 
writes, “I was a freshman living 
in Marycrest Hall in the picture 
in 1963-1964. The other two girls were my roommates; we were all from 
Pittsburgh. I am the girl in the back with the dark hair.” Joan Dydak 
Bosch ’67 adds, “The occasion was a birthday celebration for Joyce 
Meleski (the blonde on the right). The girl on the left is Mary Lou Bertie. 
Above Mary Lou’s head is Margie Beck. I think it was Joyce’s 18th birth-
day, and Mary Lou organized the celebration — she was always thinking 
of others. It was our freshman year. Such a long time ago! Thanks for the 
photo. It brought back many memories.”
Can you UDentify us?
Thirty years ago, a group 
of students gathered on 
a porch for a photo that 
appeared on a “senioritis” 
page in the 1985 Daytonian 
— a photo that could be 
recreated during Reunion 
Weekend, June 12-14.  
If you’re not having a  
senior moment and can 
identify these students,  
email magazine@udayton.edu. And see more archival images  
at digital.udayton.edu.  
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In the chaos of college, 
students aren’t likely to no-
tice the shiny floors of their 
residence halls or admire 
their smudge-free lobby 
windows. But every day 
for 22 years, one woman 
cleaned them anyway.
Retiree Lillian Cox, who passed away 
Feb. 13, 2014, dedicated more than two de-
cades to making Marycrest look its best as a 
housekeeping supervisor — and found a team 
of students willing to do the same.
“She would stay up nights waxing the 
floor to make it extra shiny,” said Cox’s grand-
daughter, Amanda Townsley, who of-
ten spent summers learning the trade 
from her grandmother. “She didn’t 
care that people were going to drag 
feet and backpacks across it the next 
morning. It had to be perfect.”  
Cox tended to more than the hall-
ways; she cared for each student who 
walked them, earning the nickname 
“Mom” from many Marycrest resi-
dents. In 1974, the University began 
a student custodial work-study pro-
gram as a way to create on-campus 
jobs for students, and Cox became its 
first supervisor, train-
ing 42 students to clean 
Stuart and Founders 
halls. 
The students worked 
15 to 20 hours per week. 
The program quickly 
expanded to include 
all residence halls, Garden Apartments and 
Kennedy Union, with fulltime employees 
like Cox supervising the students. Leadership 
opportunities were available for high per-
formers, allowing them to become student 
supervisors and aid in scheduling and quality 
assurance. Soon, the program employed ap-
proximately 250 students each year, making 
it the largest student employer on campus. 
Cox retired in 1996.
Cox trained more than 1,200 students 
during her time as its work-study coordi-
nator. She taught them the most efficient 
vacuuming patterns and the proper way to 
wipe a mirror (top left to bottom right, al-
ways), but she also imparted a strong work 
ethic and sense of belonging that lasted long 
after a new generation of students moved in. 
Each Christmas, Cox received holiday cards 
from her former student workers — a collec-
Clean sweep
tion that lined four door-
frames, said Jerri Harvey, 
Cox’s daughter.
“The cards would of-
ten say, ‘Lil, without your 
guidance and advice and 
you being like a second 
mother to me, I would nev-
er have graduated,’” Harvey said.
Frank Greenland ’80 remembers Cox 
fondly, noting that he used to take Cox to 
dinner whenever he returned to Dayton.
“I worked on Lil’s crew from 1976 to 1980. 
I had the fortunate opportunity to visit Lil 
many times since,” he said. “She was a role 
model for me and taught me the importance 
of friends and family.”
Steve Lopez ’90 and Kim Hearn Lopez ’91 
agreed. As Kim recalled, “Lil was an amaz-
ing woman who took my now-husband and 
me under her wing. Though years passed, 
she remained family to us. She is still one of 
the most special people we have ever had the 
fortune of knowing.”
Judy Caruso, assistant director of facili-
ties management and residential proper-
ties, also remembers Cox. “She was adept at 
getting students to want to work very hard 
for her; perhaps they could 
sense her dedication and 
pride,” she said. “For some of 
these students, it was the first 
work experience in their lives. 
Through Lil, they learned the 
value of hard work, teamwork 
and last, but not least, house-
keeping skills. Her job at UD 
was not glamorous and was dif-
ficult at times, but she loved it 
just the same.”
Cox’s family laid her to rest 
in Woodland Cemetery, north of 
Marycrest. “Now she can always 
look upon UD and the building 
— and students — she loved so 
much,” Harvey said.
—Allison Lewis ’14 & CC Hutten ’15
To share your story of Lillian Cox with 
her family, visit bit.ly/LillianCoxUD.
 
Lillian Cox (left) in 
her Marycrest office.
Then-University 
President Raymond L. 
Fitz, S.M., with Lillian 
Cox at her retirement. 
Right, a 1990 birthday 
poster for Cox from 
“The Crew.”
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ALUMNI BOOKSHELF
Mass 101: Liturgy and Life
/EMILY STRAND ’05/ 
Mass 101: Liturgy and Life outlines the basics of 
Mass and guides readers through the Catholic 
tradition of worship. “This book is written not 
for scholars but for average people who want to 
deepen their understanding of the Mass,” she 
said. As a campus minister and director of liturgy 
at UD for seven years, Strand was excited to put 
her knowledge and experience into the book. “I spent so much time, 
thought and prayer on how to prepare students for their participation 
in the Mass as liturgical ministers,” she said. “I was happy to use that 
again and put it all in one place.”
Ways of War
/DAVID J. ULBRICH ’93/
A medium-length military textbook was needed 
to fill a void in the market, and Ulbrich met 
that demand, using knowledge from a history 
degree to co-write a comprehensive overview 
of America’s military history. It can easily be 
covered during a 15-week college course, and the 
additional Web-based materials are convenient 
for classroom use, Ulbrich said. Since publica-
tion, it has become required reading in the U.S. Air Force Academy. 
“War is terrible,” he said, “but we use it to avoid things that are worse 
than war. Down the line, these students may look back to reading this 
book about the past and apply it to the present.” 
Lily Lightning Bug and her Stolen Glow
/JEANNETTE M. ADKINS ’81/ 
When Lily Lightning Bug has her glow stolen 
by two bigger bugs, she’s plunged into a world 
of fear and uncertainty — and that’s before she 
has to navigate the intimidating criminal justice 
system. Adkins, who has worked in crime victim 
services for more than 30 years, wrote her book to 
support children who are victims or witnesses of a 
crime, and victim’s advocates often read the book with children to help 
prepare them for the process of testifying. “The book references sexual 
abuse, but placing the story in the world of bugs makes the concept 
easier for children to understand and be interested in,” Adkins said.
To Jonah, When You Are Twenty-Five
/JAMES HERBERT ’63/ 
Full of letters from Herbert to today’s young 
adults, the author uses his lengthy career experi-
ence in New York City and Washington, D.C., 
to offer advice to the next generation. He’s been 
there, done that, and now he’s cheering them 
on. Herbert wanted to write to young adults, not 
about them, he said, to explain what a liberal 
arts education is actually good for in the real world. “You know how 
to make good things happen in the world. You could choose to work 
against the system — how the work world works — or to conform to it, 
but you don’t have to make that choice,” he said.
—Erin Callahan ’15 
Ahead of the game
Be adaptable, and look ahead. This was the advice the 27th 
Doris Drees Distinguished Speaker, Ellen J. Staurowsky, gave to 
health and sports science students Oct. 2. The series honors Drees, 
who spent more than 30 years at UD as a professor, coach, adviser and 
director of women’s athletics.
Like Drees, Staurowsky — a sport management professor at Drexel 
University — has played an influ-
ential role during her 40-year ca-
reer. Aside from coaching, teach-
ing and directing, she served as 
an expert witness in O’Bannon 
v. NCAA and covered the trial of 
Jerry Sandusky, former Penn 
State assistant football coach.
“Adaptability — running 
with the times — will help you 
accumulate skill sets,” she said. 
“Observe five years out, have 
some flickering idea of what 
could change in the industry. Even if you guess wrong, you will at 
least have your finger on the pulse of what’s developing and how.”
Interfaith interchange
Junior Krista Bondi noticed campus efforts toward inclusivity 
and accommodation of different religions — but she wanted to know 
if it was enough. So, she spent 12 weeks with the Berry Summer 
Thesis Institute researching interfaith efforts on Catholic college 
campuses — UD’s included. 
Unlike other schools, Bondi found, UD has carved out specific 
religious spaces for both Catholic and non-Catholic students, as well 
as cultivated open spaces where interdenominational worship and 
meditation can occur.
“By engaging in interfaith dialogue, we can better accommodate 
those of different faiths and even learn of commonalities among 
these various religions, creating a more open and understanding 
campus community,” Bondi said.
Seeing colorful stars
At this fall’s STARS symposium, engineering professor Keigo 
Hirakawa joined colleagues in condensing years of research and 
data into 20-minute bites. The results were insightful and, in Hi-
rakawa’s case, color-
ful. His innovation im-
proves what our visual 
filter, the eye, sees by 
manipulating color arrangement and intensity. 
It was contagious. Joe Haus talked of climbing mountains in 
his theoretical search for a new way to harness energy, which chal-
lenges how low — or small — you can go. Michelle Pautz likened lo-
cal environmental regulators to the Lilliputians, illuminating an 
oft-maligned group of workers. Christian Kiewitz let loose a “whee- 
hee” when announcing that his hypotheses regarding abusive super-
visors and workers’ fearful silence proved correct. 
At STARS each year, faculty and researchers share what 
makes them excited and give us perspective on why we should be 
excited, too. It could be cleaner jet fuels, or more fulfilled sopho-
mores, or insights into Alzheimer’s disease, or many, many more 
opportunities. 
Staurowsky
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The mission: You need to move thousands of valuable books — 
currently housed in several different buildings — across campus in 
the middle of a frigid winter. Then, you need to consolidate them, 
in order, into one new library. You have a razor-thin budget and 
can’t hire any outside or commercial help. Oh, and the project 
needs to start and finish during winter break.
Sound impossible? It nearly was.  
This was the challenge facing the University in the winter of 
1970 as the newly 
constructed Roesch 
Library stood hol-
low and empty, 
much like UD’s 
budget for relocat-
ing the library’s 
books. According 
to Nicoletta Hary, 
who retired in June 
2014 after serving 
50 years in the li-
brary, the logistics 
of the move were 
born from financial 
necessity.
“There was no 
money to hire commercial 
movers or any outside help,” 
Hary said. “The funding for 
the construction of Roesch Li-
brary was supplied through a 
federal grant, and the money 
was all used during the con-
struction. None was left over 
for the move.”
It was up to a team of facul-
ty and staff volunteers, along 
with some plucky student 
workers, who sacrificed their 
Christmas vacations to get the 
job done. 
Jim Dinneen ’72, a Pitts-
burgh native, was one of those students. County manager for Volu-
sia County, Florida, Dinneen now has several decades of logistics 
and project planning experience to his name. In December 1970, 
though, he didn’t yet possess the confidence or expertise to coordi-
nate the move. He did, however, possess one very important skill. 
“A buddy of mine was helping, and I needed the money, so I 
showed up too. The only reason I got to stay was because I was the 
only student who knew how to drive a forklift,” he said, noting 
that the move was a joint venture between library services staff 
and the engineering school.
The project faced more than a few challenges, and Dinneen 
used some quick thinking, and a bit of ingenuity, to help keep the 
project moving — and make a few extra bucks.
“We were using an out-of-commission eleva-
tor in Albert Emanuel Hall that was reopened for 
the move to load boxes of books and take them 
down,” Dinneen said. “It was taking way too long 
and boxes were getting backed up, and I thought, ‘This is never 
going to work.’”
Dinneen had an idea to increase productivity; but first, he had 
a caveat.
“I said ‘I have an idea. Give me a higher 
wage and I’ll tell you what it is,’” Dineen said. 
“And they did it! So I wound up coordinating a 
lot of the transportation and had to teach anoth-
er student how 
to drive the 
forklift.”
The new 
idea? Using 
M a s o n i t e 
boards on top 
of the stairs 
like a ramp to 
slide the boxes 
of books down, 
with students 
on each floor 
to handle them 
and pass them 
down. 
Once in the basement, the books were 
marked with a sticker indicating the range 
of books included in the box according to 
the Dewey Decimal System, then cart-
ed through the corridor between Albert 
Emanuel Hall and Roesch. Once inside the 
library, it was up to Hary to organize the 
books.
“I was on the receiving end and had to 
figure out how to disperse the books and 
determine where they would go,” she said. 
“I had to keep track of all those books.”
Neither Dinneen nor Hary can imagine pulling off this kind of 
feat in the 21st century.
“There was an enormous amount of pressure to finish the job 
on time,” Hary recalled. “It was different back then. Today, we 
would have treated and rewarded the students with a pizza break 
or something. Not back then. It was just work, work, work.” 
Dinneen agreed. “I can’t imagine nowadays with the liabili-
ties and value of all those books, putting students in charge of 
that kind of move,” he said. “It was nothing short of a miracle 
that we pulled it off. We couldn’t believe it, and we all were so 
proud of what we accomplished.”
—Tom Corcoran ’13 
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Top, Roesch Library in January 1971; the library’s main 
floor lounge, 1971; students studying in Roesch, circa 1971.
Tap  
to post your ’70s 
library memories 
and photos to the 
Roesch Library 
Facebook page. 
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THERE’S A LAKE, THE NORTHERN CLIMATE 
AND THREE HORTICULTURAL DOMES.  
SO, WHICH SEASON IS YOUR FAVORITE FOR 
EXPERIENCING MILWAUKEE? 
“The very BEGINNING OF SUMMER. There 
is such an excitement then. There might still be 
crispness in the air from spring, but everyone is 
outside and ready to take on all things Milwau-
kee.” —Lauren McCoy Schultz ’01 
“I LOVE our area. MY FAVORITE SEASON IS 
FALL, but I can describe my favorite things about 
here, regardless of season, to anyone, anytime.” 
—Carrie Ballard ’01
“While the recent display of beautiful fall color 
tried to sway me, IN SUMMER Milwaukee shines 
brightest. Residents get Summerfest’s selection 
of musical acts, cultural festivals and the opportu-
nity to take full advantage of our Great Lake  
by boat or beach. Summer is the best time to 
take in a play in the woods at Spring Green’s 
American Players Theatre after touring the 
grounds of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Taliesin estate.” 
—Greg Calhoun ’08
As holiday festivities rolled around, alum-
ni in Milwaukee were laser-focused on the big 
event: Christmas (Off Campus, that is).
This season, their community served 
dinner at the Guest House of Milwaukee, a 
men’s homeless shelter. It’s one of a series of 
yuletide projects alumni like Susan Timms 
Cantwell ’86 have looked forward to year after 
year.
“We’ve volunteered with the shelter for 
the last four years, and I love seeing residents 
engaged through cookie decorating and orna-
ment making,” said Cantwell, who’s been ac-
tive with the Milwaukee group for 15 years. 
One year, there was a day spent sorting 
shelter donations; another year, the crew 
helped stage a performance of the Nativity 
with children at a local church, complete with 
costumes and set direction. Another time, 
Flyers hosted a Christmas party at the Boys 
and Girls Club, dressing up in animal masks 
and diving into ornament decorating.
“My husband and I both went to UD,” 
Cantwell said. “I love to share the feeling I 
got while being at school. The memories, the 
emotional nostalgia and the love from grow-
ing up on campus is why I drag everyone I 
can over to Dayton.”
Community leader Jennifer Johnson ’07 
made a beeline for the group as soon as she 
moved to Milwaukee in 2013. 
“The opportunity to combine my passion 
for Milwaukee and UD was a no-brainer,” she 
said. “My goal as community leader is to make 
sure I’m easily available to area alumni and 
perpetuating a learn, lead and serve lifestyle.”
So what’s a Milwaukee community to do 
the other 364 days a year?  Continue coming 
together with purpose. They frequent busi-
nesses unique to southern Wisconsin — like 
the Lakefront Brewery, where every tour ends 
with a round of the Laverne & Shirley TV show 
theme song — and those with Flyer connec-
tions, like Purple Door Ice Cream, owned by 
Lauren McCoy Schultz ’01.
From reindeer cookies to musical pints, 
Milwaukee alumni say the best part about 
getting together is seeing the Marianist val-
ues they learned on campus living outside 
Dayton. 
Save us a seat. 
—Michelle Friman ’15 
Flyers are making their dreams come true in the Brew City
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Sustaining the future
A
t the announcement, there 
was a gasp from the crowd 
followed by a long ovation 
— sustained clapping for 
the new Hanley Sustain-
ability Institute.
The campus commu-
nity gathered in the Central Mall Sept. 19 
to hear of the $12.5 million gift from George 
Hanley, a 1977 business graduate and member 
of the University of Dayton board of trustees, 
and his wife, Amanda Hanley, to support the 
University’s goal to become a national leader 
in sustainability education. It is the largest 
single gift in University history.
President Daniel J. Curran said the gift 
is an investment in the future of our planet 
from a couple who is passionate about envi-
ronmental protection and the common good.
“At many universities, sustainability 
education is focused solely on the environ-
mental sciences,” Curran said. “This gift will 
extend sustainability education across mul-
tiple disciplines. We’re deeply grateful to the 
Hanleys for their generosity and vision.”
Initial plans for the institute include 
developing an interdisciplinary graduate 
certificate in sustainability; creating an ur-
ban agriculture demonstration project with 
community partners; establishing Hanley 
Research Fellows and Hanley Scholars-in-
Residence to support student and faculty 
research; and inaugurating the Hanley Con-
ference on Sustainability Education. The 
goal is for the University to become the top-
rated Catholic university on the STARS (Sus-
tainability Tracking, Assessment and Rat-
ing System) list for sustainability in higher 
education. 
Noted Curran, “Sustainability is really 
a philosophy that stems from our Catholic, 
Marianist mission. It’s about how we pro-
tect the poor and vulnerable in our world. It’s 
about respecting human dignity. It’s about 
promoting the common good. In this respect 
the new Hanley Sustainability Institute com-
plements our commitments in human rights 
research and education.”
The Hanleys took the podium to express 
their support for good work already achieved by 
the University community.
“My time here has affected … my life in 
so many ways,” George Hanley said. “This 
gift is about providing students, faculty and 
staff with the resources to solve the problems 
our world faces but also to take advantage of 
the opportunities.” 
Added Amanda Hanley: “We are thrilled 
with UD’s national leadership and hope one day 
interdisciplinary sustainability education will 
run deep at every university.”
Ryan Schuessler, senior mechanical en-
gineering student and director of the Univer-
sity’s 2014 Sustainability Week, said he’s seen 
The Chicago couple have long 
been generous donors to the Uni-
versity. In 2007, they established the 
Hanley Trading Center in the Univer-
sity’s School of Business Adminis-
tration. A recent gift supported the 
University’s ETHOS program, which 
allows students to use their engi-
neering skills to implement locally 
sustainable technologies for human-
interest in sustainability take off.
“A record number of first-year students se-
lected sustainability as their learning-living 
community this year,” Schuessler said. “The 
sustainability movement is growing so fast. 
Students are looking for ways to link academics 
with action.”
Senior Saehan Lenzen is a mechanical en-
gineering major with both a minor in sustain-
ability and a concentration in energy systems. 
“There’s so much passion for sustainability, 
and now we have the support for what we need 
to do. This pushes me toward staying [at UD] 
longer,” for a graduate degree, she said.
With the Hanleys’ lead gift, the University 
will launch a comprehensive campaign to raise 
additional funds from foundations, corpora-
tions and other donors to bring total funding 
for the institute to $25 million. 
itarian purposes around the world.
George Hanley is best known 
for founding Chicago-based Hanley 
Group, which was acquired by INTL 
FCStone, and for his membership 
at the Chicago Board of Trade and 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, now 
CME Group. He presently serves as 
a co-founder and principal of Level 5 
Trading.
Amanda Hanley is a strong ad-
vocate of environmental protection 
and innovative ideas for a healthier 
planet, people and economy. She 
has been working toward sustainable 
solutions for more than 25 years, 
serves on various environmental 
boards, and frequently blogs about 
green issues.
George and Amanda Hanley 
created their family foundation in 
1997. It has come to support orga-
nizations that are advancing envi-
ronmental, educational and social 
empowerment solutions, both on a 
local and global scale. They are par-
ticularly drawn to innovative models 
in sustainability that can lead to 
wider systemic change and greater 
impact.
About the Hanleys
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . 
The University’s largest gift will advance environmental education throughout campus. Shown are 
Amanda and George Hanley ’77.
Tap  
to watch a video 
of the Hanley 
Sustainability 
Institute’s 
unveiling. 
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f Tyrone Power were alive 
today, the dark-eyed Hol-
lywood luminary and 
one-time University of 
Dayton student would 
surely be dogged merci-
lessly by camera-toting 
paparazzi. After all, the 
dashing star not only starred in 
scores of hit movies but rode mo-
torcycles, dated his co-stars and 
was married three times. His un-
cle even skimmed money from his 
film royalties, leaving the actor 
destitute and financially reliant — 
gasp — on his second wife, herself 
a film starlet. 
Indeed, in a fall 1939 issue of 
the Exponent, UD’s student maga-
zine, a survey of coeds listed Power 
as their fourth most-favorite mov-
ie actor. (He was bested by Errol 
Flynn, Jimmy Stewart and Gary 
Cooper.)
Those fans may have had the 
right idea. Power made dozens of 
films and was, during a 44-year 
tenure in Hollywood, called mysti-
cal, darkly handsome, a glorious 
matinee idol and rather tragically, 
“forgettable,” said Kevin Sandler, 
associate professor of film and 
media studies at Arizona State 
University. “He was an enormous 
star that few people remember,” 
Sandler said. 
impressive in that right,” Sandler 
said. 
After his stint in the military, 
Power returned to Hollywood and 
married his second wife, Linda 
Christian. They had two children, 
Romina and Taryn. In 1958, Power 
suffered a massive heart attack 
while filming a sword-fighting 
scene for Solomon and Sheba. He 
died en route to the hospital. 
“Ironically, he earned his best 
reviews for Witness for the Prosecu-
tion,” Sandler said. “It was the last 
movie he completed before he 
died.” 
Tyrone Power would have 
turned 100 years old this year. 
—Molly Blake ’96 
Born in 1914 in Cin-
cinnati, the scion of 
an acting dynasty that 
included his father, 
Tyrone Sr., and his co-
median grandfather, 
Power attended for one 
year at St. Mary’s Insti-
tute for Boys, UD’s pre-
paratory school. 
Although he even-
tually graduated from 
Purcell High School in 
Cincinnati in 1931, his 
days in Dayton weren’t 
forgotten. When the 
Flyer football team 
traveled to California in Novem-
ber 1939 to face the St. Mary’s 
Gaels, Power hosted the contin-
gent. Wrote longtime Dayton 
Daily News sports editor Si Burick, 
“… that was a great party that 
Alumnus Tyrone Power gave the 
boys on the Twentieth Century lot 
in movieland.”
Power’s father helped him land 
a small role in The Merchant of Ven-
ice in 1931, but it wasn’t until 1936, 
when Power appeared onscreen in 
the movie Girls’ Dormitory, that his 
wild good looks snared the atten-
tion of a legion of swooning fans. 
20th Century Fox saw the writing 
on the wall and signed Power to a 
multiyear contract. 
During a 1939 trip to 
California, the football 
Flyers pose with actor 
Tyrone Power (center, 
holding a dog) at 20th 
Century Fox Studios. 
Coach Harry Baujan is 
at far left in the front 
row. 
He began landing roles in 
swashbuckling films like Jesse 
James and The Black Swan. But 
Power languished still. In a re-
view of his performance in 1940’s 
The Mark of Zorro, writer Bosley 
Crowther said, “Mr. Power rather 
overdoes his swishing, and his 
swash is more beautiful than 
bold.”
“He didn’t transcend the limi-
tations of his movies like other 
good-looking actors from that 
era,” Sandler noted.  
Power joined the U.S. Marine 
Corps in 1942 and served for sev-
eral years as a pilot flying cargo 
in for troops fighting in the Battle 
of Iwo Jima. “He was, however, 
Above, Power in a 1938 studio portrait. Left, the 
1940 poster for The Mark of Zorro.
Star Power Tap  
to read more 
about the Flyer 
Football team’s 
visit to Hollywood. 
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By Teri Rizvi ’90
A
fter I helped you move 
a few clothes, a coffee 
pot and some cherished 
books into your Mary-
crest Hall room, I unfolded a letter 
you wrote to us last spring. 
“Now is a crucial time to voy-
age off to a new world full of won-
der and spirituality,” you wrote in 
an unsuccessful attempt to per-
suade us to allow you to travel to 
Tibet to study with the monks for 
a few months before college. You 
were just 17 and already express-
ing a curiosity about the world 
and your place in it. 
I then pulled out a letter I 
wrote to you for your high school 
senior-year time capsule and 
laughed at the childhood memory 
that popped off the page. “Do you 
remember this crazy and imagina-
tive exchange we once had? Every-
one knows you shouldn’t accept 
a ride from a stranger, but you 
thought there must be at least one 
exception to this rule. ‘If I were 
lost in the woods with no one 
around and a limousine pulled 
up, would it be acceptable to have 
a limousine ride?’ you asked as I 
drove you to school.”
You have shown an inquisi-
tiveness about the world and a 
spontaneity for life that books 
alone cannot teach. Some would 
say you’re overly confident and 
too impulsive. You’ve always be-
lieved you’ve had all the answers 
and certainly know the excep-
tions to the rules. You skirted that 
line with your teachers through-
out school. 
Yet as you start your first year 
at the University of Dayton, you 
find yourself full of questions. 
And you’re worried.
“You’re 18 and you don’t know 
what you want to do? That’s the 
best thing I’ve heard you say,” 
said political science professor 
Mark Ensalaco over lunch. “Ask 
tough questions,” he advised. 
“We need more people asking ex-
cellent questions instead of giv-
ing meaningless answers.”
In your first few weeks as a 
college student, you read “the 
most profound thing” you’ve ever 
read in Margaret Strain’s Writing 
Seminar 1. Mike Rose’s essay, “I 
Just Want to be Average,” opened 
your eyes to how one person who 
believes in you can change your 
life. 
You helped your Saudi Ara-
bian roommate write a paper. As 
part of the social justice learning-
living community in Marycrest, 
you traveled to Edison School to 
tutor a fourth-grader in basic 
arithmetic. 
You’re already exploring 
study-abroad options in Africa 
and are quick to grab a Nerf gun 
for stress-relieving, heated bat-
tles that break out randomly on 
the dorm’s second floor.
And while you’re not Catho-
lic, you were visibly moved by 
the words of Father Jim Schimel- 
pfening, S.M., during first-year 
orientation Mass at UD Arena. “I 
hope you learn how to ask ques-
tions, the questions that really 
make a difference, the questions 
that change lives,” he said.
“We’re not a world at peace. 
Are you willing to be a peacemak-
er? We’re not a world with univer-
sal health care. Are you willing to 
hear the cry of the poor and be 
the voice for the voiceless? Who 
do you say you are? How you an-
swer that question sets the stage 
for everything.”
Who do you say you are? 
The answer isn’t part of a pop 
quiz in physics, won’t jump off 
the page of a reading assignment. 
It’s a question that will weave 
through every class, every friend-
ship, every experience during 
your college days — and beyond. 
It’s time for you to voyage to 
a world you will create, a new 
world full of wonder. 
To a first-year student, my son ‘Serpentine Calm’
—Patti Paulus ’82
pattipaulus.com
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By Amanda Newlove ’13
W
hen I told her I was 
being forced to leave 
Guinea until Ebola 
was under control, I 
saw my African queen, the stron-
gest woman I have ever met, cry. 
She wiped her beautifully aged face 
with a cloth she was using to keep 
flies away.
And I sat there in silence. I 
wanted to comfort her. I didn’t 
know where to begin. I couldn’t 
tell her when I’d be back; I didn’t 
know. I couldn’t tell her every-
thing would be OK; I wasn’t sure. 
I couldn’t tell her how I felt; there 
are no words to explain it. Her re-
action had been unexpected, and it 
gave me a rare paradoxically calm-
ing and disturbing feeling you get 
when you realize someone loves 
you more than you thought. 
The night the Peace Corps 
told me, I told Fatou and Binta. 
They hung out with me for a long 
time while I was Skyping my par-
ents. Fatou kept saying, “Ebola est 
mechant.” Ebola is mean. Yes, yes 
it is. However, I was the only phys-
ical connection they now had with 
this monster; and it isn’t because I 
have it, but because it is forcing me 
out of this country. The next day, 
my little sister, Mireama, just sat 
and watched me pack. Her pres-
ence was calming, as she observed 
every move I was making.
It was market day. Walking 
through the market was like pok-
ing a needle in my heart every 10 
minutes, having to explain the 
situation to all my friends I ran 
into. My regional coordinator, 
Cisse, picked me up and drove me 
to Koundara. Friday morning we 
drove the 14-hour bumpy ride to 
the capital. Other volunteers and 
I got to the airport around 5 p.m. 
Saturday and flew to Paris togeth-
er. In Paris, some were in the same 
terminal as I until I left.
I had to leave this country. But 
its people must stay. The children 
Forced out
who have taught me more than 
most of my teachers, who have giv-
en me more than I could ever give 
them, must stay. They will never 
get the opportunity to “be evacuat-
ed” for their safety. If that were the 
case, they would have been evacu-
ated upon birth since the likelihood 
of their dying of malnutrition or 
malaria is much more likely than 
dying from Ebola.
The anxiety, for me person-
ally, comes not from the thought 
of catching Ebola (that is ex-
tremely unlikely) but from the 
comments I will be getting at 
home. Ignorance is going to be 
one of my biggest competitors in 
America.
“I’m glad you’re safe.” Yes, 
I am, too; but I felt safer in my 
village.
“I hope you don’t bring it back 
with you.” Educate yourself.
Talks of the reasons 
for the spread will like-
ly sadden me because 
they won’t include the 
Guinean world-view 
which includes the very 
real and honest fear of 
Western practices. (My 
best friend used to be 
afraid of me because 
she thought all white 
people had guns.)
But those talks are 
my time to spread the 
Guinean love. This is my time to ed-
ucate Americans on these things. 
I’m now not only a Peace Corps 
Guinea volunteer but a Peace Corps 
America volunteer. 
It’s time to try to turn to the 
real matter of the situation instead 
of to the sensationalized media 
headlines. My heart will forever be 
with my regulars who frequent my 
hut, my best friend, Fatou, who 
D
ayton students who give 
tours to prospective stu-
dents and their parents 
get asked a lot of questions 
— which they not only can answer 
drawing on a wealth of UD knowledge 
and experience but can also do it walk-
ing backward. We asked them to talk 
about the questions they get.
Embarrassing
“I’d get really annoyed when 
I was on a tour and my parents 
would ask questions,” said Libby 
Durnwald ’15. “Now I want parents 
to ask those questions.”
Mary Leigh Hayes ’14, an ac-
counting grad now working on an 
MBA, added, “Parents ask about 
job prospects. Kids are embar-
rassed. But it’s important. You 
want a job when you graduate.”
Favorite
“Why did you come to UD?” is 
the favorite of  Morgan Koter ’14, a 
December grad. Her answer: “I was 
Belk ’15 said. “It runs through every 
major.”
“I try to get them to understand 
the Catholic, Marianist charac-
ter of the University,” said Danny 
Wolfe ’16. “And inclusiveness is a 
big part of that.”
Surprising
“I’m surprised how many don’t 
know we’re Catholic,” Wolfe said. 
“It’s one of the first things you’d 
see if you Googled UD.”
Hard
Wolfe says he tries to answer 
questions about competing in-
stitutions “without putting any 
other school down. I applied to 10 
schools. It came down to Dayton 
and Indiana University. I knew they 
had a prestigious business school. 
But what it came down to, I tell 
people on tours, was the personal 
attention one finds at Dayton, 
the access to both resources and 
professors.”
has become my sister, the health 
center staff who do what they can 
with what they have.
My prayer is that the world 
acts fast. West Africa cannot do 
it alone. We removed their abil-
ity to. We’ve ignored the urgency 
of the people of West Africa for too 
long. I’m sorry it took a horrifying 
epidemic, but now, we must do 
something.
lost my senior year in high school. 
I was looking at Catholic schools. 
What really drew me here was the 
campus tour. People said ‘hello’ to 
the tour guide; they opened doors 
for us. I could picture myself here.”
Passersby
“A former professor will walk 
by and say, ‘Hi,’” said Katie Virgin 
’15. “People on the tour will say, 
‘You had that professor and he re-
members you.’”
“Dr. Dan will walk by a group 
and say, ‘What’s up?’” Durnwald 
said. “Somebody will ask, ‘Is that a 
professor?’ ‘No. It’s the University 
president [Daniel Curran].’”
Catholic
“How Catholic is UD?” is a ques-
tion that comes from Catholics and 
non-Catholics alike. “I stress Learn. 
Lead. Serve.,” said Emily Strauss 
’16. “That resonates whether you 
are Catholic or not.”
“I emphasize service,” Olivia 
Questions on campus
Tap  
to watch Amanda 
Newlove’s story of 
her Peace Corps 
work in Guinea. 
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There are nights 
I show up at UD 
Arena and I know
 the man in 
front of me groan
s a silent groan. 
Every game, he’s 
here to watch bas
ketball. Every gam
e, I’m here to 
watch basketball 
... and get a pinc
h of something m
ore. 
Last time, it was 
fennel. 
As we watched pl
ayers run up and
 down the floor, 
Jo Hinker and 
I discussed soup.
 She wrestled wi
th stubborn, har
d pinto beans. I 
shared a disgust 
for carrots but an
 obsession for car
rot-ginger soup. 
Her tale of a near-
mythical tomato,
 orzo and fennel m
élange made me 
miss a slam dunk
. 
The next day, sh
e emailed me thr
ee recipes. I copi
ed two of my 
favorites to index
 cards for her. 
I only know Jo and her husband, Neal Hinker ’79, because our bas-ketball seats are side by side. We are of different generations, live on different ends of town; but there’s something very familiar about the relationship. It starts with UD, and soon they’re attending one of my husband’s plays and we’re donating to one of their favorite charities. I’m writing this column between Thanksgiving and Christmas, which may explain my uncharacteristic sentimentality. I can be as curmudgeonly as the next editor, but I feel that relationships with UD at their heart become something better, or deeper, or faster than other associations. 
For example, my experience of “minoring in the Majkas.” More 
than 20 years after graduation, I tell anyone who will listen about 
the block of sociology courses I took from professors Linda and Theo 
Majka. Their lessons still inform the way I consider life, from the 
Supreme Court case on pregnancy as disability to the rulings on use 
of police force against black men. 
In the years since, my husband and I shared a meal with the 
Majkas at a Denver Tex-Mex restaurant. On another occasion, the four 
of us walked together through a nature preserve to see the bluebells 
in bloom. Those memories are a few of the reasons I was so saddened 
to learn of Linda’s death this November. 
In Class Notes this issue, there are stories of Flyer strangers meet-
ing along the Columbia River (Page 55), on a train in New Zealand 
(Page 42) and on a golf course in New York state (Page 46). They knew 
what this column was about before I even started writing it. (I could’ve asked them to write this; it would have saved me a lot of time.)I’d guess the man who sits in front of me at Flyer games does, too. “It’s about connections,” I bet he’d say, not turning his head from the court. “And soup.” And then I’d hand him a handwritten recipe card. Maybe I will. 
—Michelle Tedford ’94
Editor, University of Dayton Magazine
UD recipe
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Remember hanging out on a porch in the 
neighborhood? It’s a tradition unique to the 
University of Dayton, and it shaped the way 
you experienced community.
 
.
From noon Feb. 24 to noon Feb. 26, 
we’re going to stage a whole new kind 
of porch party. We’re going to raise 
enough money to build one. 
 
There are vacant lots on Kiefaber, Lowes and 
Stonemill. This February, as part of “I Love UD” month, 
you’ll be able to vote on where you want the house 
located. Our goal is to raise $300,000 to add another 
iconic home, porch included, in the neighborhood. 
NOW THIS IS
BUILDING
TRADITION
Learn more at  
your.udayton.edu/house.
Alumni Association
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In 1927, snow covered campus and the 
shrine to Our Lady of College Park, located 
in the gazebo on what is now the library 
lawn. We could have used her intercessions 
Nov. 18 as we dodged unseasonably early 
snowflakes from a storm that blanketed 
campus but left it similarly lovely. 
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TIME LAPSE
Tap  
to see more photos 
from the late 
fall snowstorm 
on campus 
(Facebook).
